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1 GENERAl INTRODUCTION 3
Our real-life experiences are continuous, and remembered as a coherent whole. These rich 
and continuous real-life experiences need to be captured in a meaningful neural structure 
to allow us to remember them as a coherent whole. In this thesis I aim to answer the 
overarching question: Does the brain represent episodic memories in dynamic, hierarchical 
event networks? To answer this overarching question, I ﬁrst investigated how hierarchical 
event networks are formed, and then I explored the dynamics of event networks by 
investigating neural mechanisms underlying memory updating. 
In this introduction I will describe how hippocampal coding principles, introduced in the 
context of spatial coding, contribute ﬁrst to episodic memory formation and then to episodic 
memory updating. Next, I will outline the different methods used in the experimental work 
discussed in chapters 2, 3, 4 and 5 (BOX 1.1), and then briefly summarize my theoretical 
standpoint, outlined in chapter 6.
1.1 Formation of event networks
We have continuous, coherent memories of our personal experiences. These experiences 
consist of multiple memories of individual events that have a certain relationship. For 
example, consider your memory of going to a restaurant with a friend last Saturday. You 
remember ordering dinner, and having a conversation with your friend. These two events 
are individual memories, yet, you also remember how they relate to each other. How can 
we remember relationships between memories? An important experimental paradigm to 
study relations between memories is the paired-associate learning paradigm, which trains 
participants to memorize pairs of items after which the participant is cued with one of 
the items and asked to remember the associated item (Calkins, 1894). This paradigm has 
been used in the study of human memory for years in clinical as well as neuropsychological 
research (Wechsler, 1945; Shimamura and Squire, 1984). In this thesis, I focus on how the 
brain represents these relationships between memories. 
The hippocampal formation is known for playing an essential role in memory, especially in 
declarative memory (i.e. memory for facts and events) (Scoville and Milner, 1957; Mishkin 
et al., 1984; Squire and Zola-morgan, 1991; Nadel et al., 2000; Burgess et al., 2002; Tulving, 
2002) by coding for individual memories (Polyn et al., 2005; Chadwick et al., 2010; Wixted 
et al., 2014), and by binding together neocortical representations of memories (Squire and 
Zola-morgan, 1991; Norman and O’Reilly, 2003; Squire et al., 2004). More recently, research 
has indicated that the hippocampus itself also codes for related memories (Shohamy and 
Wagner, 2008; Preston and Eichenbaum, 2013; Schapiro et al., 2013; Milivojevic et al., 2015). 
There are two influential theories related to this notion of the hippocampus representing 
relations between memories. One is known as the cognitive map theory, which suggests 
that elements of episodic memories are bound to a map-like representation of space in 
the hippocampus (Tolman, 1948; O’Keefe and Nadel, 1978). Another influential theory 
posits that episodic memories are represented as networks of related events in a so called 
memory space (Eichenbaum et al., 1999). Spatial and episodic memory are suggested to rely 
on the same neural systems (e.g. Eichenbaum et al., 1999). Thus, spatial memory research 
can be informative for episodic memory research, summarized below.
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1.1.1 Spatially-tuned cells
It is well established that the hippocampal formation has an important role in representing 
the local environment (Moser et al., 2008). Cell recordings in rodents freely navigating 
an environment has led to the discovery of spatially-tuned cell types in the hippocampal 
formation. The hippocampus contains a spatially-tuned cell type referred to as ‘place cells’ 
(O’Keefe and Dostrovsky, 1971; Moser et al., 2008). These are cells that ﬁre when an animal 
enters a certain speciﬁc place in the environment, referred to as the place ﬁeld of the cell. 
The hippocampus contains place cells for each place ﬁeld in the environment, thus, together 
they cover the entire environment. Research suggests interesting differences in place ﬁeld 
size in the rodent hippocampus, with small place ﬁelds in the dorsal hippocampus and 
large place ﬁelds in the ventral hippocampus (Kjelstrup et al., 2008; Fanselow and Dong, 
2010; Strange et al., 2014; Ritchey et al., 2015). This led to interesting suggestions for 
differences in function within hippocampal sub-regions, for example along the long axis of 
the hippocampus (Poppenk et al., 2013; Strange et al., 2014). This is the dorsal to ventral 
axis in rodents, and the posterior to anterior axis in humans.
1.1.2 hippocampal long axis
Research in rodents and humans has led to multiple suggestions of distinct functional roles 
for sub-regions along the hippocampal long axis (Poppenk et al., 2013; Strange et al., 2014), 
for example in the context of emotional processing (Fanselow and Dong, 2010; Murty et al., 
2010; Satpute et al., 2012), episodic memory encoding and retrieval (lepage et al., 1998; 
Schacter and Wagner, 1999; Spaniol et al., 2009), global versus local spatial representations 
(Kjelstrup et al., 2008), and gist versus detailed memories (Hayes et al., 2011; Gutchess and 
Schacter, 2012). Besides these suggested functional dissociations, hippocampal connectivity 
to other regions showed differences along the hippocampal long axis (Kahn et al., 2008; 
Fanselow and Dong, 2010; libby et al., 2012). For example, the perirhinal cortex connects 
mostly to the anterior hippocampus, while the parahippocampal cortex connects mostly 
to the posterior hippocampus (libby et al., 2012). Furthermore, rodent research showed 
an increase in scale of place ﬁelds along the dorsal to ventral axis of the hippocampus. 
Thus, an increasingly larger portion of the environment is covered by individual place cells 
when moving more towards the ventral portion of the rodent hippocampus (Kjelstrup et al., 
2008). This is in line with a local to global differentiation of spatial representations along the 
long axis as mentioned earlier. How does this differentiation in hippocampal place ﬁeld sizes 
affect formation of episodic memories?
For successful episodic memory it is important to remember memories at multiple 
resolutions, i.e. details of individual memories (Norman and O’Reilly, 2003; Polyn et al., 
2005; Chadwick et al., 2010; Wixted et al., 2014) as well as generalize across memories 
(Squire et al., 2004; Shohamy and Wagner, 2008; Zeithamova et al., 2012b; Milivojevic and 
Doeller, 2013; Schapiro et al., 2013; Schlichting et al., 2014). Generalizing across memories 
is often studied using a paired-associate inference (PAI) paradigm (Preston et al., 2004), 
during which participants have to memorize pairs of items (A-B, and B-C) based on which 
they can infer the relation between A and C. This allows you to, besides details of speciﬁc 
memories, remember a general overview of how events relate to each other. In the example 
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of the memory of going to a restaurant with a friend last Saturday, you will remember details 
of the speciﬁc events that happened at this speciﬁc restaurant visit, but you also remember 
visiting other restaurants with the same friend. The hippocampus has been indicated to 
have a role in remembering individual memories (Chadwick et al., 2010), pairs of memories 
(Squire et al., 2004), as well as inferences between memories (Heckers et al., 2004; DeVito 
et al., 2010; Zeithamova et al., 2012a; Kumaran, 2013; Schlichting et al., 2014). These 
aspects together can create networks of related memories (Shohamy and Wagner, 2008; 
Zeithamova et al., 2012b; Milivojevic and Doeller, 2013; Schapiro et al., 2013). Together, this 
led to the research question studied in chapter 2: Is there a neural gradient with multiple 
resolutions of episodic memories present in parallel along the hippocampal long axis? 
(see Fig 1.1)
different resolutions in memory different resolutions in space
A B
Figure 1.1 Multiple resolutions of episodic memories along the hippocampal long axis?
Rodent research in spatial navigation leads to the hypothesis tested in chapter 2, that there are multiple resolutions 
of episodic memories (as illustrated in panel A) in parallel present along the hippocampal long axis, akin to the 
gradient of place-ﬁeld sizes with increasingly larger portions of the environment represented by individual place 
cells along the dorsal to ventral axis of the rodent hippocampus (as illustrated in panel B). Regarding the multiple 
resolutions of episodic memories, in the example illustrated in panel A, the posterior hippocampus represents 
clear and direct associations between events (for example the association between a grandfather eating soup 
on a couch, and that grandfather bringing a child to bed). Simultaneously, the anterior hippocampus represents 
more distant, inferred relationships, e.g. associations between the grandfather eating soup on the couch, and a 
babysitter giving a bottle to the same child that the grandfather brought to bed in another event. 
1.1.3 Event hierarchies relevant for generating predictions
What would be the relevance of such event hierarchies in memory? Again take the memory 
of having dinner at a restaurant with a friend last Saturday. While you are driving in your car 
to this restaurant, it is likely that you are already reactivating earlier restaurant visits in order 
to predict an often available parking spot to park your car near this restaurant (Shohamy and 
Daw, 2015). For this prediction you need to draw upon a high hierarchical level in memory 
(i.e. you will not try to remember details of each of the speciﬁc restaurant visits but rather 
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try to remember the gist of where you have a high chance to ﬁnd a free parking spot for your 
car). However, when you left the restaurant last Saturday, you needed to ﬁnd your car back 
in order to drive back home. To predict where you can ﬁnd your car, you should now draw 
upon a low hierarchical level in memory (i.e. you will now try to remember where exactly 
you parked this time). 
For both of these instances it is crucial that the memory system is adaptive, because this 
allows it to use our memories of prior experiences to shape predictions of upcoming events 
(Shohamy and Daw, 2015). For this reason, research to future thinking is strongly related 
to memory research (Atance and O’Neill, 2001; Hassabis and Maguire, 2007, 2009; Spreng 
et al., 2008; Palombo et al., 2016; Schacter et al., 2017). For the ability to use memories of 
prior experiences for anticipating the future it is crucial to be able to reactivate memories or 
speciﬁc elements of memories. Research suggests that memories are reactivated in awake 
rest and sleep, and that these reactivations are related to subsequent behavior (Skaggs and 
Mcnaughton, 1996; lee and Wilson, 2002; Ji and Wilson, 2007; Karlsson and Frank, 2009; 
Dupret et al., 2010; Gupta et al., 2010; Carr et al., 2011; Deuker et al., 2013; Staresina et 
al., 2013a; Schlichting and Preston, 2014, 2016; Ólafsdóttir et al., 2015). Spatial navigation 
research in rodents shows that place cells replay experienced trajectories in subsequent 
rest periods (Karlsson and Frank, 2009; Gupta et al., 2010; Carr et al., 2011). Furthermore, 
this replay is suggested to relate to learning and behavior (Dupret et al., 2010). Also human 
imaging research showed reactivation of memories in rest, which related to memory 
integration (Rasch et al., 2007b; Rudoy et al., 2009; Tambini et al., 2010a; van Dongen et 
al., 2011; Deuker et al., 2013; St Jacques et al., 2013; Staresina et al., 2013a; Vilberg and 
Davachi, 2013; Schlichting and Preston, 2014; Kurth-nelson et al., 2016). It has been shown 
that, besides replaying experienced trajectories, place cells from the rodents’ hippocampus 
also preplay novel trajectories that have not been experienced yet (Moser et al., 2008; 
Gupta et al., 2010; Dragoi and Tonegawa, 2011, 2013; Eichenbaum, 2015; Ólafsdóttir et al., 
2015; Silva et al., 2015; Foster, 2017), for example shortcuts through a learned environment 
(Gupta et al., 2010). This suggests that the rodent hippocampus integrates multiple elements 
of an environment in order to generate predictions about efficient trajectories through 
the environment. Thus, it might use the hierarchical representation of the environment 
by generating predictions about entire trajectories by combining known elements of the 
environment into a novel trajectory. In line with this, human episodic memory research often 
shows involvement of the hippocampus in future thinking and mental simulation (Atance 
and O’Neill, 2001; Hassabis and Maguire, 2007; Palombo et al., 2016; Schacter et al., 2017). 
Together, this suggests that integrated event hierarchies could be relevant for generating 
predictions about the future (Shohamy and Daw, 2015). In line with this, I describe a study 
in chapter 3 in which I showed participants multiple events, each with a common event 
beginning and two alternative event endings, and had participants choose which alternative 
ending was most likely. This allowed me to test the hypothesis that humans ‘preplay’ 
possible future event endings as a mechanism to anticipate future episodic choices. 
Furthermore, I investigated how this relates to subsequent ‘replay’ of experienced events 
and subsequent choices (see Fig 1.2).
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Figure 1.2 Predictions of possible future events preplayed in the medial temporal lobe?
After you have seen a child playing on the floor with a doll (at time point 1 in the ﬁgure), the medial temporal lobe 
might preplay possible future events, e.g. the child playing with another toy or the child drawing (at time point 2 
in the ﬁgure). This might be a mechanism to anticipate these possible future events. Subsequently, once you have 
seen the child starting to draw (time point 3 in the ﬁgure), the medial temporal lobe might only replay this event 
representation (and not the one of the child playing with the other toy, time point 4 in the ﬁgure) as a mechanism 
to strengthen only true events in memory. This has been tested in chapter 3.
1.2 Updating of event networks
We experience a large number of events in our daily life. Sometimes it is advantageous to 
forget events or details of events, sometimes it is necessary to integrate new events with 
previous experiences, and sometimes we need to keep memories individuated. Somehow 
we manage to prevent interference between all these events. It has been suggested that 
this is accomplished by important functional properties of the hippocampal formation, 
known as pattern separation and pattern completion. Pattern separation allows you to store 
similar memories as distinct representations (leutgeb et al., 2007; Bakker et al., 2008; Yassa 
and Stark, 2011; Duncan et al., 2012; Hunsaker and Kesner, 2013; Rolls, 2013), while pattern 
completion allows to restore memories based on noisy and incomplete recall cues (leutgeb 
and leutgeb, 2007; Duncan et al., 2012; Hunsaker and Kesner, 2013; Rolls, 2013; Moscovitch 
et al., 2016). These processes (i.e. pattern separation and pattern completion) suggest 
that memory representations can change after new information is introduced, by creating 
distinct representations once a new event turns out to be highly similar to earlier events, 
together with flexibly reactivating events or episodic elements during a new, related event. 
This relates to a concept known from spatial coding, which is the ability to form distinct 
representations in place cell populations after a change in input to the hippocampus, which 
suggests that networks of interlinked spatial locations in the hippocampal formation are 
TIM
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dynamic and can remap when the environment changes (Colgin et al., 2008). 
It remains under debate whether networks of interlinked events in memory are dynamic 
(see Fig 1.3), and what are the neural mechanisms of flexibly changing these networks with 
a change of incoming information (Swallow et al., 2009; Hupbach et al., 2011; Jacques and 
Schacter, 2013). Can these networks be changed when new information comes to light, even 
after consolidation (i.e. after the post-acquisition stabilization of long-term memory traces 
(Dudai, 2004))? The traditional view on memory consolidation has been that memories over 
time slowly become hippocampal independent and consolidated as neocortical memory 
traces after which they are stable (Hebb, 1949; Squire and Alvarez, 1995). However, this 
view has been challenged by work showing that memories can still be changed after 
consolidation (Nadel and Moscovitch, 1997; Nadel and land, 2000; Nadel et al., 2000; Nader 
et al., 2000; McKenzie and Eichenbaum, 2011). This leads to the hypothesis that networks of 
related events can also incorporate new information after consolidation (as I have studied 
in chapter 4).
Figure 1.3 Changing networks of events in memory due to new information
The large-scale episodic memory resolution as shown in ﬁgure 1.1A might be dynamic, and adapt when a new, 
related event has been experienced. In this example, when the grandfather now goes into the kitchen to do the 
dishes, the original events (in purple on the left) might be restructured (in blue on the right) to accommodate the 
new event. 
1.2.1 Schemas
Previous research already indicated that memories can incorporate new information when 
it is consistent with prior knowledge, often referred to as schemas. Schemas are neocortical 
representations of associative networks of prior knowledge to which new information 
can be related (Piaget, 1929; Bartlett, 1932; Van Kesteren et al., 2010, 2012; McClelland, 
2013; van Kesteren et al., 2013; van Buuren et al., 2014; Wagner et al., 2015), and are 
often studied in the context of semantic memory (i.e. memories related to general world 
knowledge) (Squire et al., 2004; Binder et al., 2009). The formation of schemas shows 
crucial involvement of the medial prefrontal cortex (Van Kesteren et al., 2012). Therefore, 
in the ﬁrst of the two experiments described in chapter 4, I hypothesized that the medial 
prefrontal cortex (mPFC) would incorporate the representation of new, consistent events 
into simple, associative networks. I tested this hypothesis by presenting participants with 
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basic narratives, and then updating these basic narratives with one new, consistent event. 
This would be in line with a theory proposed by Piaget which states that we remember by 
using mental structures of related information, and that new events can be assimilated into 
pre-existing mental structures with which they are consistent (Piaget, 1929).
1.2.2 Memory updating
Humans are capable of updating their episodic memories with additional events, even if 
these additional events are not consistent with prior information and related to a complex 
structure of experiences rather than a simple, associative event structure. Research showed 
that it is possible to update a consolidated memory after reactivation, generally referred 
to as reconsolidation (Nader et al., 2000; Dudai and Eisenberg, 2004; Forcato et al., 2007; 
lee, 2008; Hupbach et al., 2009; Schiller and Phelps, 2011; Kroes et al., 2014; lee et al., 
2017). Interestingly, Piaget’s theory proposes two alternative processes for integration of 
new events which challenge existing information. One process requires modiﬁcation of the 
interpretation of the new events to make it ﬁt with pre-existing structures. An alternative 
process requires modiﬁcation of the existing structure to accommodate the new, conflicting, 
event (Piaget, 1929). This led to the research question of the second of the two experiments 
described in chapter 4: What is the neural mechanism of updating complex, hierarchical 
event networks with several, consistency-neutral events? To investigate this question, I 
combined many events into a complex, hierarchical event structure, and updated this with 
several new, consistency-neutral events. I hypothesized that this complex updating with 
consistency-neutral events primarily involves the hippocampus.
Thus, chapter 4 investigates whether event networks can be updated with new information 
after consolidation. But how much can participants influence if and how memories are 
updated? Can people also change the associations between their memories by voluntarily 
modulating which neural populations are active at the time (Cerf et al., 2010; Suthana et al., 
2012; Yoo et al., 2012; deBettencourt et al., 2015; Amano et al., 2016; Jacobs et al., 2016), 
and does this facilitate (Suthana et al., 2012) or impair (Jacobs et al., 2016) later memory? 
Chapter 5 describes a study in which I tested whether it is possible to train participants 
using fMRI-based neurofeedback to associate a certain stimulus category with specific 
images. The stimulus categories are represented at a high hierarchical level since they are 
introduced as a general ‘face context’ or ‘house context’. The neurofeedback manipulation 
had the goal to induce ‘replay’ of the stimulus category while studying the speciﬁc images. I 
then tested whether this caused interference or facilitation with learning new associations 
in a subsequent learning session. These new associations, in contrast to the artiﬁcial 
context which the neurofeedback aims to establish, are pairs with each a speciﬁc face or 
house, and thus are focused on a lower hierarchical level. It might be that ‘replay’ of earlier 
stimulus categories  while studying new speciﬁc associations  causes interference with the 
to-be-studied information (Jacobs et al., 2016). However, it might also be beneﬁcial to 
learning of the new information, since it could be that ‘replay’ of earlier stimulus categories 
facilitates learning of the new information (Suthana et al., 2012). 
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BOX 1.1: Methods
Multivariate pattern analysis
In chapters 2, 3, 4 and 5, I have used multivariate pattern analysis techniques (MVPA) 
to analyze the functional Magnetic Resonance Imaging (fMRI) data. MVPA techniques 
are used to examine the spatial pattern across voxels in a certain region of interest 
(Friston et al., 2008; Diedrichsen et al., 2011; Kriegeskorte and Kievit, 2013; Davis et al., 
2014; Haynes, 2015). Examining this spatial pattern across voxels allows us to identify 
the information represented in this region of interest, rather than identifying general 
involvement of the region of interest by calculating the mean signal within this region. 
Common examples of MVPA are classiﬁcation (Duda et al., 2000; Haynes, 2015) and 
Representational Similarity Analysis (RSA) (Kriegeskorte et al., 2008a).
One common type of classiﬁer is a linear support vector machine (SVM) (Duda et al., 
2000; Haynes, 2015). An SVM can be trained to dissociate patterns related to two 
different classes, for example pictures of faces and pictures of scenes. Each voxel gets a 
weight that allows the classiﬁer to linearly project each data point onto a single decision 
axis. Once the classiﬁer is trained to distinguish between the classes, it can be used to 
predict to which class (e.g. faces or scenes) another data sample most likely belongs. It 
is crucial to split the data into two independent samples, training data and test data, in 
order to test whether the classiﬁer can generalize to new data. 
RSA is a method in which a model prediction is used to test many multivariate pattern 
predictions together. Consider an experiment with many different images being 
presented to the participant. RSA requires you to create a prediction model for your 
region of interest (referred to as representational dissimilarity matrix) that reflects the 
predicted pattern similarity in the region of interest for each pair of images present 
in the experiment. Together, this matrix of predictions can be compared to the actual 
matrix of correlation values in the region of interest (Kriegeskorte and Kievit, 2013).
MVPA techniques are not only used in above described region of interest approaches, but 
also in whole brain analyses. This is conducted with a searchlight approach (Kriegeskorte 
et al., 2008a). In a searchlight analysis, the multivariate analysis is performed on a small 
local cluster of voxels (the search sphere), and the result of this analysis is then entered 
into the center voxel of this search sphere. This is then repeated with each searchlight in 
the brain. The result is a 3D brain map that represents how information is represented 
throughout the brain. 
Real-time fMRI and fMRI neurofeedback
In chapter 5 I use real-time functional Magnetic Resonance Imaging (Bagarinao et al., 
2006; Weiskopf, 2012). This is a method aimed to analyze the MR data online in order to 
flexibly adapt the stimulus generation and/or provide the participant with feedback on 
his/her brain activity during the experiment. The imaging data is analyzed immediately, 
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while the participant is in the MRI scanner, which opens exciting opportunities for 
clinical (Scharnowski et al., 2015; Macinnes et al., 2016; Rana et al., 2016) as well as 
Cognitive Neuroscience research (laConte, 2011; Yoo et al., 2012; deBettencourt et 
al., 2015; Amano et al., 2016). The result of an analysis on the MR volume that has 
just been acquired can be translated into a digital code and then presented in some 
abstract form (e.g. the size of a bar on the screen) to the participant as neurofeedback. 
This neurofeedback allows the participant to learn to voluntarily control his/her brain 
activity (lawrence et al., 2013; Emmert et al., 2015; Amano et al., 2016). Another option 
is to adapt stimulus presentation based on the results of the analysis (Niazi et al., 2013; 
deBettencourt et al., 2015). 
In sum, the overarching hypothesis in this thesis is that episodic memories form networks of 
interlinked elements, and that these networks are dynamic (studied in chapter 4), malleable 
(studied in chapter 5) and hierarchical (studied in chapter 2). Furthermore, I hypothesize 
that the elements of these dynamic, malleable, hierarchical networks can be used to 
generate predictions about future events (studied in chapter 3). Based on these ﬁndings, I 
propose that hierarchical organization to information in memory is a domain general coding 
mechanism (chapter 6).
1.3 Thesis outline
In this section I outline the subsequent chapters of this thesis. The speciﬁc theoretical 
motivation for each research question is elaborated upon in more detail in the introduction 
of the corresponding chapter. 
There are differences in structure and function along the hippocampal long axis. Place ﬁelds 
scale differently along the hippocampal long axis, with larger place ﬁelds more anteriorly and 
smaller place ﬁelds more posteriorly. Chapter 2 provides evidence for a similar organization 
of episodic memories in humans along the hippocampal long axis, ranging from more 
detailed memories being represented in the posterior hippocampus to coarser memory 
representations in the anterior hippocampus. This gradient of episodic memories along the 
human hippocampal long axis related to the accurate recall of the memories. This allows 
people to remember details of speciﬁc events while simultaneously being able to generalize 
across related events. 
Rodents preplay novel, goal-relevant trajectories while anticipating the future, and replay 
experienced trajectories in subsequent rest, which relates to learning and behavior. Also 
human imaging research shows replay, or reactivation, of memories in subsequent rest 
periods, which is relevant for learning.  Chapter 3 provides evidence for ‘preplay’ of anticipated 
future events in the ventral visual stream, functional connectivity between ventral visual 
stream and the hippocampus during these anticipation periods, and subsequent ‘replay’ 
of past events in the hippocampus. This hippocampal ‘replay’ of past events related to the 
participants’ episodic choices and ensuing feedback.
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The representation of our environment needs to be susceptible to change. Indeed, a small 
change in input can already cause an update of a representation of a certain environment, 
a process referred to as remapping. Episodic memories are also dynamic, and susceptible 
to changes. The two experiments in chapter 4 investigated how the memory networks can 
support this dynamic aspect of episodic memories. Dynamic memory networks should be 
able to flexibly incorporate new information. Chapter 4 provides evidence for mnemonic 
updating of simple, associative networks with a consistent event in the medial prefrontal 
cortex. Furthermore, mnemonic updating of complex, hierarchical event structures 
with many consistency-neutral events demonstrated a three-fold cascade for updating 
in the hippocampus: representing new events, interleaving new with earlier events, and 
strengthening of associations between earlier events after updating. 
In typical fMRI studies, the MRI data are acquired and at a later moment in time analyzed. 
In chapter 5 I used real-time fMRI neurofeedback. The real-time technique allows one to 
analyze the data in real-time, and use the result of the analysis to shape the task of the 
participant or to provide the participant with neurofeedback. The results of a technical pilot 
showed that it is possible to volume-by-volume and in real-time decode associated stimulus 
categories. Using this technique, we then created an artiﬁcial memory context by training 
participants via neurofeedback to associate stimuli with each other, as described in chapter 
5, and discovered that this interferes with associative memory later on.
Spatial as well as mnemonic representations can be seen as networks of interlinked 
elements: a spatial representation is a network of interlinked locations in space, and a 
mnemonic representation is a network of interlinked events in memory. Chapter 6 reviews 
recent literature that supports the view that these spatial and mnemonic representations 
share important characteristics, which led to the conclusion that representing information 
as hierarchical networks might support the organization of interlinked information beyond 
time and space.
In chapter 7 I summarize the research described in this doctoral thesis, and interpret these 
ﬁndings and potential implications of these ﬁndings.
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Chapter 2
MeMory hierarchies Map onto the 
hippocaMpal long axis in huMans
This chapter is published as: Collin SHP, Milivojevic B, Doeller CF:  
Memory hierarchies map onto the hippocampal long axis in humans.  
Nature Neuroscience, 2015, 18:1562–1564.
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Memories, similar to the internal representation of space, can be recalled at different 
resolutions ranging from detailed events to more comprehensive, multi-event 
narratives. Single-cell recordings in rodents have suggested that different spatial scales 
are represented as a gradient along the hippocampal axis. We found that a similar 
organization holds for human episodic memory: memory representations systematically 
vary in scale along the hippocampal long axis, which may enable the formation of 
mnemonic hierarchies.
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The hippocampus, a region that is critical for memory as well as internal representation of 
space (Eichenbaum et al., 1999), differs in structure and function along its long axis (dorsal-
ventral in rodents and posterior-anterior in humans) (Fanselow and Dong, 2010; liang et 
al., 2013; Ritchey et al., 2015). More speciﬁcally, encoded space increases in scale along the 
long axis of the hippocampus, as evidenced by an increase in place-ﬁeld size in the rodent 
hippocampus from dorsal to ventral hippocampus (Strange et al., 2014). Such a gradient 
may provide a mechanism that enables multiple scales of episodic memories, ranging from 
detailed individual events to more comprehensive multi-event narratives, to be concurrently 
represented along the long axis of the hippocampus and may underpin hierarchical memory 
representations (Horner and Burgess, 2014; McKenzie et al., 2014). However, whether a 
similar neural gradient indeed underlies organization of episodic memories in humans 
remains unclear (Milivojevic and Doeller, 2013; Poppenk et al., 2013; Strange et al., 2014).
To determine whether memory scale is differently represented along the hippocampal long 
axis, we examined the emergence of new, multi-event representations by combining fMRI 
and multivoxel pattern analysis with a narrative-insight task (Fig. 2.1 and Supplementary 
Fig. 2.1) (Milivojevic et al., 2015). We used realistic, life-like videos showing individual events 
that could be integrated into narratives (Milivojevic et al., 2015) and thus experimentally 
simulate processes involved in episodic memory formation. We gradually built up four 
separate narratives by initially presenting seemingly unrelated events (A, B, C and X; Fig. 
2.1), before sequentially introducing two different ‘linking’ events (ﬁrst l1, then l2), which 
provided insight into direct (A-B, and B-C, respectively) and inferred (A-C) event associations 
in the narratives. Memories of such narratives can be recalled at different resolutions 
ranging from detailed events to more comprehensive narratives. Thus, although all of these 
events were part of the same narrative, we hypothesized that the representation of such 
a multi-event narrative may differ along the long axis of the hippocampus depending on 
the ‘narrative scale’ of the ensuing representation. We propose that there are different 
resolutions in which these narratives can be represented, which we refer to as small-, 
medium- and large-scale networks (Fig. 2.2a). Here, a representation at the largest 
narrative scale would reflect the complete narrative (large-scale network), including all 
possible event associations between both directly (A-B and B-C) and indirectly (A-C) related 
events in phase 3 of the task, and would be represented in the anterior hippocampus. At 
the smallest narrative scale, the representations would contain only individual event-pair 
associations, which would, in this context, reflect only the most recent directly associated 
event pairs (small-scale network) and would be represented in the posterior hippocampus. 
An intermediately scaled representation might concurrently contain multiple event-pair 
associations in phase 3 of the task, but would not bridge between them (medium-scale 
network) and would be represented in the mid-portion of the hippocampus.
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Figure 2.1 Schematic overview of the narrative-insight task
Participants were presented with animated videos of life-like events. Videos of one narrative were presented 
in ﬁve phases. Phases 1, 2 and 3 contained events A, B and C, and control-event X. link-phases 1 and 2 were 
interleaved, during which events l1 and l2 were presented and provided links between events A and B and events 
B and C, respectively. Thus, some events were directly linked (ﬁrst A and B via l1, then B and C via l2), whereas 
other associations had to be inferred (A and C were associated via their shared association with B). Participants 
performed four runs; in each run, a different narrative was presented (narratives 1–4).
Phase 1 Phase 2 Phase 3Link-phase 1 Link-phase 2
Time
Narrative 2 Narrative 3 Narrative 4Narrative 1
 C
B
 A
X
 C
B
 A
X
 C
B
 A
X
L1 L2
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We employed representational similarity analysis (RSA), which uses correlations of across-
voxel activation patterns as a proxy of neural similarity, to quantify memory representations 
along the long axis of the hippocampus. We split the hippocampus into three regions of 
interest (ROIs): an anterior portion, a mid-portion and a posterior portion (Methods), and 
computed correlation coefficients between across-voxel activation patterns in each ROI for 
event pairs of interest (A-B, B-C and A-C) in each of the three experimental phases separately 
and averaged effects across the four runs (Methods and Supplementary Fig. 2.1). B-X served 
as a control (Supplementary Fig. 2.2). We tested the predicted interaction effect using a 
reduced a priori model, referred to as mnemonic-scaling contrast. Using this contrast (with 
contrast weights for small scale, medium scale and large scale: posterior: 2 −1 −1, mid-
portion: −1 2 −1, anterior: −1 −1 2; Methods and Fig. 2.2a) in a repeated-measure ANOVA, 
with narrative scale (small, medium and large), ROI (posterior, mid-portion and anterior) 
and hemisphere (left and right) as within-subject factors, we found a signiﬁcant interaction 
effect between narrative scale and ROI (F1,28 = 11, P < 0.01; Fig. 2.2). Thus, the small-scale 
network was indeed represented in the posterior portion, the medium-scale network in 
the mid-portion and the large-scale network in the anterior portion of the hippocampus. 
There was no difference between hemispheres (Supplementary Fig. 2.3). Additional control 
analyses revealed that these results were unlikely to be a result of an increasing amount of 
information or passing of time throughout the task (Supplementary Fig. 2.2) or BOlD-signal 
fluctuations (Supplementary Fig. 2.4).
Post hoc analyses revealed evidence for the smallest scale of narrative representation only 
in the posterior portion of the hippocampus (Fig. 2.2 and Supplementary Fig. 2.3), which 
is consistent with our previous report (Milivojevic et al., 2015). In addition, the medium-
scale network was only represented in the mid-portion of the hippocampus, suggesting co-
existence of the two directly integrated event-pair associations, without bridging across the 
inferred associations (Shohamy and Wagner, 2008; Zeithamova et al., 2012a). Finally, we 
found evidence for large-scale networks only in the anterior portion of the hippocampus, 
which included the two directly integrated event-pair associations and a bridge across the 
inferred association, which were not directly experienced. The crucial difference between 
the large-scale network and the medium-scale network was that the former predicted 
this inferred association between A and C, an effect that was restricted to the anterior 
hippocampus (Supplementary Fig. 2.5).
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Figure 2.2 Increasing memory scale along the hippocampal long axis
(a) Depiction of the three network scales. Contrast weights for the small-scale network, separately for phases 1, 
2 and 3 (A-B: −1 2 −1/B-C: −1 −1 2/B-X: 2 −1 −1), the medium-scale network for phases 2 and 3 (A-B: −1 1/B-C: −1 
1/A-C: 1 −1/B-X: 1 −1) and the large-scale network for phases 2 and 3 (A-B: −1 1/B-C: −1 1/A-C: −1 1/B-X: 3 −3) are 
shown. Note that these three networks do not correspond to experimental phases. We predict a mnemonic-scaling 
contrast that reflects an interaction between narrative scale and hippocampal ROI: (small, medium, large: pos: 2 −1 
−1, mid: −1 2 −1, ant: −1 −1 2). (b) Model evidence (parameter estimates) of left and right hippocampus (mean ± 
S.E.M.) separately for the three ROIs and scales (N = 29). Small-scale network: a representation of the narrative 
sensitive only to the directly linked events immediately after linking (link between event A and B replaced by re-
linking B to C later in time) was observed in the posterior hippocampus only (posterior: F
1,28
 = 4.1, approaching 
signiﬁcance at P = 0.053; mid-portion: F
1,28 
= 0.002, P = 0.96; anterior: F
1,28
 = 0.05, P = 0.82). Medium-scale network: 
increase in neural similarity between both pairs of directly linked events simultaneously, relative to inferred link 
and control-event X, was present only in the mid-hippocampus (mid-portion: F
1,28
 = 4.99, P < 0.05; anterior: F
1,28
 = 
0.34, P = 0.56; posterior: F
1,28
 = 3.14, P = 0.09). large-scale network: the anterior hippocampus showed a selective 
increase in neural similarity between all three events (A-B, B-C, A-C) in each narrative, in contrast with X (anterior: 
F
1,28
 = 8.6, P < 0.01; posterior: F
1,28
 = 1.96, P = 0.17; mid-portion: F
1,28
 = 1.63, P = 0.21). * P < 0.05. + P < .1. See also 
Supplementary Table 1. (c) Depiction of the three ROIs.
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These data suggest that multi-event narratives are simultaneously represented at 
multiple narrative scales along the hippocampal long axis, but is this gradient relevant for 
behavior? Following scanning, participants were asked to report all of the narratives they 
had seen during the experiment. Some participants remembered four uniﬁed narratives 
(12 participants), whereas others failed to integrate some events into uniﬁed narratives 
(Supplementary Fig. 2.6). We used this difference in performance to split the participants 
into full-integration and partial-integration groups, and investigated whether the gradient 
was expressed differently between those groups (Methods). We observed that the long-axis 
gradient was only present in the full-integration group (group × scale × ROI interaction: F
4,104
 
= 2.7, P < 0.05; Supplementary Figs. 2.6 and 2.7). These results suggest that representing 
event associations at multiple scales simultaneously supports memory recall of accurate 
integrated narratives.
In sum, our results provide, to the best of our knowledge, the ﬁrst evidence in humans 
that event associations are represented as memory hierarchies with multiple associative 
networks increasing in scale along the hippocampal long axis: small-, medium- and large-
scale networks were represented in posterior, mid-portion and anterior hippocampus, 
respectively. Moreover, this hierarchical memory gradient was related to accurate recall or 
construction of integrated narratives. These results demonstrate that a mnemonic gradient 
underlies the organization of human episodic memory, which may relate to the gradient of 
the scale of encoded space (Strange et al., 2014).
Previous research showed involvement of the mid-portion and anterior hippocampus during 
inference that could be driven by bridging between unseen associations or the formation 
of more complex networks, potentially with more complex networks represented anteriorly 
and less complex networks represented in mid-portion (Shohamy and Wagner, 2008; 
Staresina and Davachi, 2009) (Supplementary Fig. 2.8). One possibility is that the large-scale 
network effect in the anterior hippocampus reflects such a bridging function. Alternatively, 
it might index a complete and integrated representation akin to a relational memory 
network (Eichenbaum et al., 1999; McKenzie et al., 2014) or cognitive map (O’Keefe and 
Nadel, 1978). Notably, these two explanations are not mutually exclusive; making inferences 
about unseen connections is crucial for the creation of large-scale mnemonic networks. 
This dovetails with previous research that showed a functional dissociation within the 
rodent hippocampus: ventral hippocampal neurons in rats represent global event context 
(Komorowski et al., 2013) while neurons in dorsal hippocampus encode more speciﬁc event 
information (Komorowski et al., 2009, 2013).
Our results accord with previous ﬁndings on the role of the hippocampus in memory 
generalization. For example, new conceptual knowledge (Kumaran et al., 2009) and the 
formation of schemas (Van Kesteren et al., 2010) require a certain degree of abstraction 
from individual events and seem to preferentially involve anterior hippocampus. In contrast, 
smaller networks consisting of few elements seem to engage more posterior regions 
(Milivojevic et al., 2015). There are many different proposals about hippocampal long axis 
functional dissociation (Supplementary Fig. 2.9). The hippocampal memory gradient may 
provide a mechanism that enables multiple scales of episodic memories, ranging from 
individual events to more comprehensive multi-event narratives, to be represented by the 
brain simultaneously as different levels of mnemonic hierarchies (Horner and Burgess, 2014; 
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McKenzie et al., 2014). An interesting question for future research is whether each level of 
the memory gradient is speciﬁc to one scale of the narrative representation or, alternatively, 
whether anterior hippocampal subregions extend the more posterior, lower-scale narrative 
representations.
Although it is clear from our data that this scaled coding mechanism supports memory 
performance, the question of how the hierarchical representation relates to performance 
remains unanswered. One possibility is that overall memory beneﬁts from both maintaining 
the ability to individuate memories of separate events (Staresina et al., 2012) and to 
integrate multiple experiences for the purpose of generalization or abstraction of knowledge 
(Kumaran et al., 2009; Schapiro et al., 2013). Representing events at multiple scales may 
provide an effective way of providing a context or schema for individual events, which is 
known to improve memory performance and may protect against loss of individual event 
details.
In conclusion, we provide evidence for a mnemonic gradient along the hippocampal 
longitudinal axis, which enables the concurrent representation of multiple memories in 
hierarchies, a ﬁnding with potential implications for the classroom.
2.2 Methods
Participants
35 healthy students from the Radboud University campus (17 males) participated in this 
study. All participants were right-handed. Six participants were excluded from further 
analyses: four due to excessive head motion (>2mm); and further two due to technical 
problems leading to incomplete data sets. The ﬁnal group consisted of 29 participants (14 
males, aged 18–33 years, mean age 22.8) who all had normal or corrected-to-normal vision. 
All participants gave written informed consent. The study was approved by the local ethics 
committee (CMO Arnhem-Nijmegen, the Netherlands).
Study design
Narrative-insight task (scanning)
First, participants completed the narrative-insight task (Milivojevic et al., 2015) in the MRI 
scanner. Stimuli consisted of four animated narratives generated using The Sims 3 game 
(http://www.thesims3.com). Each narrative consisted of ﬁve separate events of 5 s in 
duration. Notably, participants were presented with only one narrative per scanning run, 
with four scanning runs in total. In addition, each run contained one control event (event 
X). New information was introduced twice in each run so that the events were gradually 
integrated into one narrative (Fig. 2.1).
Each run consisted of ﬁve different phases (see Fig. 2.1). During phase 1, 2 and 3, participants 
saw 4 seemingly unrelated events: A (for example, a man eating soup), B (for example, a 
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child playing on the floor), C (for example, a man watching TV) and X (for example, a man 
cooking). Between phase 1 and 2, a new event was presented (event l1), which linked two 
of the seemingly unrelated events: A and B (for example, the man from event A brings the 
child from event B to bed). A similar linking event (event l2) was presented between phases 
2 and 3, and linked another two of the seemingly unrelated events: B and C (for example, 
the man from event C gives a bottle to the child from event B). Therefore, by the third phase, 
it was clear to the participants that events A, B and C were all part of the same narrative with 
direct links between A and B, and B and C, and an indirect link between A and C (via B). The 
content of l1 and l2 was counterbalanced between subjects. Since the X-event was never 
linked to any of the other events, it served as a control.
A pseudo-randomized order was used to present each event in phase 1, 2 and 3, that is, 
all four events were shown before an event was repeated and an event was never shown 
twice in a row; this was done to avoid temporal confounds in the representational similarity 
analysis (RSA). Each event was shown six times per phase, with an inter-trial interval of 5.3 
s on average (1, 4 or 11 s, uniform distribution). Thus, each original event (A, B, C and X) 
was presented 18 times in the task in total. The link-events were repeated six times as well, 
interspersed with inter-trial intervals of 12 s on average (6, 12 or 18 s, uniform distribution), 
see Supplementary Figure 1 for a schematic overview of the task structure. Participants 
ﬁnished the entire task structure for one narrative (Phase 1, link-event 1, Phase 2, link-event 
2, Phase 3) before continuing with the same task structure for the following narrative.
Additionally, there was a target event (a girl riding a scooter), not related to any of the 
narratives, which was presented at random moments during the experiment (in 8% of all 
trials). Participants were instructed to press a button whenever they saw this target event. 
The purpose of the target event was to make sure that participants were attending the 
stimuli. Before the ﬁrst run, participants were presented with an example narrative (shown 
in Fig. 1). All example events were shown twice following the same procedure as in the 
actual task narratives to ensure that participants understood the task well.
The task was presented using Presentation software (Neurobehavioral Systems, version 
16.2). Afterwards, participants were taken out of the MRI scanner and completed a narrative-
recall task, in which they were asked to write down concisely all narratives they have seen 
during the task (20 min). In this within-subject design, no blinding procedures were applied 
for data collection and analysis.
Additional behavioral experiment
Since behavioral testing was done after the Narrative-insight task was completed, we ran 
a separate behavioral experiment to test participants’ memory performance immediately 
after the ﬁrst link (see Supplementary Fig. 2.10 for more details).
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MRI acquisition
All images were acquired using a 3T TIM Trio scanner equipped with a 32 channel head coil 
(Siemens, Erlangen, Germany). For the functional images, a 3D Echo Planar Imaging (EPI) 
sequence was used (Poser et al., 2010), with the following parameters: 56 axial slices, voxel 
size 1.5 mm isotropic, TR = 1,888 ms, TE = 26 ms, flip angle = 16 deg, GRAPPA acceleration 
factor = 2, FOV = 222 × 222 × 84 mm. In addition, a structural T1 sequence (MPRAGE, 1mm 
isotropic, TE = 3.03 ms, TR = 2,300 ms, flip angle = 8 deg, FOV = 256 × 256 × 192 mm) 
was acquired. A dual echo two-dimensional gradient echo sequence with voxel size of 
3.5 × 3.5 × 2.0 mm, TR = 1,020 ms, dual echo (10 ms, 12.46 ms), flip angle = 90 deg, and 
separate magnitude and phase images was used to create a gradient ﬁeld map to correct 
for distortions.
MRI data analysis
Preprocessing
Image preprocessing was performed using the Automatic Analysis Toolbox (Cusack et al., 
2015), which uses custom scripts combined with core functions from SPM8 (http://www.
ﬁl.ion.ucl.ac.uk/spm), FreeSurfer (http://surfer.nmr.mgh.harvard.edu/) and FSl (http://fsl.
fmrib.ox.ac.uk/fsl/fslwiki/). The structural images were bias-corrected and de-noised using 
an optimized non-local means ﬁlter to improve image quality (Coupé et al., 2008). The uniﬁed 
realign and unwarp procedure, as implemented in SPM8(Andersson et al., 2001), was used 
to correct for head motion and voxel displacement due to magnetic-ﬁeld inhomogeneity. 
Co-registration of the functional images with the structural image was performed with the 
following procedure: the structural image was co-registered to the T1 template, and the 
mean EPI was co-registered to the EPI template. This co-registered mean EPI was then co-
registered to the structural image. The co-registration parameters of the mean EPI were 
applied to all functional volumes. Functional images were corrected for physiological noise 
with RETROICOR (Glover et al., 2000). RETROICOR uses ten cardiac phase regressors (ﬁfth 
order fourier set), ten respiratory phase regressors (ﬁfth order fourier set) and six other 
nuisance regressors (heart rate frequency, heart rate variability, raw respiration data, 
respiratory amplitude, respiratory frequency and frequency times amplitude of respiration). 
The FSl brain extraction toolbox was used to create a skull-stripped structural image. This 
structural image was segmented into gray matter (GM), white matter (WM) and cerebro-
spinal fluid (CSF) with SPM8 (Ashburner and Friston, 2005). Mean-intensity values at each 
time point were extracted for WM and CSF and used as nuisance regressors in the general 
linear model (GlM) analysis (see below).
Physiological measures
To correct for physiological noise (see above for details), heart rate was monitored with a 
pulse oximeter placed on the ring ﬁnger of the left hand using BrainAmp (ExG ampliﬁer, 
Brain products GmbH). Participants were instructed to keep this hand as still as possible 
during the experiment. Heart rate data were inspected and corrected for movement-related 
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and other measurement artifacts. Respiration was recorded at a sampling rate of 400 Hz 
using the respiration belt enclosed by BrainAmp (ExG ampliﬁer, Brain products GmbH).
First-level modeling
For each narrative separately, each event in phase 1, 2 and 3 of the experiment (event A, 
B, C, X) was modeled with a GlM using two separate regressors: one for the three odd 
trials and one for the three even trials. These regressors were convolved with the canonical 
hemodynamic response function (HRF). First-level modeling was performed according to 
the methods suggested previously (Mumford et al., 2012). In short, for each regressor of 
interest, a separate GlM was performed containing the regressor of interest and another 
regressor including all other events of the experiment. This resulted in 96 GlMs per 
participant, with two regressors for each event (A, B, C, X) in each phase (1, 2, 3) for each 
narrative. Additionally, each GlM included: target events, link-events (link 1 and 2), and 
button presses (all convolved with the HRF), and 6 motion parameters (translations of X, Y, 
and Z coordinates, pitch, roll, and yaw), mean signal intensity in CSF, mean signal intensity 
in WM, and 26 regressors for physiological noise (see preprocessing for more detailed 
explanation). High pass ﬁltering with a cutoff of 128 s was used to remove effects of low-
frequency signal drifts.
RSA
We deﬁned a priori regions of interest (ROIs, see below) and examined the correlation 
between across-voxel activation patterns of ﬁrst-level beta estimates within these ROIs 
as a proxy of neural similarity (Kriegeskorte and Kievit, 2013). The regressors modeling 
odd and even trials for events A, B, C and X were considered as the regressors of interest. 
We averaged across the correlations for odd and even trials which led to a 48 × 48 matrix 
of correlations (four events of interest per phase, three phases per narrative and four 
narratives). Only event-pair correlations for event pairs in the same task phase were 
analyzed (Supplementary Fig. 2.1). These Pearson’s correlation coefficients were normalized 
using Fisher Z transformation. We then deﬁned contrasts designed to model three different 
representational networks (Supplementary Fig. 2.1).
Small-scale network
We predicted that the smallest narrative scale would contain only representations of 
individual event-pair associations, which would, in this context, reflect only the most 
recent directly associated event pairs and would depend on the posterior portion of the 
hippocampus. The contrast we used to test this prediction reflected an increase in A-B 
similarity from phase 1 to phase 2 followed by a decrease again from phase 2 to phase 
3, combined with an increase in B-C similarity from phase 2 to phase 3, relative to B-X 
similarity. The contrast weights for phase 1, phase 2 and phase 3 were as follows: A-B: −1 2 
−1/B-C: −1 −1 2/B-X: 2 −1 −1 (Fig. 2a).
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Medium-scale network
We predicted that a medium-scale network would concurrently represent multiple event-
pair associations, but without bridging between them. The contrast we used to test this 
prediction reflected an increase in A-B similarity and B-C similarity between phase 2 and 
phase 3, relative to A-C similarity and B-X similarity, with the following contrast weights for 
phase 2 and phase 3: A-B: −1 1/B-C: −1 1/A-C: 1 −1/B-X: 1 −1 (Fig. 2a).
Large-scale network
Finally, the large-scale network includes all possible event associations between both 
directly (A-B and B-C) and indirectly (A-C) related events. The contrast we used to test this 
prediction reflected an increase in A-B similarity, B-C similarity, and A-C similarity, between 
phase 2 and phase 3 relative to B-X similarity. To determine whether this model indeed 
reflected presence of indirect associations, we looked at an increase in similarity of the 
indirect link (A-C) separately, relative to control B-X similarity, with the following contrast 
weights for phase 2 and phase 3: A-B: −1 1/B-C: −1 1/A-C: −1 1/B-X: 3 −3 (Fig. 2a).
Contrasts were normalized by dividing each contrast by the square-root of the sum-of-
squares of its contrast weights, which permitted us to directly compare the parameter 
estimates of the three different models. The sample size was based on our previous study 
(Milivojevic et al., 2015) and power analysis was performed with G*power (dz = 1.033, alpha 
= 0.0001, power = 0.8). Participants were not grouped and therefore no randomization of 
participants was performed.
ROI definition
A hippocampal mask was constructed using the WFU pickatlas (Maldjian et al., 2003). We 
predicted a gradual change along the long axis of the hippocampus, and therefore split the 
hippocampal mask in approximately equal lengths along the long axis (posterior portion 
of the hippocampus: from Y = −40 to −30; mid-portion of the hippocampus: from Y = −29 
to −19; anterior portion of the hippocampus: from Y = −18 to −4). A uniﬁed segmentation 
procedure (SPM8) was used to estimate parameters relating individual anatomy to MNI 
space. The inverse normalization parameters were used to create subject speciﬁc (gray 
matter) ROIs in native space based on the MNI masks described above (since ﬁrst-level 
modeling was performed in native space).
ROI analyses
A repeated-measures ANOVA with a mnemonic scaling contrast (that is, a reduced a priori 
model with predicted contrast for small-scale, medium-scale and large-scale network, 
respectively: posterior: 2 −1 −1, mid-portion: −1 2 −1, anterior: −1 −1 2) with within-subject 
factors scale (small, medium, large), ROI (posterior portion, mid-portion, anterior portion) 
and hemisphere (left, right) was used to test the prediction of the increasing gradient 
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(small-scale in posterior portion, medium-scale in mid-portion, large-scale in anterior 
portion of the hippocampus). To investigate this gradient further, we performed post-hoc 
repeated-measures ANOVAs for each model (small-scale, medium-scale, large-scale) and 
each ROI (anterior portion, mid-portion, posterior portion) separately with Hemisphere (left 
and right) as within-subject factor, see above and Figure 2.2a for details. To examine the 
interaction between the fMRI and behavioral results, we performed a repeated-measures 
ANOVA with within-subject factors scale (small scale, medium scale and large scale), ROI 
(anterior portion, mid-portion and posterior portion) and hemisphere (left, right), and 
included ‘performance group’ as between-subjects factor based on the performance in the 
narrative-recall task (full integration of all 4 narratives versus partial integration).
2.3 Supplement
Narrative-insight task
scanning run 1 scanning run 2 scanning run 3 scanning run 4
P1 P2 P3 P1 P2 P3 P1 P2 P3 P1 P2 P3L1 L2 L1 L2 L1 L2 L1 L2
narrative1 presented narrative2 presented narrative3 presented narrative4 presented
P1 P2L1 L2 P3
A  B  C  X  C  B  A  X  A  B  X  C  B  A  X  C  X  A  B  C  X  C  B  A   L1   L1   L1   L1   L1   L1
ITI: 1, 4 or 11 sec ITI: 6, 12 or 18 sec
time
A B C X
P1
A B C X
P2
A B C X
P3
A
B
C
X
A
B
C
X
A
B
C
X
X X
X
X X
X
similarity matrix for one run (i.e. one narrative):
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Supplementary Figure 2.1 Schematic overview of task design and main analysis logic
(a) In each scanning run, one narrative was presented. Each run contained 5 phases (Phase 1, link-phase 1, Phase 
2, link-phase 2, and Phase 3). (b) In Phases 1, 2 and 3, four events (A, B, C, X) were presented 6 times each in a 
pseudorandom order (an event was never presented twice in a row, and all four events were presented before they 
were repeated). In the link-phases, a link event was presented 6 times in a row. (c) When computing the similarity 
matrix, only neural similarity between events within the same phase were considered.
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a Main prediction: formation of mnemonic networks throughout the task
b Comparison of A-X, B-X, and C-X (all potential baseline measures)
Supplementary Figure 2.2 Overview of baseline corrections in the fMRI analyses
(a) Schematic illustration of predicted conﬁgurations of mnemonic networks following narrative-link presentations. 
Our main conclusions concern the formation of mnemonic networks that contain only those events that were part 
of the narrative, while other events that were irrelevant to the narrative were not included into these mnemonic 
networks. A, B and C were narrative-events, X was the control event, l1 and l2 were link-events 1 and 2. (b) Bars 
show neural similarity for Phase 1 (P1), Phase 2 (P2) and Phase 3 (P3) of the experiment, plotted separately for AX, 
BX and CX pairs and the different ROIs, respectively. As expected, similarity measures did not differ between event 
pairs AX, BX and CX. A repeated-measures ANOVA with Hemisphere (l, R), Event-pair (AX, BX, CX), ROI (anterior, 
mid-portion, posterior), and Phase (1, 2, 3) as within-subject factors showed that there was no signiﬁcant main 
effect of ROI (F
2,56
 = 0.534, p =0.589), Hemisphere (F
1,28
 = 0.698, p = 0.411) or Event-pair (F
2,56
 = 0.217, p = 0.805), 
nor were there any signiﬁcant interaction effects between the factors (all p > 0.15). Control analysis BX baseline 
similarity: To determine whether changes in baseline BX similarity were driving the effects of the main analysis 
reported in Figure 2.2, we also re-ran the analysis without taking the baseline into account, and found similar 
results: the mnemonic-scaling contrast in the repeated-measures ANOVA with Narrative scale (small, medium, 
large), ROI (anterior, mid-portion, posterior), and Hemisphere (l, R) as within-subject factors, showed a signiﬁcant 
interaction effect (F
1,28
 = 5.282, p < 0.05). Additionally, analysing this baseline enabled us to rule out whether the 
increasing amount of information and time throughout the task could have explained the mnemonic scaling effect. 
Thus, we examined BX using a repeated-measures ANOVA with ROI (anterior, mid-portion, posterior), Hemisphere 
(l, R), and Phase (1, 2, 3) as within-subject factors. There was no signiﬁcant ROI by phase interaction (F
4,112
 = 1.147, 
p = 0.338) and also no signiﬁcant main effect of ROI (F
2,56
 = 0.376, p = 0.689).
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Supplementary Figure 2.3 Increasing memory scale along the hippocampal long axis, separately for each 
hemisphere
Model evidence (parameter estimates) separately for left and right hippocampus, and separately for the three 
ROIs and three network scales (mean ± S.E.M., N=29). There was no signiﬁcant difference between left and right 
hippocampus (F
1,28
 = 0.073, p = 0.789).
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Supplementary Figure 2.4 Narrative scaling effects along the hippocampal long axis are not due to mean 
BOLD-signal fluctuations
We included three extra nuisance regressors in the ﬁrst-level model for each run of each participant. These three 
extra nuisance regressors accounted for the mean univariate signal amplitude averaged across all voxels of anterior 
(Regressor 1), mid-portion (Regressor 2), and posterior (Regressor 3) hippocampus for each volume in the task. 
Then, based on these ﬁrst-level models we ran the same analysis as reported in Figure 2.2. Bars show model 
evidence (parameter estimates) averaged across left and right hippocampus (mean ± S.E.M.) separately for the 
three ROIs and three scales (N=29). The speciﬁc interaction effect that we predicted in a reduced a priori model (i.e. 
small-scale network in posterior portion, medium-scale network in mid-portion, large-scale network in anterior 
portion) with Narrative scale (small, medium, large), ROI (posterior, mid-portion, anterior), and Hemisphere (l, 
R) as within-subject factors, remained signiﬁcant (F
1,28
 = 15.1, p = 0.001). The full repeated-measures ANOVA with 
Narrative scale (small, medium, large), ROI (posterior, mid-portion, anterior), and Hemisphere (l, R) as within-
subject factors also showed a signiﬁcant full interaction effect (Narrative-scale by ROI interaction: F
4,112
 = 2.725, p 
= 0.033). Based on these results we conclude that the fluctuation of the univariate signal between phases and/or 
between ROIs did not explain the reported results.
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Supplementary Figure 2.5 Effects of inferred associations
Increase of A-C similarity relative to the control condition B-X, for full-integration (grey bars, N=12) and partial-
integration (orange bars, N=16) performance groups separately. Predicted A-C increase is the crucial difference 
between the medium-scale network and the large-scale network. When looking at this A-C association in isolation, 
it becomes clear that A-C increase is only present in the anterior portion of the hippocampus (main effect over both 
groups, anterior portion: F
1,28
 = 8.85, p < 0.01), but not in the mid-portion or posterior portion of the hippocampus 
(mid-portion: F
1,28
 = 0 .003, p = 0.96; posterior portion: F
1,28
 = 0.89, p = 0.35, respectively). For 1 participant these 
behavioural data were missing. The main fMRI results were not affected by inclusion or exclusion of this participant.
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Supplementary Figure 2.6 Strength of the memory-scale effect along the hippocampal long axis is associated 
with narrative integration
(a) Results of the recall task. One group of participants integrated all ﬁve events from each of the four narratives into 
four uniﬁed narratives (N = 12, the ‘full-integration’ group). The rest of the group (N = 16, the ‘partial-integration’ 
group) exhibited lower levels of narrative integration. For 1 participant these behavioural data were missing. Main 
fMRI results were not affected by the inclusion or exclusion of this participant. (b) Partial-integration group (N 
= 16), scale-by-ROI: F
4,60
 = 1.07, p = 0.38. (c) Full integration group (N = 12), scale-by-ROI: F
4,44
 = 3.97, p < 0.01. 
(b/c): Model evidence (parameter estimates) is plotted for each of the three ROIs, three scales, and two groups, 
averaged across hemispheres (mean ± S.E.M.); * p < .05, ** p < .01. Note that the ‘full-integration’ group had fewer 
participants than the ‘partial-integration’ group, and the lack of signiﬁcant interaction in the ‘partial-integration’ 
group is unlikely to reflect reduced power.
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Supplementary Figure 2.7 Strength of the memory-scale effect along the hippocampal long axis is associated 
with narrative integration
Neural similarity for each pairwise comparison (A-B, B-C, A-C, and B-X) in each phase (1, 2, 3) in each ROI (from left 
to right: posterior portion, mid-portion, and anterior portion of the hippocampus) averaged over the hemispheres 
for full-integration (grey bars, N=12) and partial-integration (orange bars, N=16) groups separately. AB = yellow, 
BC = green, AC = blue, and BX = red. The increasing memory scale along the long axis was strongest in the full-
integration group. 1: A-B neural similarity increased after l1 in the full-integration group only. 2: B-C neural 
similarity increased after l2 in the full-integration group only. 3: A-B neural similarity decreased between Phase 
2 and Phase 3 for the full-integration group, suggesting a dynamic shift to B-C, however, the partial-integration 
participants showed increase in A-B between Phase 2 and Phase 3. Together, these results indicate that the full-
integration group showed a dynamic activity pattern in the posterior portion of the hippocampus, with fast linking 
between A-B immediately after l1, followed by a dynamic shift towards B-C after l2. The partial-integration group 
did not show this dynamic activity pattern. In fact, the data suggest that these participants were still linking A-B 
even though both l1 and l2 were already presented. This might be a reason why they failed to link B-C. 4: The A-C 
neural similarity increased between Phase 2 and 3 for both groups, in the anterior portion of the hippocampus 
only. 5: In the mid-portion and anterior portion of the hippocampus, the full-integration group showed only a 
decrease for B-X neural similarity between Phase 2 and 3. In contrast to the partial-integration group, who showed 
this decrease in neural similarity for B-X already between Phase 1 and 2 in mid-portion and anterior portion of the 
hippocampus. Thus, these data suggest that it might be beneﬁcial for a successful narrative construction to keep all 
possible narrative-events ‘online’ until all necessary information (i.e. l1 and l2) is available.
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Supplementary Figure 2.8 Schematic of our design in comparison with classical transitive-
inference paradigms
A, B, C are narrative-events, l1 and l2 are link-events 1 and 2. Both transitive-inference 
studies as well as our design require the participants to link A and C through B. In our design 
participant are requested to link A and B through l1, and B and C through l2. This means that 
the link between A and C is through l1, B and l2. Thus, the link between A and C in our design 
can be visualized by the top row, which is different from the transitive inference paradigm 
(bottom row). In our design, the large-scale network that included the link between A and C 
is represented in anterior hippocampus. However, previous studies (Zeithamova et al., 2012a) 
ﬁnd such effects also in the mid-portion of the hippocampus. Differences in the degree 
of event complexity between experimental designs may account for the difference in the 
results. Indeed there are similarities between the transitive-inference paradigms used by 
Preston and colleagues (Zeithamova et al., 2012a) and our design. However, we feel there 
are considerable differences as well, which could explain this discrepancy in the results. The 
networks created by our design are more complex because a single event already consists of 
multiple items. Thus, our design requires participants to combine multiple complex events 
into a larger network. Additionally, transitive-inference studies require the participants to 
link A and C through B (bottom row). In contrast, in our design participants were requested 
to link A and B through l1, and B and C through l2 (top row). This means that the link between 
A and C is through l1, B and l2. Thus, the link between A and C in our design is different 
from the A-C link in the transitive-inference paradigm. Also, the order in which events are 
presented in our design is different from the inference experiments. In transitive inference 
paradigms, participants learn A-B and B-C associations at different points in time (i.e. in 
different trials). In our design, A, B and C are presented before and after the linking-events 
(ﬁrst l1, and then l2). Thus, participants were required to remember the A, B and C events 
in order to link them by the separately presented link-events. This could potentially explain 
why our large-scale network is present in anterior hippocampus, while earlier study designs 
with an inferred AC link found their effects in mid-hippocampus (Zeithamova et al., 2012a).
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Supplementary Figure 2.9 Increasing memory scale along the hippocampal long axis, 
separately for both hemispheres
Neural similarity for each pairwise comparison (A-B, B-C, A-C, and B-X) in each Phase (1, 2, 
3) in each ROI (from left to right: posterior portion, mid-portion, and anterior portion of the 
hippocampus) for left (above) and right (below) hemispheres separately (N = 29). AB = yellow, 
BC = green, AC = blue, and BX = red. Alternative accounts about functional specialisation of 
anterior and posterior hippocampus: Our results demonstrate that a mnemonic gradient 
underlies organisation of human episodic memories, which may relate to the gradient 
of the scale of encoded space. However, earlier studies have proposed other functional 
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dissociations within the hippocampus. In short, other accounts about the differences 
between anterior and posterior hippocampal processing (as discussed in Poppenk et al., 
2013) are: [1] Anterior (emotion/motivation) – posterior (other cognition); [2] Anterior 
(encoding) – posterior (retrieval); [3] Anterior (other cognition) – posterior (spatial memory); 
[4] Anterior (vestibular memory and navigation) – posterior (visual memory and navigation); 
[5] Anterior (global spatial representation) – posterior (local spatial representation); [6] 
Anterior (gist) – posterior (detail). Our data are in line with Account 5, which is largely based 
on the observation of an almost linear increase in the size of place ﬁelds along the long axis 
of the hippocampus in rodents. Our results suggest a differently scaled representation of 
episodic memories along the hippocampal long axis in humans. This suggests that there 
could be a general coding mechanism in the hippocampus responsible for spatial as well as 
episodic memories, and our results extend Account 5 into a non-spatial domain of memory. 
Our data also accord with the gist-detail dissociation proposed by Account 6. However, with 
the present design it was not possible to rigorously test differences in representation of gist 
versus detail. Accounts 1 and 3 both predict that speciﬁc sub-regions of the hippocampus are 
responsible for only emotion or spatial memory, respectively. Our results show involvement 
of the entire hippocampus, from anterior to posterior, in episodic memory and memory 
integration processes, which is difficult to reconcile with the hippocampal dissociation 
proposed by Accounts 1 and 3. Accounts 2 and 4 concern distinct memory functions, encoding 
vs. retrieval (Account 2) and vestibular vs. visual memory (Account 4), respectively, which 
were not directly testable with our experimental approach.
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Supplementary Figure 2.10 Results of the behavioral control experiment
It was important to determine how participants’ behavior was affected by the ﬁrst link-
event. However, in the main experiment we decided to conduct all behavioral tasks after 
the end of the MRI session to avoid possible interference with the narrative task. In order 
to draw conclusions about the interpretation of the initial link before the second link-event 
was presented, we performed a behavioral experiment with a separate group of participants 
(N=21, 8 males, aged 18 to 37 years, mean age 24.2). In this experiment participants were 
presented with screenshots of events A, B and C and had to choose which event (A or C) 
belonged to event B. They received this question without seeing link-event 2. Participants 
performed at ceiling level for the initial-link associations directly after link-phase 1 (94% 
correct on average; for the 4 stories separately 95%, 98%, 90%, 93% correct).
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Supplementary Table 2.1 Additional analyses
The table below shows the results of repeated-measures ANOVAs for all simpler comparisons 
relative to baseline, with Hemisphere (left, right), Event (e.g. AB, BX; as listed in the second 
column) and Phase (e.g. P1, P2; as listed in the ﬁrst column) as within-subject factors. As 
apparent from the table, these simpler comparisons support our network results (small-
scale, medium-scale, and large-scale), but some of the effects are more subtle. The more 
detailed comparisons were used to test our speciﬁc predictions for the entire pattern of 
correlations across the entire task (i.e. across time) for the three different sub-regions of the 
hippocampus. By combining the simpler comparisons with the speciﬁc contrasts examining 
the presence of the three model networks, our analysis becomes not only more powerful 
statistically, but also more speciﬁc to the actual predictions and, therefore, more suited to 
control for possible unspeciﬁc effects of time.
posterior hpC Mid-portion HPC anterior hpC
p1 to 2 AB > BX p = .075, F1,28 = 3.417+ p = .883, F1,28 = .022 p = .659, F1,28 = .199
 BC > BX p = .965, F1,28 = .002 p = .758, F1,28 = .097 p = .847, F1,28 = .038
 AC > BX p = .286, F1,28 = 1.185 p = .306, F1,28 = 1.088 p = .743, F1,28 = .110
P2 to 3 AB > BX p = .172, F1,28 = 1.960 p = .045, F1,28 = 4.388* p = .026, F1,28 = 5.525*
 BC > BX p = .129, F1,28 = 2.445 p = .274, F1,28 = 1.247 p = .093, F1,28 = 3.024+
 AC > BX p = .354, F1,28 = .889 p = .960, F1,28 = .003 p = .006, F1,28 = 8.846*
+ 0.05 < p < 0.1
* p < 0.05

Chapter 3
PrePlay and rePlay of choices in the human hiPPocamPus
This chapter is in preparation as: Collin SHP, van Dun C, Milivojevic B, 
Doeller CF. Preplay and replay of choices in the human hippocampus.
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We draw on memories of past experiences to guide future behavior. Rodent research 
suggests that the hippocampus pre-activates (or ‘preplays’) behaviorally relevant 
trajectories before they are experienced, for example shortcuts in a familiar environment, 
and that it subsequently reactivates (or ‘replays’) experienced trajectories. Here we 
report that anticipation of future events was accompanied by increased connectivity 
between the hippocampus and category-sensitive ventral visual cortex. At the same 
time, ventral visual cortex ‘preplayed’ event elements related to possible future event 
choices. Furthermore, hippocampal ‘replay’ of experienced events was related to 
individual choices and feedback. These ﬁndings demonstrate how offline mnemonic 
dynamics shape our decisions.
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3.1 Introduction
Central to memory is its adaptive nature. An adaptive memory system uses prior knowledge 
to shape our decisions about upcoming future events (Shohamy and Daw, 2015). Although 
we know that regions such as the hippocampus are involved in future thinking (Atance and 
O’Neill, 2001; Hassabis and Maguire, 2007; Spreng et al., 2008; Buckner, 2010; Addis and 
Schacter, 2011; Mullally et al., 2012; Rissman and Wagner, 2012; Zeidman and Maguire, 
2016; Palombo et al., 2016; Gershman, 2017; Schacter et al., 2017), the precise neural 
mechanisms underlying its involvement remain elusive. One possibility is that hippocampal 
involvement reflects pre-activation (or ‘preplay’) of possible future states as a mechanism 
to anticipate the future (Buckner, 2010). However, empirical evidence is currently lacking. 
Additionally, it remains unclear whether preplay has an effect on our subsequent choices, 
and how this relates to subsequent reactivation (or ‘replay’) of experienced events. 
Theoretical work has suggested that we anticipate future events by flexibly recombining 
prior experiences (Buckner, 2010). Support for this theory comes from spatial navigation 
research in rodents, which suggests the importance of preplay for generating predictions 
about future trajectories in space. Preplay refers to activation of place cell sequences, i.e. 
hippocampal cells that become active at one particular location in an environment (O’Keefe 
and Dostrovsky, 1971; Moser et al., 2008), during offline states prior to actual active 
exploration of the locations corresponding to these place cells. Although hippocampal 
preplay of future trajectories is still heavily debated (Moser et al., 2008; Eichenbaum, 2015; 
Silva et al., 2015; Foster, 2017), place cells exhibit activation patterns corresponding to novel 
trajectories that were never experienced, for example shortcuts in a familiar environment 
(Gupta et al., 2010; Dragoi and Tonegawa, 2011, 2013). Additionally, hippocampal preplay 
seems goal-oriented since it was shown to be stronger for locations with behavioral relevance 
(Ólafsdóttir et al., 2015). However, empirical evidence of preplay in human episodic memory 
is currently lacking.
Once a certain trajectory has been experienced by a rodent, place cells replay the 
experienced trajectory in subsequent rest (Karlsson and Frank, 2009; Gupta et al., 2010; 
Carr et al., 2011) and sleep (Skaggs and Mcnaughton, 1996; lee and Wilson, 2002; Ji and 
Wilson, 2007). ‘Replay’ refers to the sequential activation of place cells during offline states 
in the same order as previously observed during active exploration. Replay has been shown 
to relate to learning and behavior (Dupret et al., 2010). Research in humans has shown that 
events in memory are also ‘replayed’ (i.e. referring to the reactivation of memory traces) 
in subsequent rest periods (Peigneux et al., 2004; Rasch et al., 2007a; Rudoy et al., 2009; 
Tambini et al., 2010b; van Dongen et al., 2011; Deuker et al., 2013; Staresina et al., 2013b; 
Vilberg and Davachi, 2013; Kurth-nelson et al., 2016; Schlichting and Preston, 2016), which 
might facilitate memory integration and learning (Zeithamova et al., 2012a; Deuker et al., 
2013; Staresina et al., 2013a; Schlichting and Preston, 2014, 2016; Kurth-nelson et al., 2016). 
However, it remains unclear whether replay relates to choice behavior and decision making.
Here, we examined the hypotheses that humans anticipate the future by ‘preplaying’ 
possible future events, subsequently ‘replay’ experienced events, and that these offline 
neural dynamics affect episodic memory choices and behavior. We presented participants 
with an Event-choice task (see Methods and Fig. 3.1) in the MRI scanner, and analyzed the 
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fMRI data with multivariate pattern and functional connectivity analyses. During this Event-
choice task, participants viewed short videos of animated events. Each of these events 
had two alternative endings, while the ﬁrst 3 seconds of both of these variants was the 
same. Participants were presented with these events using the following trial structure: [1] 
seeing the beginning of an event, followed by [2] a twenty second rest period (i.e. Rest 1), 
[3] predicting verbally how they thought the event will end, [4] seeing both alternative event 
endings sequentially, [5] choosing one of these two event endings (i.e. the one that seemed 
most logical to them), [6] getting feedback on this choice (correct/incorrect), and [7] another 
twenty second rest period (i.e. Rest 2). The two alternative endings always consisted of one 
version with an animal-related story, and another version with an object-related story. For 
example, the common beginning of an event could be ‘a man walking in the direction of a 
meadow with a shed’, with the two alternative endings: [1] the man continues towards the 
meadow and attends to his horse (animal-related story), and [2] the man continuing to walk 
to the workbench in the shed to use a hammer to repair something (object-related story). 
The actual animal or object was only visible during the two alternative endings, but not 
during the beginning of the event video. 
This task design led to four experimental conditions, depending on participants’ subsequent 
event choices (see Fig 3.3A): [1] correct animal (Ac): the participant choosing the ‘animal 
event’ and subsequently receiving ‘correct’ feedback, [2] incorrect animal (Ai): the participant 
choosing the ‘animal event’ and subsequently receiving ‘incorrect’ feedback, [3] correct 
object (Oc): the participant choosing the ‘object event’ and subsequently receiving ‘correct’ 
feedback, and [4] incorrect object (Oi): the participant choosing the ‘object event’ and 
subsequently receiving ‘incorrect’ feedback. Using two event-endings per trial, that always 
led to either an animal- or an object-related story, enabled us to use a classiﬁer (which 
was trained on fMRI data acquired during an animal/object-localizer task prior to the main 
experiment) that can distinguish animals and manmade objects as a proxy for ‘replay’ and 
‘preplay’ of the alternative event endings. To account for any potential baseline differences 
in classiﬁer performance, participants ﬁnished a baseline rest block before the localizer and 
Event-choice task started which was used to correct the task results (Supplementary Fig 3.1).
We predicted ‘preplay’ of both animals and objects during the event beginnings and Rest 1, 
reflecting anticipation of both alternative event endings. Furthermore, we predicted ‘replay’ 
of the actual event ending (taking into account individual episodic choices and subsequent 
feedback) during Rest 2. It might be that ‘preplay’ requires reactivation of episodic elements 
(as experienced in similar earlier situations) and, crucially, the flexible recombination of 
these elements to anticipate possible future events (Hassabis and Maguire, 2007; Schacter 
et al., 2007, 2017; Buckner, 2010). In this case, it would be hypothesized that the neocortex 
will ‘preplay’ episodic elements, and that the hippocampus will aid the integration of 
these elements into possible future events during this anticipatory period (Buckner, 2010; 
Shohamy and Daw, 2015), reflected in increased crosstalk between the hippocampus and 
neocortical, stimulus-speciﬁc representational regions. Subsequently, we hypothesized that 
the hippocampus will ‘replay’ the events after they have been experienced. However, an 
alternative hypothesis is that the hippocampus ‘preplays’ as well as ‘replays’ the events, in 
accordance with the rodent hippocampus replaying and preplaying spatial locations (Moser 
et al., 2008; Dragoi and Tonegawa, 2011; Eichenbaum, 2015; Ólafsdóttir et al., 2015; Silva 
et al., 2015; Foster, 2017), which would make communication between hippocampus and 
neocortex unnecessary. 
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Fig 3.1 Experimental design of the Event-choice task and priming task
(A) Overview of the entire experiment. Baseline rest block; localizer task (animal images, object images, scrambled 
images, blocked design); Event-choice task (see 1B and C for more details); priming task (see 1D for more details), 
recall task (participants see the event beginnings and have to recall what happens next, see methods for more 
details). (B) Example event of the Event-choice task. The event beginning (a man walking towards a meadow with 
a shed). The two alternative event endings (1: the man walking towards the shed and work with a tool on the 
workbench / 2: the man walking towards the shed to ride a horse). (C) Trial structure of the Event-choice task. [1] 
seeing the event beginning, [2] twenty second rest period (i.e. Rest 1), [3] predicting verbally how they thought the 
event will most likely end, [4] seeing both alternative event endings sequentially, [5] choosing one of these two event 
endings (i.e. the one that seemed most logical to them), [6] getting feedback on this choice (correct/incorrect), and 
[7] another twenty second rest period (i.e. Rest 2). (D) Priming task. Participants are primed with either a congruent 
or an incongruent event (man walking towards the meadow with the shed or man walking towards a desk and ﬁsh 
bowl). The primes are followed by the actual items that featured the events (e.g. a hammer). Participants are asked 
to respond as quickly and accurately as possible whether the item is animate or inanimate. More details on task 
design and stimulus generation in methods.
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3.2 Results
Event ‘preplay’
We hypothesized more hippocampal-cortical connectivity before event endings were 
revealed compared to during ‘replay’ (since that is expected to be passive replay of events 
as they are experienced). To examine which regions were functionally connected to the 
hippocampus speciﬁcally during future-event anticipation, we performed a functional 
connectivity analysis with hippocampus as the seed region, separately for the four 
experimental conditions (Ac, Ai, Oc, Oi, see Fig 3.3A) and separately for Rest 1 and Rest 2. 
This analysis revealed indeed higher functional connectivity of the hippocampus with the 
ventral visual stream in Rest 1 (i.e. during anticipation to future events) compared to Rest 
2 (i.e. after the events had been shown), regardless of the experimental condition (FWE-
corrected, including cuneus, lingual gyrus, calcarine, occipital mid, temporal mid, fusiform 
gyrus, and parahippocampal gyrus, see Fig. 3.2A and Supplementary Table 3.1).
To investigate possible ‘preplay’ of the animal or object category, we determined the most 
responsive ‘animal’ and ‘object voxels’ using the ﬁrst four blocks of the localizer data, and 
subsequently trained a classiﬁer (on the remaining fourteen blocks of the localizer data) 
to distinguish between objects, animals, and scrambled images (see Methods). We used 
this classiﬁer to classify whether category-sensitive regions from the ventral visual stream 
represented the animal and object category during the event beginnings and subsequent 
Rest 1 periods, which we would interpret as a proxy of ‘preplay’. 
The results showed that object representations were decoded stronger in object-sensitive 
regions when participants were watching the event beginning compared to the baseline rest 
block (as indicated by a higher classiﬁer evidence during the event beginning, see Fig 3.2B, 
repeated-measures ANOVA with Category (Animal, Object, Scrambled images; baseline 
corrected classiﬁer evidence) as within-subject factor showed a signiﬁcant difference for 
Category: F (2,58) = 42.412, P < 0.001; post hoc one-sample T test showed signiﬁcant effect 
for the object category: T (1,29) = 6.253, P = 0.000001). Additionally, animal representations 
were decoded stronger in animal-sensitive regions when watching the event beginning 
compared to the baseline rest block (see Fig 3.2B, repeated-measures ANOVA with Category 
(Animal, Object, Scrambled images; baseline corrected classiﬁer evidence) as within-subject 
factor showed a signiﬁcant difference for Category: F (2,58) = 40.3, P < 0.001; post-hoc one-
sample T test showed signiﬁcant effect for the animal category: T (1,29) = 7.580, P < 0.001). 
Thus, objects and animals were decoded stronger in anticipation to future events compared 
to the baseline rest block in category-sensitive regions of the ventral visual stream. Classifying 
on beta images of the event beginnings for each trial separately showed that in 80 % of all 
trials objects were decoded in object-sensitive regions during event beginnings, in 89 % of 
all trials animals were decoded in animal-sensitive regions during event beginnings. 74 % 
of all trials showed decoding of objects in object-sensitive regions as well as decoding of 
animals in animal-sensitive regions (simultaneously). 
Furthermore, during Rest 1, category-sensitive regions of the ventral visual stream (animal- 
and object-sensitive) represented animals signiﬁcantly more compared to the baseline rest 
block (see Fig 2C, For animal-sensitive regions: repeated-measures ANOVA with Category 
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(Animal, Object, Scrambled images; baseline corrected classiﬁer evidence) as within-subject 
factor showed a signiﬁcant difference for Category: F (2,58) = 11.606, P = 0.000335; post-
hoc one-sample T test showed signiﬁcant effect for the animal category: T (1,29) = 3.715, 
P = 0.001; for object-sensitive regions: repeated-measures ANOVA with Category (Animal, 
Object, Scrambled images; baseline corrected classiﬁer evidence) as within-subject factor 
showed a signiﬁcant difference for Category: F (2,58) = 7.595, P = 0.004, Greenhouse-Geisser 
corrected; post-hoc one-sample T test showed signiﬁcant effect for the animal category: T 
(1,29) = 3.094, P = 0.004). However, although object-sensitive regions numerically showed 
an increase in representing objects more in Rest 1 compared to baseline, this result did 
not reach signiﬁcance (see Fig 3.2C, T (1,29) = 1.593, P = 0.122). Together, this gives some 
indication that the decoding of event elements extended into the anticipatory rest period, 
but this is less evident compared to the event beginning. 
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Fig 3.2 Anticipation to future events
(A) Functional connectivity. Functional connectivity between hippocampus and ventral visual stream regions 
during anticipation to future events (i.e. Rest 1) is stronger compared to after the events had been shown (i.e. 
Rest Block 2). Brain images are thresholded at P < 0.05 (FWE corrected). The MR sequence used had a partial 
ﬁeld of view (only the temporal and partly occipital lobes were scanned, grey box on brain image indicates ﬁeld of 
view). See Table S1 for peak values and MNI coordinates of signiﬁcant brain regions. (B) Classifier evidence while 
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participants watched the event beginnings (relative to classifier evidence during the baseline rest block). Animals 
were decoded better in animal-sensitive regions (based on the ﬁrst four blocks of the localizer task, see Methods) 
during viewing of the event beginnings compared to baseline (T (1,29) = 7.580, P < 0.001). Objects were decoded 
better in object-sensitive regions while watching the event beginning compared to baseline (T (1,29) = 6.253, P = 
0.000001). Bar plots represent change in classiﬁer evidence, mean ± S.E.M. overlaid with single subject data, from 
baseline rest block to the video featuring the event beginnings. (C) Classifier evidence during the Rest 1 (minus 
the classifier accuracy during the baseline rest block). Animals were decoded better in animal-sensitive regions 
during Rest 1 compared to the baseline rest block (T (1,29) = 3.715, P = 0.001). Animals were also decoded better 
in object-sensitive regions during Rest 1 compared to the baseline rest block (F (2,58) = 7.595, P = 0.004). Decoding 
of objects in object-sensitive regions during Rest 1 compared to the baseline rest block did not reach signiﬁcance 
(T (1,29) = 1.593, P = 0.122). Bar plots represent change in classiﬁer evidence, mean ± S.E.M. overlaid with single 
subject data, from baseline rest block to the ﬁrst rest block. ** P < .01, *** P < .001.
Subsequent ‘replay’
Rest 2 took place after the participant had seen the two alternative event endings, made a 
choice, and received feedback (correct or incorrect). During Rest 2, we examined whether 
there is ‘replay’ of speciﬁcally the correct event category. For this purpose, we determined 
the most distinctive ‘animal-vs-object voxels’ using the ﬁrst four blocks of the localizer task 
data, and trained a binary classiﬁer (on the remaining fourteen blocks of the localizer data) 
using the 150 most distinctive voxels in the hippocampus (rather than category-sensitive 
cortex as above) to speciﬁcally distinguish between patterns evoked by animals and objects 
(see Methods). We used this binary classiﬁer to classify whether beta images corresponding 
to Rest 2 of the event choice task represented the correct (animal or object) category more 
strongly than the incorrect category (compared to the baseline rest block). A repeated-
measures ANOVA with Choice (Animal, Object) and Feedback (Correct, Incorrect) as within-
subject factors revealed that the hippocampus indeed represented the correct category more 
strongly during Rest 2 compared to the baseline rest block (signiﬁcant interaction effect, F 
(1,29) = 5.8, P = 0.023, see Fig 3.3B). This suggests that participants ‘replayed’ the event 
that they initially chose in those cases when they received feedback which conﬁrmed their 
choice, but that participants switched to replaying the alternative event option (i.e. not the 
one they initially chose) in those cases that they received ‘incorrect’ as feedback. The results 
suggest that there is no ‘replay’ in category-sensitive regions during Rest 2 (Supplementary 
Fig 3.2; repeated-measures ANOVA with Category (Animal, Scrambled, Objects) as within-
subject factor did not show a signiﬁcant difference between Categories (F (2,58) = 1.017, 
P = 0.354, Greenhouse-Geisser corrected) in animal-sensitive regions; repeated-measures 
ANOVA with Category (Animal, Scrambled, Objects) as within-subject factor did not show 
a signiﬁcant difference between Categories (F (2,58) = 1.772, P = 0.187, Greenhouse-
Geisser corrected) in object-sensitive regions). This suggests that the hippocampal ‘replay’ 
strengthened speciﬁcally the correct event option in the hippocampus. 
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Fig 3.3 Hippocampal replay of correct event option
(A) Overview of the four experimental conditions and corresponding predictions. 
[1] correct animal (Ac): the participant choosing the ‘animal event’ and subsequently receiving ‘correct’ feedback, 
[2] incorrect animal (Ai): the participant choosing the ‘animal event’ and subsequently receiving ‘incorrect’ feedback, 
[3] correct object (Oc): the participant choosing the ‘object event’ and subsequently receiving ‘correct’ feedback, 
and [4] incorrect object (Oi): the participant choosing the ‘object event’ and subsequently receiving ‘incorrect’ 
feedback. We predicted ‘replay’ of the correct category during Rest 2, which means ‘replay’ of animals during trials 
of correct animal and incorrect object, and ‘replay’ of objects during trials of incorrect animal and correct object. 
(B) Decoding evidence of the animal category during Rest 2 (i.e. after alternative event endings had been shown, 
choice had been made, and feedback had been given). Thus, positive values indicate an increase in decoding 
evidence for the animal category, and negative values a decrease in decoding evidence for the animal category 
which means an increase in decoding evidence for the object category (as indicated on the axis). A repeated-
measures ANOVA with Choice (Animal, Object) and Feedback (Correct, Incorrect) as within-subject factor showed 
a signiﬁcant interaction effect (F (1,29) = 5.8, P = 0.023). This suggests signiﬁcant increase in hippocampal ‘replay’ 
of the correct category during Rest Block 2 compared to the baseline rest block. Hippocampal ‘replay’ was affected 
by performance on the priming task, as revealed by a signiﬁcant interaction between classiﬁer evidence of the 
correct category and the RT difference during the priming task (F (1,26) = 5.972, P = 0.022). Bar plot represent 
change in classiﬁer evidence, mean ± S.E.M. overlaid with single subject data, of the animal category from baseline 
rest block to Rest 2.
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After the MRI session, participants performed a priming task (see Fig. 3.1D) to obtain a 
behavioral measure of ‘replay’ and ’preplay’ of the event choices. During this task, participants 
were presented with the animals and objects that featured the event endings, and asked 
to make an animacy judgment for these items. Each item was preceded with a prime. This 
prime was a screenshot of one of the event beginnings, either congruent with that item 
(i.e. the speciﬁc event beginning that included that speciﬁc item in the event ending) or 
incongruent with that item. We hypothesized that participants would be relatively faster 
when making an animacy judgment on items preceded by congruent events, compared to 
items preceded by incongruent events. 
There was no signiﬁcant reaction time (RT) difference between congruent and incongruent 
trials across the group (congruent: mean = 624 ms, S.E.M. = 25 ms; incongruent: mean 
= 628 ms, S.E.M. = 26 ms; paired samples T test: T (1,27) = -1.123, p = 0.272). However, 
there was a large variability across participants (min = -24 ms difference, and max = 62 ms 
difference; see Supplementary Fig 3.3). To test whether this variability in behavior related to 
the hippocampal ‘replay’ of the correct event option, we performed a repeated-measures 
ANOVA with Choice (Animal, Object) and Feedback (Correct, Incorrect) as within-subject 
factors, and RT difference as covariate, which showed a signiﬁcant Choice X Feedback X RT-
difference interaction effect (F (1,26) = 5.972, P = 0.022). This suggests that the strengthening 
of the correct event option by hippocampal ‘replay’ was related to subsequent behavior.
3.3 Discussion
In sum, while anticipating future events, the hippocampus interacted with regions in the 
ventral visual stream. These regions ‘preplayed’ possible future events. Subsequently, the 
hippocampus ‘replayed’ experienced events in post-event rest blocks. Importantly, it only 
‘replayed’ correct events, i.e. events deﬁned by individual event choices and taking into 
account received feedback on these choices. Furthermore, this hippocampal ‘replay’ related 
to behavioral performance on a priming task.
Our results are in line with previous rodent research showing behaviorally relevant preplay 
of visible but not yet experienced trajectories in an environment (Gupta et al., 2010; 
Dragoi and Tonegawa, 2011, 2013; Ólafsdóttir et al., 2015). Human neuroimaging research 
has shown preplay activity in V1 during a basic visual attention paradigm (Ekman et al., 
2017). We aimed to investigate whether preplay is also used as a higher-order mechanism 
in anticipation of lifelike events. We predicted that this mechanism to anticipate lifelike 
events would be related to hippocampal preplay in rodents, either by ‘preplay’ of future 
events in the ventral visual stream, possibly orchestrated by increased connectivity of the 
hippocampus to those posterior representational regions, or by ‘preplay’ of future events 
in the hippocampus itself. We provide, to the best of our knowledge, the ﬁrst evidence that 
the human brain might indeed ‘preplay’ lifelike, future events in the ventral visual stream, 
while interacting with the hippocampus. This increased connectivity to the hippocampus 
was speciﬁc to the rest periods where participants were anticipating future events (between 
event beginnings and event endings) which might suggest a role for the hippocampus in 
arranging and structuring the event options ‘preplayed’ by the ventral visual stream 
(Hassabis and Maguire, 2007; Schacter et al., 2007; Buckner, 2010; Palombo et al., 2016). 
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An alternative interpretation for the strong classiﬁer evidence in category-sensitive regions 
of the ventral visual stream during the event beginnings could be that this reflects retrieval 
of event elements that are semantically related to the video being presented on the screen. 
Prior literature indeed reveals clustering of semantic categories in the ventral visual stream 
(Haxby et al., 2001; Binder et al., 2009; Mahon and Caramazza, 2011; Carlson et al., 2013; 
Tyler et al., 2013; Watson et al., 2017). However, this interpretation of our result is unlikely 
since we also ﬁnd strong classiﬁer evidence in category-sensitive regions during Rest 1, while 
we do not ﬁnd classiﬁer evidence in category-sensitive regions during Rest 2. Additionally, 
in contrast to our ﬁndings, earlier studies revealing semantic clustering in the ventral visual 
stream do not examine connectivity to the hippocampus (Haxby et al., 2001; Binder et al., 
2009; Mahon and Caramazza, 2011; Carlson et al., 2013; Tyler et al., 2013; Watson et al., 
2017). 
Besides ‘preplay’, we also investigated ‘replay’ in post-event rest periods. Human 
neuroimaging research using MVPA has shown post-encoding replay of items in rest periods 
that follow a paired-associates learning task, and suggests a correlation between post-
encoding replay and memory  (Zeithamova et al., 2012a; Deuker et al., 2013; Staresina et 
al., 2013a; Schlichting and Preston, 2014). We show, using a novel event choice paradigm, 
‘replay’ of realistic lifelike events. This suggests a more general role of hippocampal replay 
in memory tasks beyond learning of paired-associates and inferences. Furthermore, our 
results suggest that replay in post-event rest blocks relates to episodic choices, received 
feedback, and subsequent behavior. 
It would be of great interest to investigate this link between preplay, replay and decision 
making in more detail in the future. For example, by systematically manipulating how often 
certain events in the event choice task are followed by a certain alternative event option, 
and investigating how these changing predictions about future events affect preplay and 
replay of the events, and memory performance. 
In conclusion, our results provide evidence for ‘preplay’ of anticipated lifelike events, and 
subsequent ‘replay’ of experienced events, and relates this to choice behavior. The results 
are in line with the view that the hippocampus and ventral visual stream are important 
during anticipating the future by reactivation of speciﬁc elements in the ventral visual 
stream, and possibly a role for the hippocampus in supporting the ventral visual stream 
during the anticipation to possible future events. Finally, the results suggest ‘replay’ of the 
correct experiences (taking into account personal choices and feedback). This sheds light 
onto how offline neural dynamics might shape our episodic memories, and how our choices 
might depend on our memories.
3.4 Methods
Participants
Thirty students (ten males, aged 18-34 years, mean age 23.6) from the Radboud University 
campus in Nijmegen participated in this study. All participants were right-handed and had 
normal or corrected-to-normal vision. All participants gave written informed consent. The 
study was approved by the local ethics committee.
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Task design
Participants performed an experiment consisting of ﬁve tasks (see Figure 3.1A). The ﬁrst 
three tasks were performed in the MRI-scanner (referred to as: ‘baseline rest block’, 
‘localizer’, and ‘event task’) and the subsequent two tasks in a behavioral lab (referred to 
as: ‘priming task’, and ‘recall task’). The localizer task, event task, and priming task were 
presented using Presentation software (Neurobehavioral Systems, version 16.4).
Baseline rest block
During the baseline rest block participants saw a ﬁxation cross on the screen, and were 
instructed to look at the ﬁxation cross and not to think of anything in particular. This block 
lasted for 372 seconds, during which 650 functional volumes were acquired (TR=573ms, see 
Image Acquisition section for more details on the MR sequence used).
Localizer
The localizer task contained three runs. In each run, there were eighteen short blocks (six 
containing animal images, six containing manmade object images, six containing scrambled 
images, see stimulus material section for more details on the images used). Each short block 
contained thirteen images. These images were presented in a random order with each 
image presented on the screen for 750ms followed by a 250ms inter-trial interval. These 
blocks (animal; object; scrambled) within a run were presented in a pseudorandom order 
(all possible orders used, each order used once, never the same block type twice in a row 
within a run). Half of the short blocks contained one image during which a small red dot is 
presented on top of the image (randomly across the task). Participants were instructed to 
press a button when they see this red dot. This was done to ensure that participants were 
paying attention to the screen. 
Event task
During the event task, participants were presented with short animated videos. There were 
forty events in total, divided over two blocks with twenty events. Participants saw each 
event only once. See ‘Stimulus material section’ below for more details on the stimuli used.
Each trial (Figure 3.1C) started with a three second video which displayed the start of an 
event. For example, they saw a man walking in his garden in the direction of a shed with a 
workbench on one side, and a meadow with a bin with hay on the other side (Figure 3.1B).
 
After these three seconds, there was a twenty second rest period in which participants 
saw a ﬁxation cross on the screen. They were instructed to look at the ﬁxation cross and 
meanwhile think about the event they have just seen (referred to as ‘Rest 1’). 
After these twenty seconds, the participants were given seven seconds to give a short verbal 
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response explaining what they thought was the most likely to happen next in the event. 
They received the task instruction before the experiment, and the instruction was written 
on the screen during the seven second response period itself (i.e. on the screen: ‘give a 
short description of the most likely next event into the microphone). 
After the verbal response period, the participants were presented with two alternative event 
endings. These event endings were six seconds long, and one alternative ending focused on 
an activity with an animal (which was not visible during the event beginning), and the other 
alternative ending focused on an activity with an object (which was also not visible during 
the event beginning). In the example used in Figure 3.1, these alternative endings are: a) the 
man continues to walk to the meadow and attend to his horse (animal activity), and b) the 
man continues to walk to the workbench in the shed and use a hammer to repair something 
(object activity). The participants saw both alternative endings, separated by a 500ms ITI. 
The order of animal and object endings were counterbalanced across event-trials within 
subjects, and across subjects per event. Once they had seen both alternative endings, they 
were asked to now choose which of these two event options they think was most likely. They 
indicate their choice (self-paced) with a button press. Results from analyzing a subset of 
the participants’ data indicated that this button press response conﬁrmed the participants’ 
verbal description given earlier. However, in all analyses discussed in this manuscript these 
verbal responses were not taken into account due to the poor quality of the audio recordings 
for some of the participants. Thus, the episodic choice of participants was based on the 
button press response. 
After they had indicated their choice, they received feedback on whether they made a 
correct or incorrect choice (by presenting the word ‘correct’ or ‘incorrect’ on the screen, 
50% of the trials were indicated as ‘correct’ and 50% as ‘incorrect’). The feedback presented 
on the screen for one second. Thus, there were 4 conditions: Animal correct (Ac), Animal 
incorrect (Ai), Object correct (Oc) and Object incorrect (Oi). The amount of trials in each 
condition across the group was 22.4, 22.3, 27.6, and 27.7 %, respectively. Ac ranged from 3 
to 13 trials, Ai ranged from 5 to 13 trials, Oc ranged from 7 to 17 trials, and Oi ranged from 
7 to 15 trials. 
Following the feedback, participants were given another twenty second rest period (Rest 2) 
during which they were presented with a ﬁxation cross and told to think about the events 
they have just seen. After these twenty seconds, the next trial started. 
Priming task
To obtain an implicit behavioral measure of replay and preplay of the animals and objects 
targeted with the events used in the event task, participants completed a priming task. 
This task was performed on a computer. The participant was presented with the items 
(animals and objects) featured in the event task (e.g. a horse, a hammer; Fig 3.1D). They 
saw one item at the time. Each item was preceded with a prime image. This prime image 
was a screenshot from the three second event beginning (from the Event-choice task) 
which was presented for one second, and was either congruent or incongruent with the 
item. ‘Congruent with the item’ means that the item featured in one of the alternative 
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endings of the event whose beginning displayed in the screenshot (e.g. seeing a screenshot 
of the event with a man walking in his garden in the direction of a shed with a workbench 
on one side, and a meadow with a bin with hay on the other side; followed by the item 
‘hammer’, Fig 3.1D). ‘Incongruent with the item’ means that the item was not featured in 
one of the alternative endings of the event whose beginning is displayed in the screenshot 
(Fig. 3.1D). Each item was presented four times, once with the congruent prime and three 
times with a different incongruent prime (i.e. three incongruent primes, because the task 
contained ten characters that each featured in four different events. Screenshots of the 
three event beginnings featuring the same character performing another activity were 
considered incongruent primes, see below in stimulus material section for more details). 
The participants were instructed to make an animacy judgment about the items, and to 
press one button if the item was animate, and another button if the item was inanimate. 
They were instructed to respond as quickly and accurately as possible. After each item there 
was a two second inter-trial interval. Two participants misunderstood this task, and were for 
this reason excluded from analysis for this task.
Recall task
The recall task was conducted as a questionnaire on a computer. The participants were 
presented with screenshots of the start of each of the forty events used in the experiment, 
and were asked to write a response below each screenshot. The instruction for this recall 
task is: “You’ll see the start of each event below. For each of these events seen below, 
please write down what you think will happen next, after what you have already seen in the 
scanner. While writing, please try to see this vividly in your mind’s eye and give a description 
as detailed as possible.”
Stimulus material
Localizer images
The images of manmade objects used came from Ref. (Montoro and Moreno-martı, 2012). 
The images of animals used came from Ref. (Montoro and Moreno-martı, 2012) and 
additionally from a Google search. Each image was presented in color on a white background 
on the center of the screen with a pixel width of 600. There were 78 unique images used 
per category. Each image was presented once per localizer run, thus, there were three 
repetitions per image throughout the task. As a control condition, there were 78 scrambled 
images generated by scrambling the pixels of 39 of the used animal images and 39 of the 
used object images, i.e. creating noise patches with a relatively high basic visual similarity 
as the two categories.
Events
The events used in this experiment were generated using The Sims 3 (www.thesims3.com) 
life-simulation game. Forty events are generated in total. The events were optimized based 
on behavioral piloting conducted before the start of the MRI experiment.
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Each event consisted of a beginning – a three second video – which served as a setting for 
two alternative endings – two six-second videos which continued from where the event 
beginning stopped (see ‘event task section’ for more details on trial structure). We controlled 
for content of the videos (activity, object/animal category, characters, lateralization of items, 
indoor/outdoor setting) in the following way. 
One of the alternative endings was an event focused on an activity with an animal, and the 
other was focused on an activity with an object. Events with animals were all focused on 
one of the following ﬁve categories (rodents, e.g. rat; larger mammals, e.g. horse; reptiles, 
e.g. lizard; bird, e.g. parrot; ﬁsh, e.g. goldﬁsh). Events with objects were all focused on 
one of the following ﬁve categories (kitchen equipment, e.g. knife; tools, e.g. screwdriver; 
housekeeping, e.g. mop; hobbies, e.g. paintbrush; toys, e.g. doll). 
Each event featured only one character. There were ten characters in total, and each 
character featured in four different events. For each character, there were two events with 
beginning video with equipment related to the animal option (e.g. the bin with hay and 
the meadow) on the left side of the screen, and equipment related to the object option 
(e.g. the workbench) on the right side of the screen, and two events with beginning videos 
with opposite arrangement (animal equipment on the right, object equipment on the left). 
Crucially, the animal or object is never presented during the event beginnings. 
The ratio between outdoor and indoor videos (for the six second alternative endings) 
was similar for animal videos (10 outdoor, 30 indoor) and for object videos (9 outdoor, 31 
indoor). Within the indoor/outdoor videos the earlier mentioned location on the screen was 
also counterbalanced. 
Image acquisition
All images were acquired using a 3T Siemens Prisma scanner equipped with a 32 channel 
head coil (Siemens, Erlangen, Germany). For the functional images, a fast Multi-Band 
Accelerated Echo Planar Imaging (EPI) sequence was used (Moeller et al., 2009), with the 
following parameters: 21 slices, voxel size 2.4 mm isotropic, TR = 573 ms, TE = 35.8 ms, 
flip angle = 50 deg, Multi-Band acceleration factor = 3, FOV = 210 × 210 × 51 mm. Since 
we used a reduced FOV (i.e. not whole brain), we acquired an AutoAlign Head lS scan for 
automated positioning and alignment using anatomical landmarks (to ensure that the same 
anatomical part of the brain was scanned in all subjects). The structural T1-weighted image 
was acquired using an MPRAGE-grappa sequence with the following parameters: TR = 2300 
ms; TE = 3.03 ms; flip angle = 8°; in-plane resolution = 256x256 mm; number of slices = 192; 
acceleration factor PE = 2; voxel resolution = 1 mm3, duration = 321 s. A dual echo two-
dimensional gradient echo sequence with voxel size of 2.4 mm isotropic, TR = 614 ms, dual 
echo (4.92 ms, 7.38 ms), flip angle = 60 deg, and separate magnitude and phase images was 
used to create a gradient ﬁeld map to correct for distortions.
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Image preprocessing
Image preprocessing was performed using SPM12. The uniﬁed realign and unwarp 
procedure was used to correct for head motion and voxel displacement due to magnetic-
ﬁeld inhomogeneity. Then, functional images were co-registered to the structural image. The 
classiﬁer analyses were performed on these co-registered functional images (i.e. in native 
space). For resting-state functional connectivity analysis, these co-registered functional 
images were normalized to MNI space, and smoothed with a Gaussian kernel of 8mm3. 
First level modeling
Localizer
The co-registered functional volumes acquired during the localizer task were entered into a 
ﬁrst level model as implemented in SPM12. This ﬁrst level model contained 54 regressors, 
each modeling one short block (18 regressors for animal blocks, 18 for object blocks, and 
18 for scrambled images blocks). Additionally, six motion regressors were included (X, Y, 
Z, pitch, roll, yaw) as nuisance regressors. These beta images modeling the classes of the 
localizer (animal, object, scrambled) were used to train the classiﬁer (see classiﬁer section 
for more details). Regressors corresponding to the ﬁrst four blocks of each category were 
not used for training the classiﬁer, since these were used to select the voxels (see section 
above).
Localizer – voxel selection
The co-registered functional volumes acquired during the ﬁrst four blocks (of each category: 
objects, animals and scrambled images) of the localizer task were entered into a ﬁrst level 
model as implemented in SPM12 to select voxels for the classiﬁcation. One regressor 
modeled the ﬁrst four animal blocks, another regressor modeled the ﬁrst four object blocks, 
and another regressor modeled the ﬁrst four scrambled images blocks. 
A T-contrast was used at the ﬁrst level to select object speciﬁc voxels from the entire ﬁeld of 
view (Object / Animal / Scrambled: 1 / -0.5 / -0.5). A T-contrast was used at the ﬁrst level to 
select animal speciﬁc voxels from the entire ﬁeld of view (Object / Animal / Scrambled: -0.5 
/ 1 / -0.5). These two T-contrasts were used to select animal and object speciﬁc voxels from 
the ventral visual stream that are subsequently used in the classiﬁer (see classiﬁer section 
for details).
An F-contrast was used at the ﬁrst level to measure distinctiveness between animals and 
objects. Based on this F-contrast, the most distinctive 150 voxels from the hippocampus 
were selected for each participant, and used in the binary classiﬁer (see classiﬁer section 
for more details). 
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Event task
The co-registered functional volumes acquired during the event task were entered into a 
ﬁrst level model as implemented in SPM12. The ﬁrst level model contained two blocks, both 
with the following regressors: [1] event beginnings – later on animal event chosen, [2] event 
beginnings – later on object event chosen, [3] Rest 1 – later on animal event chosen, [4] Rest 
1 – later on object event chosen, [5] choice videos of animal event ending, [6] choice videos 
of object event ending, [7] feedback, [8] Rest 2 – animal chosen and feedback correct, [9] Rest 
2 – animal chosen and feedback incorrect, [10] Rest 2 – object chosen and feedback correct, 
[11] Rest 2 – object chosen and feedback incorrect, [12] button presses, [13] verbal response 
periods. Additionally, each block contained six motion regressors (X, Y, Z, pitch, roll, yaw) as 
nuisance regressors. Beta images corresponding to our regressors of interest (i.e. regressors 
3 and 4 of each block, and regressors 8 to 11 of each block) were used for classiﬁcation. 
Regressors 3 and 4 of each block were used for decoding preplay in Rest 1, and regressors 8 
to 11 of each block to decode replay in Rest 2.
Baseline rest block
The co-registered functional volumes acquired during the baseline rest block were entered 
into a ﬁrst level model as implemented in SPM12. To be able to use this baseline rest block 
as a baseline, the baseline rest block was split into twenty second periods, and a ﬁrst level 
model was created with one regressor for each of these twenty second periods, with a total 
of nineteen regressors. Additionally, each block contained six motion regressors (X, Y, Z, 
pitch, roll, yaw) as nuisance regressors. 
Classifier
To decode pre-activation of animals and/or objects during the event task, a 3-class classiﬁer 
was used. The co-registered functional images collected during the ﬁrst four blocks of 
each category (during the localizer task) were used to select the animal speciﬁc and object 
speciﬁc voxels (see ‘ﬁrst level modeling section’ for more details). Only voxels surviving a 
FWE correction threshold of P < 0.05 were used for the classiﬁer analysis on object and 
animal regions. The beta images of the ﬁrst level model of the localizer task (see ‘ﬁrst 
level modeling section’ for more details) corresponding to the remaining blocks (i.e. from 
block ﬁve for each class onwards) were used to train a linear support vector machine to 
distinguish between animals, objects, and scrambled images. The beta images of the ﬁrst 
level model of the event task (one beta image per experimental condition, see ‘ﬁrst level 
modeling section’ for more details) were tested using this trained support vector machine. 
Before classiﬁcation, the data is Z-scored. The Donders Machine learning Toolbox was used 
for the classiﬁer analyses.
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Classifier on object and animal regions
The beta images of the ﬁrst level model of the localizer task (one beta image per short 
block, see above for more details) were used to train one linear support vector machine 
for each possible pair of classes (animal-object, animal-scrambled, object-scrambled). The 
beta images of the ﬁrst level model of the event task (one beta image per experimental 
condition, see ‘ﬁrst level modeling section’ for more details) were tested using these trained 
support vector machines, with classiﬁcation done according to maximum voting (each 
support vector machine votes for one class). 
Binary classifier (used for classification in the hippocampus)
To selectively investigate differences in decoding of animals versus object, a binary classiﬁer 
was used. The co-registered functional images collected during the ﬁrst four blocks of each 
class (during the localizer task) were used to select the most distinctive animal-vs-object 
voxels (see ‘ﬁrst level modeling section’ for more details). These voxels were used to train 
and test the classiﬁer.
The beta images of the ﬁrst level model of the localizer task (see ‘ﬁrst level modeling section’ 
for more details) corresponding to the remaining blocks (i.e. from block ﬁve for each class 
onwards) were used to train a linear support vector machine to distinguish between animals 
and objects. The beta images of the ﬁrst level model of the event task (one beta image per 
experimental condition, see ‘ﬁrst level modeling section’ for more details) were tested using 
this trained support vector machine. Before classiﬁcation, the data was Z-scored.
Classifier on baseline rest block
The baseline rest block was used as a baseline for the analyses performed on the event 
choice task. The baseline rest block was analysed by splitting it into twenty-second blocks, 
and acquiring a beta image for each of these short blocks. These beta images of the baseline 
rest block were acquired to match this baseline rest block analysis to the analyses performed 
on the event choice task (see ‘ﬁrst level modeling section’ for more details). The beta 
images corresponding to the baseline rest block (see ‘ﬁrst level modeling section’ for more 
details) were tested using the support vector machines trained on the localizer data, with 
classiﬁcation done according to maximum voting (each support vector machine votes for 
one class). Before classiﬁcation, the data is Z-scored. The classiﬁer performance during the 
baseline rest block was subtracted from the classiﬁer evidence values of the event choice 
task to investigate an increase in decoding during the event choice task. 
Resting-state functional connectivity analysis
Normalized and smoothed data were used for this analysis implemented in SPM12. For this 
functional connectivity analysis, a ﬁrst-level model was used that included eight regressors 
of interest reflecting the mean signal in the hippocampus (i.e. calculating the hippocampal 
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time course by averaging across hippocampal voxels for each volume), separately for only 
Rest 1 and only Rest 2 of the event task (and, additionally, split for trials according to the 
experimental conditions: [1] animal choice and feedback correct, [2] animal choice and 
feedback incorrect, [3] object choice and feedback correct, and [4] object choice and feedback 
incorrect), leading to eight regressors of interest in total. Additionally, for each block of 
the event task, six motion regressors (X, Y, Z, pitch, roll, yaw) were included as nuisance 
regressors, and six regressors were included that modeled: [1] the button presses, [2] the time 
periods of verbal responses, [3] the event beginnings, [4] the animal alternative endings, [5] the 
object alternative endings, and [6] the feedback. 
To test for any differences in functional connectivity of the hippocampus with anywhere 
else in the ﬁeld-of-view during anticipation to future events, contrast images on these 
eight regressors of interest were created (in SPM12) at the ﬁrst-level that tested for higher 
functional connectivity in Rest 1 compared to Rest 2 of the trials. These contrast images 
were entered in a second-level group analysis (in SPM12) one sample T-test to test for 
statistical signiﬁcance. The results are displayed in MNI space with a threshold of P < 0.05 
(FWE corrected). 
Analysis priming task
In the priming task, we expected that the prime would cause reactivation of the event, 
which subsequently would lead to reactivation of the speciﬁc item (i.e. animal or object) 
that belonged to that event. Therefore, we predicted that participants would be faster 
with responding if an item belonged to the event shown as a prime. The priming task was 
analyzed by calculating the reaction times for the animacy judgment on the items, and 
calculating separate means for trials preceded with an incongruent versus congruent prime. 
Only reaction times corresponding to a correct animacy judgment, and between 200 and 
2000 ms were included (cut offs were chosen to eliminate extreme outliers, were chosen 
before the start of the experiment based on (Ratcliff, 1993), and were more often used as 
cut offs in reaction time tasks, see e.g. (Drueke et al., 2015)). As a behavioral measure of 
preplay/replay, the difference in reaction times between incongruent and congruent trials 
was calculated.
Statistical analysis
Statistical analyses were performed using SPSS (version 21).
To test for preplay, repeated measures ANOVAs were performed on the classiﬁcation 
evidence for the three categories (animal, object, scrambled) in animal and object speciﬁc 
regions separately, and for beta images acquired during watching the event beginnings 
and during the ﬁrst rest block separately. Repeated-measures ANOVAs were performed for 
animal and object speciﬁc regions separately, each with Category (Animal, Object, Scrambled 
images) as within-subject factor. Post-hoc one-sample T-tests were performed for each of 
the three categories separately during each of the experimental phases separately (i.e. 
event beginnings, Rest 1). The classiﬁer evidence values were corrected for their baseline 
classiﬁer evidence (i.e. subtracting classiﬁer evidence of the categories during baseline rest 
block). The results are discussed in the main text as well as presented in ﬁgure 3.2. 
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To test whether the expected categories were indeed replayed during Rest 2, we ran a 
repeated measures ANOVA including classiﬁer evidence of the correct category during each 
of the four experimental conditions. The classiﬁer evidence values were corrected for their 
baseline classiﬁer evidence (i.e. subtracting classiﬁer evidence of the categories during 
baseline rest block). To test how participants’ behavior during the priming task related 
to replay, the difference in reaction times between incongruent and congruent trials was 
calculated and added as a covariate in the above described repeated measures ANOVA. The 
results are discussed in the main text as well as in Figure 3.3.
3.5 Supplement
Supplementary Table 3.1 Functional connectivity during anticipation to future events.
This table lists peak voxels of all regions that show stronger functional connectivity during Rest 1 compared to 
Rest 2 (FWE-corrected).
MNI coordinates
Region L/R X Y Z T-value
Temp. Inf. l -49 -62 -10 9.45
R 42 -71 -5 11.97
Temp. Mid. l -49 -69 2 8.27
R 44 -66 0 12.6
Calcarine l -6 -95 12 13.02
R 13 -86 4 14.36
lingual gyrus l -23 -71 -5 11.12
R 13 -81 0 12.66
Fusiform gyrus l -25 -71 -5 11.08
R 32 -47 -12 14.53
Parahippocampal gyrus l -25 -45 -8 6.86
R 25 -40 -12 10.75
Occipital Mid. l -35 -86 12 14.51
R 37 -76 0 14.82
Cuneus l -8 -95 12 13.82
R 20 -93 14 10.49
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Supplementary Fig 3.1 Classifier evidence for baseline rest block
(a) Classiﬁer evidence in animal-sensitive regions for animal, scrambled images, and objects in the baseline rest 
block (mean ± S.E.M. overlaid with single subject data). Repeated-measures ANOVA with Category (Animal, 
Scrambled, Objects) as within-subject factor does not show a signiﬁcant difference between categories (F (2,58) 
= 0.568, P = 0.570). (b) Classiﬁer evidence in object-sensitive regions for animal, scrambled images, and objects in 
the baseline rest block (mean ± S.E.M. overlaid with single subject data). Repeated-measures ANOVA with Category 
(Animal, Scrambled, Objects) as within-subject factor does not show a signiﬁcant difference between categories 
(F (2,58) = 1.522, P = 0.230, Greenhouse-Geisser corrected). (c) Classiﬁer evidence in the hippocampus for animals 
and objects in the baseline rest block (mean ± S.E.M. overlaid with single subject data). Paired-samples T-test does 
not show a signiﬁcant difference (T (1,29) = 0.075, P = 0.941).
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Supplementary Fig 3.2 Classifier evidence for Rest 2 in category-sensitive regions
(a) Baseline corrected classiﬁer evidence in animal-sensitive regions for animal, scrambled images, and objects 
in Rest 2 (mean ± S.E.M. overlaid with single subject data). A repeated-measures ANOVA with Category (Animal, 
Scrambled, Objects) as within-subject factor did not show a signiﬁcant difference between Categories (F (2,58) 
= 1.017, P = 0.354, Greenhouse-Geisser corrected). (b) Baseline corrected classiﬁer evidence in object-sensitive 
regions for animal, scrambled images, and objects in Rest 2 (mean ± S.E.M. overlaid with single subject data). A 
repeated-measures ANOVA with Category (Animal, Scrambled, Objects) as within-subject factor did not show a 
signiﬁcant difference between Categories (F (2,58) = 1.772, P = 0.187, Greenhouse-Geisser corrected).
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Supplementary Fig 3.3 Variance in reaction time differences across the group
Reaction Time difference (RT on incongruent trials minus RT on congruent trials) on the priming task, plotted for 
each participant separately to indicate the large variability across participants.
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Chapter 4
Prefrontal assimilation and hiPPocamPal reconfiguration 
of events in mnemonic hierarchies
This chapter is in preparation as: Collin SHP, Milivojevic B, Doeller CF. 
Prefrontal assimilation and hippocampal reconfiguration of events in 
mnemonic hierarchies.
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Episodic memories are dynamic networks of events. However, the neural mechanisms 
underlying updating of mnemonic networks remain elusive. In two fMRI experiments, 
participants had to integrate new events with pre-existing events. The medial prefrontal 
cortex (mPFC) was involved in updating of simple associative event networks with 
consistent events, bypassing the hippocampus during task and post-updating rest. 
We then investigated updating of complex hierarchical event structures with non-
consistent events. We used a hierarchical memory task in which participants learned a 
number of events which were organized into narratives and further represent different 
days of virtual families. We again re-exposed participants to old events along with 
new events, allowing updating of the acquired complex hierarchical event structures. 
Here, we demonstrate a three-fold cascade of hippocampal updating: representing 
new events, interleaving new with earlier events, and strengthening of earlier events 
after updating. Our results shed light onto the neural mechanisms underlying flexible 
mnemonic updating with realistic events and further advance our understanding of the 
structured organization of hierarchical memory networks.
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4.1 Introduction
Episodic memories, which are stored as networks of interrelated events (Eichenbaum et al., 
1999; Shohamy and Wagner, 2008; Zeithamova et al., 2012a; Schapiro et al., 2013; Ezzyat 
and Davachi, 2014; Collin et al., 2015; Milivojevic et al., 2015; Backus et al., 2016a; Deuker 
et al., 2016; Schlichting and Frankland, 2017), are remarkably malleable: as we experience 
new events, we can update the pre-existing memory networks with incoming experiences, 
even if it requires reinterpretation of prior knowledge. Our own work dovetails with other 
reports, and demonstrates that the hippocampus and medial prefrontal cortex (mPFC) are 
critically involved for this sort of updating during a single experimental session (Shohamy 
and Wagner, 2008; Staresina and Davachi, 2009; Zeithamova et al., 2012b; Shohamy and 
Turk-Browne, 2013; Schlichting et al., 2015; Kitamura et al., 2017). However, it remains 
unclear how event memories are updated following consolidation. The current opinion is 
that updating of human episodic memories (Forcato et al., 2007; Hupbach et al., 2007, 2008; 
Newman and Norman, 2010; Schiller et al., 2010; Schiller and Phelps, 2011; Kuhl et al., 2012; 
Jacques and Schacter, 2013; Kroes et al., 2014; Poppenk and Norman, 2014; Schlichting 
and Preston, 2016) critically depends on reconsolidation (Misanin et al., 1968; Nadel and 
land, 2000; Nader et al., 2000; Wiltgen et al., 2004; lee, 2008; De Oliveira Alvares et al., 
2013; lee et al., 2017) whereby previously consolidated memories can become labile and 
susceptible to change after reactivation, although the precise mechanisms remain elusive. 
The critical unresolved issue is to what extent, and under which conditions, hippocampus 
and mPFC contribute to updating of consolidated memories. With the aim of establishing 
boundary conditions for their involvement, here we ask the speciﬁc question of how the 
updating mechanisms are affected by the complexity of pre-existing memory networks and 
consistency of new experiences with prior information. 
Piaget (Piaget, 1929) suggested that we remember by using mental structures of related 
information or schemas (a term introduced by Bartlett (Bartlett, 1932)). He further proposed 
that updating of those mental structures would critically depend on whether information, 
with which they are updated, is consistent with prior knowledge. More speciﬁcally, he 
proposed that under conditions of high consistency, new information would be assimilated 
into pre-existing schemas. On the other hand, under the conditions of conflict between the 
schema and the incoming information, one of two processes would be engaged: either the 
new information would be modiﬁed to ﬁt the schema, or the schema would be restructured 
to accommodate new, conflicting, information (Piaget, 1929; Preston and Eichenbaum, 
2013). Since then, several studies have investigated schemas, and have linked them to the 
involvement of mPFC for new learning (Bartlett, 1932; Tse et al., 2007, 2011; Van Kesteren et 
al., 2012; Kumaran, 2013; McClelland, 2013; Preston and Eichenbaum, 2013; van Buuren et 
al., 2014), even after a critical consolidation period (Tse et al., 2007). Critically, though, mPFC 
is thought to take over from the hippocampus with schema formation (Van Kesteren et al., 
2010; Zeithamova et al., 2012a; Preston and Eichenbaum, 2013), as evident by simultaneous 
increase in activity of mPFC and reduction of activity in the hippocampus, and de-coupling 
of mPFC and hippocampus during the task and post-learning rest (Van Kesteren et al., 2010; 
Schlichting and Preston, 2016). This seems to be the case at least during new learning and 
is critically dependent on congruency of new information with long-standing prior semantic 
knowledge (Van Kesteren et al., 2012). 
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However, besides (Van Kesteren et al., 2010), most of the studies reviewed above used 
simpliﬁed experimental designs where new learning is investigated using simple context-
item or item-item associations, and schema congruency was based on prior semantic 
knowledge (which, by itself, may be hippocampus independent). little is known, 
however, how episodic schemas can be used to assimilate new events after consolidation. 
Furthermore, research suggests that these event networks can vary in their complexity, with 
hierarchical organisation of more complex networks reflected in increased resolutions of 
memory networks along the long axis of the hippocampus (McKenzie et al., 2014; Collin et 
al., 2015, 2017; Milivojevic et al., 2016). It remains unclear how mPFC and hippocampus 
contribute to updating of more complex hierarchical networks, and whether the structure 
of memory networks changes as a consequence of updating. More speciﬁcally, although it 
seems almost certain that the mPFC is involved in updating of such episodic networks, it 
remains unclear if and when the hippocampus contributes to this process. 
We shed light onto these outstanding questions with two fMRI experiments which were 
designed to ﬁrst establish, and then update, purely episodic memory networks (i.e. episodic 
schemas). We used multivariate pattern analysis (MVPA) of fMRI data to examine the 
structure of mnemonic representations of life-like events in mPFC and hippocampus during 
and after updating. The design of the two fMRI experiments differed considerably, as we 
aimed to establish the boundary conditions for the involvement of the hippocampus in the 
updating process after consolidation. 
In the ﬁrst experiment, we exposed participants to simple, non-hierarchical, narratives 
consisting of two life-like animated events on the Day 1, and extended these narratives with 
one new event on Day 2, leaving sufficient time for consolidation (see Fig. 4.1 for details of 
the design). We updated each narrative with one new, consistent event which extended the 
narrative seen on Day 1. We predicted that this manipulation would stimulate assimilation-
like updating of a simple narrative structure with consistent information, because, critically, 
there is no conflict which would lead to restructuring of information. We predicted this 
would preferentially engage the mPFC, and induce decoupling of mPFC with hippocampus 
(Tse et al., 2007, 2011; Van Kesteren et al., 2012; Kumaran, 2013; McClelland, 2013; van 
Buuren et al., 2014).
In the second experiment, we exposed participant to four complex, hierarchically-organized 
narratives, consisting of approximately 10 events each, on Day 1 (see Fig. 4.2 for details of 
the design). The events (lowest-level) were organized into narratives (middle-level), which 
reflected two days in the lives of two families (top-level). Two of the narratives featuring the 
same family were updated with new events which shared speciﬁc features (e.g. characters 
and locations) with other events seen on Day 1, but could be flexibly integrated into 
either narrative because they had a neutral relationship with both of them. This neutral 
relationship of new events, along with competing narrative representations, were chosen 
because that should stimulate updating based on modiﬁcation of pre-existing hippocampal 
narrative schemas (Milivojevic et al., 2016) which we hypothesized would be similar to 
restructuring of hippocampal schemas reported in rodent literature(McKenzie et al., 2013). 
We also predicted that the structure of updated representations would critically differ along 
the long axis of the hippocampus reflecting the dissociation between posterior and anterior 
subregions for representations at ﬁne and coarse mnemonic resolutions, respectively (Collin 
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et al., 2015; Schlichting et al., 2015). And ﬁnally, we predicted that the across-narrative 
updating (i.e. within a family) would preferentially strengthen mPFC representations, since 
commonalities across-narrative schemas seem to be preferentially represented in this 
region (Baldassano et al., 2017).
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Fig. 4.1 experimental design experiment 1
Left: We presented participants (N = 19) with narratives on Day 1, and updated these narratives with new events 
consistent with these narratives on Day 2. On Day 1, participants had to integrate two distinct events into a narrative. 
The results showed increased neural similarity between these Narrative Events, relative to a Control Event, in 
the posterior hippocampus and mPFC (see (Milivojevic et al., 2015) for the results of Day 1 of the experiment). 
Right: On Day 2, they were presented with the original Narrative Events again, and additionally with a new event. 
This new event extended the original narrative (see methods for more details). Which of the events were being 
integrated into a narrative by the linking event was counterbalanced across participants (i.e. events that were 
Narrative Events for some participants were Control Events for other participants). In this example, the Narrative 
Events presented in pre and post blocks on Day 1 (i.e. on the left in the ﬁgure) are from top to bottom: a grandfather 
eating soup on the couch, and a child playing with a doll. The Control Event (at the bottom) is: a man watching 
TV. The event providing insight into the narrative is: the grandfather bringing the child to bed. On Day 2 of the 
experiment, the new event extending the narrative in this example is: the grandfather washing dishes. The Control 
Event following from the Control Event in this example is: the man leaving the house. Whether participants had 
indeed integrated the correct events into narratives was validated with a post-scanning two-alternative forced-
choice task. 
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Fig. 4.2 experimental design experiment 2 
(a) Hierarchical components of the narratives. Illustration of two virtual families created using TheSims3 life-
simulation game. Participants (N=30) are presented with four narratives in total (two for each family). Each of these 
four, four-minute narratives comprised a number of events that together formed a typical day of one of the families. 
Full descriptions of the four narratives are available in the supplementary material. A behavioural experiment 
in which participants had to segment the narratives into different events showed that the four narratives had a 
similar number of recognized events (Supplementary Fig. 1, Supplementary methods). (b) Overview of the entire 
experiment. The experiment started with a ‘learning phase’ during which participants watched the four narratives 
(three times in pseudorandom order) and completed a free recall. The next day included ﬁve subsequent task 
blocks in the following order: memory test, pre block with re-exposure to events from the original narratives, 
updating block where new events were introduced for one of the families (importantly, only the narratives of one 
family were updated with new events) along with Control Events, post block with re-exposure to events from the 
original narratives, and a second memory test. These memory tests included event-by-event memory judgments 
of how the events are related. The new events were deliberately made in such a way to be neutrally related 
to both narratives per family, as to allow for subject-speciﬁc flexible recombination with either narrative of the 
corresponding family (methods for more details).
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4.2 Results
4.2.1 Experiment 1: Non-hierarchical updating with consistent events
We ﬁrst examined neural mechanisms underlying memory updating of simple, non-
hierarchical narrative event structures with one highly consistent new event using fMRI 
and representational similarity analysis (RSA) – a type of MVPA which uses correlations 
of across-voxel activity patterns as a proxy for similarity of neural representations (see 
Methods for more details). On Day 1, participants saw six independent narratives developed 
using The Sims 3 life-simulation game. The narratives were presented as individual events, 
and the participants needed to learn how some of the events ﬁt together to form coherent 
narratives. On Day 1, they learned six simple non-hierarchical narrative networks by 
integrating two events per narrative, Narrative Event 1 and Narrative Event 2, into coherent 
narratives by gaining insight into how they ﬁt together through a linking Event. The results 
of this narrative-network formation were presented in an earlier report (Milivojevic et al., 
2015), but in short, we demonstrated that both posterior hippocampus and mPFC showed 
evidence of shared event representations for Narrative Events, along with increased 
differentiation of Control Events, following insight into which event pairs belonged to 
the same narrative. Critically, while Narrative Events 1 always belonged to the narrative, 
the Control Events and Narrative Events 2 were counterbalanced across participants, by 
counterbalancing which linking Event participants saw. This manipulation ensured that the 
shared narrative representations were critically dependent on episodic memory, as opposed 
to systematic differences in semantic relationships between Narrative and Control Events. 
Analysis 1.0: Behavioural evidence for Narrative updating with consistent events
On Day 2, participants were again exposed to the same three events (2 Narrative Events, and 
1 Control Event) as well as two new events, a new Narrative Event 3 which was consistent 
with the narrative, and a new Control Event 2 which was consistent with the original Control 
Event 1. The critical linking Event which gave a clue as to the structure of the narrative was 
omitted to ensure that the updating depended on memory representation of the narrative 
formed on Day 1.  Following the updating of all six narratives, participants performed a two-
alternative forced choice memory task where they needed to indicate which events formed 
a narrative, pitting Narrative Event 2 against Control Event 1, and Narrative Event 3 against 
Control Event 2. The results revealed that participants integrated the Narrative Events (and 
not the Control Events) into narratives (mean accuracy = 93.2 % and S.D. = 7.8 %; see Fig. 4.1 
and Methods for more details on the task design). 
We also checked if indeed the consistency of the New Events with the Narrative Events 
was high in we set up a separate behavioral control experiment. During this experiment 
an independent group of participants rated the consistency of each new event with its 
corresponding narrative (at a six-point scale). This control experiment conﬁrmed that 
the new events were consistent with their corresponding narrative (see Supplementary 
Methods and Supplementary Fig. 4.2).
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Analysis 1.1: Updating of associative event-networks in mPFC 
Next, we ﬁrst examined whether the original narrative representations we observed on Day 
1 remained stable after consolidation by performing a contrast that predicted high similarity 
between Narrative Events 1 and 2 and low similarity of Narrative Event 1 with Control Event 
1, for each of the six narratives. As expected, analyses revealed a higher neural similarity 
between original Narrative Events, compared to the Control Event, in the mPFC (small 
volume corrected; peak voxel MNI-coordinates X=10, Y=44, Z=10; T=3.67; see Fig. 4.3A). 
This effect was present at the same anatomical location in the mPFC as the increased neural 
similarity between Narrative Events on Day 1 of the experiment. This suggests that the 
representations of the original narratives created on Day 1 remained stable in the mPFC 
after consolidation on Day 2 of the experiment. Crucially, this effect was not present in the 
hippocampus on Day 2 (neither at a lenient voxel-wise threshold of P < 0.001 uncorrected; 
nor after a small volume correction on the hippocampi or after a small volume correction 
based on an ROI centred at the location of the effect in the hippocampus on Day 1 of the 
experiment, see Milivojevic et al., 2015). Control analyses showed that the effects were not 
caused by difference in amplitude of the BOlD signal or by differences in low-level visual 
features (Supplementary Methods, Supplementary Figure 4.3).
Next, we examined whether new Narrative Events, which were highly consistent with 
the original narratives, were assimilated into this pre-existing mPFC representation by 
performing a contrast that predicted high similarity between Narrative Event 2 and the new 
Narrative Event 3 and low similarity of Narrative Event 2 with Control Event 2, for each 
of the six narratives. As expected, the results revealed a higher neural similarity between 
the Narrative Events 2 and the new Narrative Events 3 in the mPFC, compared to Control 
Events 2 (Fig. 4.3B, small volume corrected; peak voxel MNI-coordinates X = 14, Y = 40, Z = 
4; T = 3.97). Again, this effect was present at the same anatomical location as the increased 
neural similarity between the Narrative Events on Day 1 of the experiment (as discussed 
in Milivojevic et al., 2015). And again, this effect was not present in the hippocampus 
(neither at a lenient voxel-wise threshold of P < 0.001 uncorrected; nor after a small volume 
correction on the hippocampi or after a small volume correction based on an ROI centred 
at the location of the effect in the hippocampus on Day 1 of the experiment, see Milivojevic 
et al., 2015). This suggests that the original narrative representations were indeed updated 
with the new events in the mPFC only, bypassing the hippocampus.
Together, these results indicate that the mPFC maintained the original narrative 
representations as created on Day 1 of the experiment, and also extended these 
representations to include new consistent events.
Analysis 1.2: Assimilation of consistent events is associated with decreased  
functional connectivity between medial prefrontal cortex and hippocampus  
during post-updating rest
To examine whether extending non-hierarchical narrative representations with consistent 
events would influence neural dynamics during post-updating rest, as we hypothesized 
based on previous research (Gruber et al., 2016; Schlichting and Preston, 2016), we 
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included short rest periods before and after the task on both Day 1 and Day 2  (separate 
7 minute blocks). In accordance with our main task effect described above which revealed 
that updating of non-hierarchical event structures exclusively depended on the mPFC, we 
predicted a decrease in functional connectivity between mPFC and the hippocampus during 
the rest periods following this task. We used the region within the mPFC which showed 
narrative updating effect in RSA as the seed region in a whole-brain resting state functional 
connectivity analysis, and compared the (resting state) functional connectivity of the mPFC 
to the rest of the brain before with after updating of the narratives. The results indeed 
revealed decreased functional connectivity selectively with the hippocampus in the post 
rest block (relative to pre) on Day 2 of the experiment (Fig. 4.3C; peak voxel MNI-coordinates 
X=26, Y=-16, Z=-16; T=6.58). We performed the same analysis for resting state data from 
Day 1 of the experiment, and found no signiﬁcant decrease in connectivity between mPFC 
and any other regions, including hippocampus (no regions surviving corrections), which 
indicates that the decreased functional connectivity was speciﬁc to Day 2 where we also 
detected no narrative representations outside of the mPFC.
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Fig. 4.3 Experiment 1, Analysis 1.1 and 1.2: Updating in the mPFC by extending the narrative with new events and 
decreased prefrontal-hippocampal resting-state functional connectivity after updating
Participants (N = 19) were initially presented with three distinct events (indicated as three dots with equal distance 
on the left of the top schematic) of which two are integrated into a narrative through an additional linking event 
(indicated in the middle of the top schematic with a closer distance between two dots relative to the third dot after 
the linking). The next day, two new events were shown per narrative of which one was an event that extended 
the original narrative (indicated on the right of the top schematic with two new dots being added of which one 
is positioned close to the two dots who were integrated on day 1) and the other had a similar relationship to 
the Control Event from day 1. (a) Original narrative representation. The mPFC showed higher neural similarity 
between original Narrative Events, relative to the Control Event on Day 2 of the experiment (one sample T-test, 
small-volume-corrected). Thus, the original narrative representation created in the mPFC on the day 1 of the 
experiment remained stable on day 2 of the experiment. Boxplot (median plus interquartile range, and min and 
max values of the sample) visualizes the effect by showing narrative versus control for the peak searchlight (small 
volume corrected, peak P = 0.008, MNI-coordinates X=10, Y=44, Z=10; T=3.67). (b) Updating the original narrative 
representation with a new event. Additionally, the results showed a higher neural similarity between the second 
narrative-event and the new event, relative to the control-event, also in the mPFC (one sample T-test, small-volume-
corrected). Thus, the mPFC also updated this narrative representation with the new event that was introduced on 
day 2. Boxplot (median plus interquartile range, and min and max values of the sample) visualizes the effect by 
showing the peak searchlight (small volume corrected, peak P = 0.004, MNI-coordinates X=14, Y=40, Z=4; T=3.97). 
Brain ﬁgures are shown at a threshold of P < 0.001 (uncorrected) for display purposes. (c) Decreased prefrontal-
hippocampal resting-state functional connectivity after updating. The experiment was preceded and followed by 
a resting-state block of 7 minutes during which a ﬁxation cross was presented on the center of the screen. We ran 
a connectivity analysis with the mPFC as a seed region, which showed decreased functional connectivity between 
mPFC and hippocampus (one sample T-test, small volume corrected, peak P = 0.003, peak voxel MNI-coordinates 
X=26, Y=-16, Z=-16; T=6.58) in the post rest block of Day 2 (relative to the pre rest block of Day 2). Brain ﬁgure is 
shown at a whole-brain threshold of P < 0.001 (uncorrected) for display purposes. All experimental conditions in 
the analyses presented in this ﬁgure were measured in the same sample. Brain maps are presented in neurological 
convention.
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4.2.2 Experiment 2: Hierarchical updating with neutral events
In the second experiment, using fMRI and representational similarity analysis (see Methods 
for more details), we examined neural mechanisms underlying memory updating of multiple 
complex, hierarchical narrative event structures with several new neutral events that 
needed to be flexibly integrated into one of the two competing narrative representations 
(see Fig. 4.2 for more details on the design). Using The Sims 3 life simulation game, we 
developed two families (top hierarchical level), and generated four 4-minute long animated 
cartoon narratives (middle hierarchical level) using those characters (2 narratives per 
family). Each narrative consisted of multiple events (lowest hierarchical level, 10 events on 
average, see Supplementary Figure 4.1 for more details). During the learning phase on Day 
1, participants were not scanned. During this learning phase, the participants saw the four 
animated cartoons several times. These event hierarchies were remembered well during 
the immediate free recall (84 % accurate on average, Fig. 4.4A). 
Note that, in contrast to Experiment 1, in this second experiment we did not include a pre 
block in which the Narrative Events were shown before they were integrated into these 
initial narratives because we focused on the main questions regarding memory updating. 
The following day, in the MRI scanner, participants saw grayscale snapshots of a subset of 
previously experienced events (Old Narrative Events) and new events which could ﬁt into 
those narratives (New Narrative Events). The presentation of Old and New Narrative Events 
was blocked, so that the participants ﬁrst saw the 24 Old Narrative Events (six from each 
narrative) several times, before they saw New Narrative Events during the Updating Block 
(six which could relate to one of the families but otherwise had a neutral relationship with 
the two narratives about that family, the family was counterbalanced across participants). 
During the Updating Block, participants also saw six new events which clearly did not ﬁt with 
either family because they featured new characters (New Control Events). Subsequently, 
in a separate block, participants again saw the snapshots of the Old Narrative Events, 
which enabled us to measure the degree of reorganization of mnemonic networks as a 
consequence of memory updating.
Analysis 2.1: Learning complex hierarchical event structures
Participants performed two event-conﬁguration memory tests, one immediately before and 
one immediately after the MRI session. During these memory tests, participants arranged 
grayscale snapshots of the events (on a computer-screen) based on how these events “belong 
together”, which allowed us to quantify the structure of putative hierarchical memory 
networks of the narratives by calculating event-by-event distances between the events. 
During these memory tests, the participants were presented with grayscale snapshots of 
the events they had seen thus far (i.e. all Old Narrative Events were presented during the 
pre-MRI memory test, and all Old and New Narrative Events, as well as the Control Events, 
were presented in the post-MRI memory test), and had to arrange all these events at once 
on the computer-screen.
The results revealed the presence of hierarchical organization of the events into both 
narrative hierarchical-level-based groupings (Fig 4.4D) and family hierarchical-level-based 
groupings (Fig 4.4C) for both updated as well as non-updated narratives in both pre and post 
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memory tests (all P < 0.01, for details on statistical tests: Fig. 4.4C and D). 
These results indicate that participants acquired knowledge about the hierarchical structure 
of the narratives even though they were never explicitly informed about this aspect of the 
task. Additionally, the results revealed that family-based and narrative-based hierarchical 
groupings were stronger in the post-scanning memory test compared to the pre-scanning 
memory test (main effect of Time, P < 0.05, in repeated measures ANOVA with Time, 
Hierarchical-level and Updated-Family as within-subject factors; for details on statistical 
tests; Fig. 4.4D and Methods), suggesting that the MRI session (during which Old as well as 
New Narrative Events were shown) strengthened the memory for narrative conﬁgurations.
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Fig. 4.4. Experiment 2, Analysis 2.1: Behavioral results 
(a) Free recall test. The participants (N=30) showed similar memory performance across all narratives (86%, 86%, 
84%, and 80% for the four narratives separately; no signiﬁcant difference in memory performance between the 
narratives in a repeated-measures ANOVA: F (3,84) = 0.863, P = 0.435 Greenhouse-Geisser corrected). Boxplot 
visualizes the results with the median plus interquartile range, and min and max values of the sample. (b) Updating 
performance. For each participant separately, the number of new events that were positioned closest to narrative 
1 of the updated family (black), narrative 2 of the updated family (gray), or to one of the narratives of the incorrect 
family (white). The new events were designed in such a way that they could be integrated into either of the two 
narratives of the corresponding family. On average, participants integrated 76.11% of New Narrative Events to 
the correct family, which was signiﬁcantly above chance: T (29) = 4.59, P < 0.001. (c) Association strength of the 
family hierarchical-level-based grouping. Average association strength of the events in the memory tests (both 
pre as well as post the MRI session), separately for within and across family. Association strength is based on the 
average distances between events in the memory tests. The closer the participant has positioned the events of a 
certain category together, the higher the association strength (measured in artiﬁcial units, a.u.). Schematic shows 
the prediction matrix for the family hierarchical-level-based grouping (i.e. lower distance within-family, indicated 
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in red, compared to across-family, indicated in blue, excluding within-narrative-pairs, indicated in white). For the 
pre memory test, the results showed evidence for the presence of the family hierarchical-level-based grouping for 
updated narratives (one sample T-test, two-tailed, T (1,29) = 6.226, P = 0.000001) as well as non-updated narratives 
(one sample T-test, two-tailed, T(1,29) = 4.130, P=0.000281). For the post memory test, the results showed 
evidence for the presence of the family hierarchical-level-based grouping for updated narratives (one sample 
T-test, two-tailed, T (1,29) = 4.368, P = 0.000146) as well as non-updated narratives (one sample T-test, two-tailed, 
T (1,29) = 4.850, P = 0.00039). Statistics mentioned above are for updated and non-updated narratives separately, 
however, the boxplot present association strengths averaged across updated and non-updated narratives since 
there was no difference between results from updated and non-updated narratives (boxplot visualizes the results 
with the median plus interquartile range, and min and max values of the sample). (d) Association strength of the 
narrative hierarchical-level-based grouping. Average association strength of the events in the memory tests (both 
pre as well as post the MRI session), separately for within and across narrative. Association strength is based on 
the average distances between events in the memory tests. The closer the participant has positioned the events 
of a certain category together, the higher the association strength (measured in artiﬁcial units, a.u.). The results 
showed evidence for the presence of the narrative hierarchical-level-based grouping for updated narratives (one 
sample T-test, two-tailed, T (1,29) = 3.543, P = 0.00136) as well as non-updated narratives (one sample T-test, two-
tailed, T (1,29) = 5.423, P = 0.000008). The results showed evidence for the presence of the narrative hierarchical-
level-based grouping for updated narratives (one sample T-test, two-tailed, T (1,29) = 3.887, P = 0.000543) as well 
as non-updated narratives (one sample T-test, two-tailed, T (1,29) = 5.616, P = 0.000005). Statistics mentioned 
above are for updated and non-updated narratives separately, however, the boxplot present association strength 
averaged across updated and non-updated narratives since there was no difference between results from updated 
and non-updated narratives (boxplot visualizes the results with the median plus interquartile range, and min and 
max values of the sample).  A repeated-measures ANOVA with Time (test one, test two), Hierarchical-level (Family, 
Narrative) and Updated-Family (Yes, No) as within-subject factors showed a signiﬁcant main effect of time, with 
stronger family and narrative hierarchical-level-based grouping in the post memory test compared to pre memory 
test (F (1,29) = 7.102, P = 0.012). Thus, the presence of family and narrative groupings was stronger after compared 
to before the MRI session. We determined which of the Narrative Events would be featured as snapshots on Day 
2 of the experiment based on the results of a separate behavioral experiment. This experiment was performed 
before the start of the imaging experiment, and we chose only snapshots representing events that were easily 
remembered by participants for the imaging experiment. The schematic shows the prediction for the narrative 
hierarchical-level-based grouping (i.e. lower distance within-narrative, indicated in red, compared to across-
narrative, indicated in blue, excluding across-family-pairs, indicated in white). All experimental conditions in the 
analyses presented in this ﬁgure were measured in the same sample.
During the post-scanning memory test, participants were also presented with snapshots of 
New Narrative Events, along with the Old Narrative Events, which allowed us to investigate 
whether the participants related the New Events to narratives with the same family. To this 
end, we calculated whether the average distance of each New Narrative Event is smaller 
with narratives of its corresponding family compared to the narratives of the other family. 
The results showed that participants assigned 76.11 % of the New Narrative Events to 
the correct family, indicating that they successfully updated the narratives with the New 
Narrative Events (Fig. 4.4B). 
Analysis 2.2: Anterior hippocampus represents new events
We next examined imaging data. First, we investigated if the anterior hippocampus would 
create a large-scale memory representation of the New Narrative Events by performing 
a contrast which predicted high similarity between the six New Narrative Events and low 
similarity between the six New Control Events. As expected, the results indeed showed higher 
neural similarity in the anterior hippocampus between the New Narrative Events compared 
to the neural similarity between the New Control Events (Fig. 4.5A and Supplementary Table 
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4.1; peak voxel MNI coordinates X= -30, Y= -14, Z= -20; T = 4.17). Control analyses showed 
that the effect was not caused by difference in amplitude of the BOlD signal or by differences 
in low-level visual features (Supplementary Methods and Supplementary Fig. 4.3). 
To examine whether this increase in similarity could be explained in terms of overlapping 
features, in this case characters, we performed a control analysis that predicted high similarity 
between New Narrative Events which featured the same characters and low similarity for 
New Narrative Events with different characters (New Control Events were not used in this 
analysis as each event contained different characters). Increased similarity for events with 
overlapping features was observed in the primary visual cortex (peak searchlight, MNI X = 
12, Y = -86 and Z = 0, T = 5.4), but not in the hippocampus, suggesting that the differentiation 
between New Narrative and Control Events was not driven by common characters across 
Narrative events.
Analysis 2.3: Narratives are strengthened in the anterior hippocampus after updating
Next, we tested whether the anterior hippocampus also represented narrative-speciﬁc large-
scale representations, and whether these representations changed as a consequence of 
introducing New Narrative Events. We predicted that any representational change would be 
restricted to those Old Narrative Events which feature the same family as the New Narrative 
Events. In other words, do the same voxels that carry information about the New Narrative 
Events (see Fig 4.5A) also carry information about the modiﬁcation of Old Narrative Event 
representations? 
We tested whether the anterior hippocampus (search sphere deﬁned around the peak 
that showed a signiﬁcant effect in the RSA searchlight shown in Fig. 5A) represented the 
hierarchy- based groupings (i.e. event, narrative, and family) of the Old Narrative Events. 
Thus, we tested 3 predictions for which we used: [1] a contrast that predicted higher neural 
similarity within, compared to across, events (event representation), [2] a contrast that 
predicted higher neural similarity for within-narrative event pairs compared to across-
narrative event pairs (narrative representation), and [3] a contrast that predicted higher 
neural similarity for within-family event pairs compared to across-family event pairs (family 
representation). 
A repeated-measures ANOVA with Session (Pre, Post), Updated (Yes, No) and Hierarchy 
(Family, Narrative, Event) as within-subject factors revealed a signiﬁcant Updated X Session 
interaction (F (1,29) = 4.548, P = 0.042), with selective increases in similarity for the updated 
family after updating (relative to the non-updated narratives and the pre block, see Figure 
4.5B). Although the three-way Session X Updated X Hierarchy interaction did not reach 
signiﬁcance (F (2,58) = 0.596, P = 0.554), the increases in similarity were only signiﬁcant 
for event representations and narrative representations, but not for family representations. 
These results suggest that updating with New Narrative Events evoked tightening of event 
and narrative representations in the anterior hippocampus for speciﬁcally those narratives 
that were updated with new events. Control analyses showed that the effect was not caused 
by difference in amplitude of the BOlD signal, nor differences in low-level visual features 
(Supplementary methods, and Supplementary Fig. 4.3).
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Fig. 4.5 Experiment 2, Analysis 2.2 and 2.3: Representation of new events and strengthening of narratives in 
anterior hippocampus
(a) Representation of new events. Participants (N=30) showed a higher neural similarity between the six new 
events than between the six Control Events in the anterior hippocampus (one sample T-test, small volume 
corrected, peak voxel MNI coordinates X= -30, Y= -14, Z= -20; T = 4.17), reflecting integration of all new events 
belonging to the same family. Top right shows the prediction matrix we used (red means high predicted neural 
similarity, blue means low predicted neural similarity, white means that this cell was excluded from this analysis). 
Brain ﬁgures indicate the ﬁeld-of-view of the MR sequence we used for this experiment. Statistical signiﬁcance of 
the hippocampus is based on a small volume correction, because this region was our a priori region of interest. 
Brain ﬁgures displayed in the ﬁgure are T-values with a threshold of T = 3.39 for display purposes (this is the 
statistical threshold for surviving the small volume correction). Whole brain effects are reported in table S1 (P < 
0.05 FDR corrected). Additionally, a boxplot visualization (median plus interquartile range, and min and max values 
of the sample) of this effect for the peak voxel in anterior hippocampus (MNI coordinates X= -30, Y= -14, Z= -20) is 
shown at the bottom right of panel A. 
(b) Strengthening narrative representations after memory updating. We ran three post hoc analyses on the 
pre and post blocks to test the influence of updating on the original narrative representations in the anterior 
hippocampus. We tested the three levels of the narrative hierarchy: [1] higher similarity between events of the 
same family compared to across family, [2] higher similarity between events of the same narrative compared to 
across narratives, and [3] higher similarity within compared to across events. We used prediction matrices as shown 
in the ﬁgure, with red means high predicted neural similarity, blue means low predicted neural similarity, white 
means that this cell was excluded from this analysis. To examine what information about the narrative hierarchy is 
present in the voxels that represented the new events, we extracted the peak of the anterior hippocampus effect 
from panel A (MNI X = -30, Y = -14, Z = -20). The results tested with a repeated-measures ANOVA with Session 
(Pre, Post), Updated (Yes, No) and Hierarchical-level groupings (Family, Narrative, Event) as within-subject factors 
revealed a signiﬁcant Updated x Session interaction effect (F (1,29) = 4.548, P = 0.042). This suggests that the 
anterior hippocampus, besides representing a network of the updating events, represents selectively the updated 
narratives in the post-block. All experimental conditions in the analyses presented in this ﬁgure were measured in 
the same sample. Boxplot visualizes the results with the median plus interquartile range, and min and max values 
of the sample.
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Analysis 2.4: Posterior hippocampus integrates new events with narrative events
Next, we asked whether posterior hippocampus contains more ﬁne-grained shared 
representations between New and Old Narrative Events by performing a contrast that 
predicted high similarity between New Narrative Events and Old Narrative Events from the 
updated family, and low similarity between New Narrative Events and the Control Events 
(Old Narrative Events from the non-updated family and New Control Events). We used data 
from both pre- and post-updating blocks for this analysis. Thus, we expected high neural 
similarity speciﬁcally between New and Old Narrative events, selectively for the family 
which was featured in the new events (Fig. 4.6A). The results indeed revealed higher neural 
similarity in the posterior hippocampus between New and Old Narrative Events of the 
updated family, compared to Control Events and non-update family (Fig. 4.6B and C and 
Supplementary Table 4.2; peak voxel MNI coordinates X= -24, Y= -40, Z= -4; T=5.81). To 
investigate a potential link between the behavioral results based on Analysis 2.1 and this RSA 
updating effect, we performed a behaviorally informed representational similarity analysis, 
in which we used the behavioral results of the memory test (as described in analysis 2.1) 
as prediction, but this analysis did not reveal a signiﬁcant effect in hippocampus or mPFC 
(P > .001 uncorrected). Further control analyses showed that the effect was not caused by 
difference in amplitude of the BOlD signal, nor by differences in low-level visual features 
(Supplementary Methods, and Supplementary Fig. 4.3). 
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Fig. 4.6. Experiment 2, Analysis 2.4: Integration of old and new events in posterior hippocampus
(a) Prediction matrix. We ran an analysis (N=30) which predicted higher neural similarity between the six new 
events (in the updating block) with their twelve corresponding original Narrative Events (in the pre/post blocks), 
relative to the controls family and Control Events (see panel C for more details). Red means high predicted neural 
similarity, blue means low predicted neural similarity. (b) Integration of new events with their corresponding 
narratives. This analysis revealed higher neural similarity between new events (presented in the updating 
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block) and their corresponding Narrative Events (presented in the pre and post blocks), relative to controls, in 
the posterior hippocampus (one sample T-test, peak searchlight MNI coordinates X= -24, Y= -40, Z= -4; T=5.81). 
Figure thresholded at P < 0.05 (FWE corrected). Supplementary Table 2 lists other regions that showed a signiﬁcant 
effect. For the main result presented here, new events from the updating block were compared with corresponding 
original Narrative Events from pre and post blocks. The results for increased similarity of new events with the pre 
block and post block separately are presented in Supplementary Table 4.2. (c) Visualisation of effect shown in 
panel B. In order to gain a better understanding of the integration effect presented in panel B, we here present 
the neural similarity of each of the quadrants of the prediction matrix separately (new events to updated family, 
Control Events from updated family, new events to not updated family, Control Events to not updated family). 
Post-hoc two-tailed paired-samples T-tests showed that the higher neural similarity is indeed driven by the high 
similarity between new events and their corresponding narratives, relative to the other three quadrants of the 
prediction matrix of panel A (from left to right: T (1,29) = 2.397, P = 0.023, T (1,29) = 2.246, P = 0.033, T (1,29) = 
2.413, P = 0.022). Boxplot visualizes the results with the median plus interquartile range, and min and max values of 
the sample. All experimental conditions in the analyses presented in this ﬁgure were measured in the same sample.
Analysis 2.5: No evidence for across-narrative updating in mPFC
Next, we wanted to investigate whether across-narrative representations would be 
selectively updated in the mPFC. We predicted that any representational change would be 
restricted to those Old Narrative Events which feature the same family as the New Narrative 
Events. Thus, we tested an interaction contrast that predicted higher neural similarity for 
within-family event pairs compared to across-family event pairs (family representation 
from Analysis 2.3) in the post- compared with the pre-updating block. A searchlight analysis 
revealed no signiﬁcant effects anywhere, including the mPFC, even at a liberal P < 0.001 
threshold uncorrected for multiple comparisons.
4.3 Discussion
In this study we explored boundary conditions for the involvement of hippocampus and 
mPFC for updating of consolidated episodic memories. We found that complexity of pre-
existing event structures, along with consistency of new events, plays a role in which 
region is selectively recruited for memory updating. More speciﬁcally, assimilation of highly 
consistent events into simple event structures depends on the mPFC and bypasses the 
hippocampus, while integration of consistency-neutral events into complex, hierarchical 
event structures depends on the hippocampus and does not appear to involve the mPFC. 
Furthermore, we identiﬁed three main components of the hippocampal mechanisms for 
updating hierarchical event structures, or networks, with non-consistent events. Firstly, the 
anterior hippocampus contained a representation of new experiences. Secondly, updating 
of these related experiences from the past caused a strengthening of their hierarchical 
representations in behavior and in the pattern of anterior hippocampal activity. Thirdly, 
the neural representations of these new experiences were integrated with the neural 
representations of related experiences from the past in the posterior hippocampus. 
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Assimilation of events into simple event structures in the mPFC
The results of our ﬁrst experiment revealed that neural similarity between narrative events as 
well as the neural similarity of new with related narrative events was increased in the mPFC. 
This can be interpreted as indicative of flexibly integrating or associating the representation 
of the new, highly consistent, event with the representation of the earlier related events 
in the mPFC. This ﬁnding is consistent with Piaget’s view (Piaget, 1929) on assimilation of 
information into one memory structure, and consistent with a vast amount of prior studies, 
for example research on schemas. Schemas are neocortical representations of associative 
networks of prior knowledge to which new information can be related (Bartlett, 1932), 
and are often studied in the context of semantic memory. The formation of schemas often 
shows crucial involvement of the mPFC (Tse et al., 2007, 2011; Van Kesteren et al., 2012; 
McClelland, 2013; van Buuren et al., 2014). These ﬁndings are also consistent with rapid 
integration of new information into memory networks in the neocortex observed during 
incidental encoding of new words when they are introduced in the context of an already-
known item allowing for inference of the meaning of the new items, i.e. fast mapping 
(Coutanche and Thompson-Schill, 2015; Merhav et al., 2015). In addition, we observe a 
decrease in prefrontal-hippocampal functional connectivity during rest after memory 
updating (on Day 2 of the experiment), which is not observed on Day 1 of the experiment. 
In sum, these results suggest that updating simple event structures with consistent events is 
restricted to mPFC and bypasses the hippocampus.
At the same time, we found no evidence that updating of the more complex, hierarchical 
event structures depends on the mPFC, even at the predicted highest hierarchical level of 
‘family’. It is possible that the lack of the mPFC involvement reflects the more complex task 
demands for this experiment, whereby the events need to be flexibly recombined into pre-
existing narratives – a process which critically depends on the hippocampus rather than 
mPFC. Alternatively, it is conceivable that the complexity of narrative structures required 
additional time before it is consolidated into schematic representations in the mPFC, and 
future studies could examine whether allowing additional time for consolidation would 
result in strengthening of mPFC representations after updating.
Three-component model for updating of complex event structures
The results of our second experiment revealed that the hippocampus is primarily involved 
in flexible recombination of events (i.e. inserting new events within the narrative) for the 
purpose of incorporating new, consistency-neutral information into a complex hierarchical 
event structure. In earlier studies we discovered a more similar across-voxel activity pattern 
in the hippocampus for related events relative to distinct events, which we interpreted as 
indicative of the formation of a network in the hippocampus of related events (Collin et al., 
2015; Milivojevic et al., 2015). This is in line with prominent theories suggesting that the 
hippocampus creates a memory space (Eichenbaum et al., 1999) or cognitive map (O’Keefe 
and Nadel, 1978) of related events. Evidence showed that the anterior hippocampus is 
particularly involved in memory integration and inference (Collin et al., 2015; Schlichting 
et al., 2015; Deuker et al., 2016). In the current study, we found increased neural similarity 
between all new events in the anterior (and not posterior) hippocampus. This ﬁnding 
suggests a key role for the anterior hippocampus in the creation of large-scale memory 
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networks of related events, which is in line with earlier work suggesting that memory 
hierarchies are represented along the hippocampal long axis with large-scale networks 
represented anteriorly (Komorowski et al., 2013; McKenzie et al., 2014; Collin et al., 2015).
Besides a network of new events, the anterior hippocampus also strengthened the networks 
containing all events of earlier experiences which were related through individual narratives. 
Importantly, this was only evident after narratives had been updated, which suggests it was 
triggered by the updating manipulation. This is in accordance with animal reconsolidation 
studies suggesting that additional learning strengthens established memories (Dudai and 
Eisenberg, 2004; lee, 2008). Strengthening of old experiences in anterior hippocampus 
after updating might suggest that the anterior hippocampus receives information during 
the updating process which experiences are at that moment relevant, and subsequently 
strengthens the neural representations of speciﬁcally these experiences, for example 
through replay. largely in line with these imaging ﬁndings, the updating manipulation 
also triggered strengthening of earlier experiences in the pattern of behavior. In contrast 
to the imaging ﬁndings, however, the behavioral ﬁndings suggest strengthening of earlier 
experiences for both narratives of the updated and also the non-updated family. It is 
difficult to reconcile these differences in RSA and behavioral results, as they are indeed 
conflicting. It is possible that during the performance of the behavioural task, which requires 
simultaneous arrangement of multiple events along the screen, strengthening of the neural 
representations of the updated family also led the participants to place the events of non-
updated family closer together.  
Previous ﬁndings revealed a dissociation between posterior and anterior hippocampus, 
with anterior hippocampus involvement in large-scale memory integration and, in 
particular, inference, and posterior hippocampus involvement in representing distinct 
events (Schlichting et al., 2015), and in changing the interrelationships between certain 
events (i.e. flexibly re-link these events) after new information was introduced about how all 
these events belonged together (Collin et al., 2015; Milivojevic et al., 2015). The increased 
neural similarity of new with old events in the posterior hippocampus (and the absence 
of this effect in the peak searchlight of the anterior hippocampus) found in this study is 
indicative of the engagement of the posterior hippocampus in the flexible integration of 
new information with previous experiences. 
Interestingly, the posterior hippocampus did not show increase in similarity between original 
events from an earlier experience, nor did it create a memory representation of only the new 
events. Thus, the posterior hippocampus did not represent the networks of new or earlier 
experiences themselves, but rather associated across separate networks, thus representing 
information about speciﬁc, detailed, relationships between old and new experiences. This 
posterior hippocampal involvement in remembering the precise relationship between new 
and old experiences  might relate to a phenomenon referred to as remapping, which is the 
formation of distinct representations of hippocampal place cells after changes in input to 
the hippocampus (Colgin et al., 2008). The posterior hippocampus might aid in creating 
another representation after a change in input to the hippocampus (i.e. after updating) that 
includes new, related, information, which is in line with the view that preexisting memory 
structures can be modiﬁed to accommodate integration of new information as suggested 
by Piaget (Piaget, 1929). 
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Together, the data suggests that three critical components of updating episodic memories 
in the hippocampus (i.e. memory representation of new events, integration of new events 
with related old events, and strengthening of old events) underlie updating of episodic 
memory networks when new information comes to light.
Parallel codes in anterior hippocampus?
Interestingly, however, the creation of a network of new events and strengthening of old 
events is present in the anterior hippocampus, while the integration of new with related old 
events is restricted to the posterior hippocampus. This differential involvement of posterior 
and anterior hippocampus gives rise to an interesting alternative interpretation that the 
anterior hippocampus maintains the information about the source of the memories, by 
maintaining information about which events belong to the new experience and which to 
the old experiences by representing these events in two separate networks in parallel. 
The role of the posterior hippocampus is to provide additional information about how all 
these experiences ﬁt together. This view is supported by the observation that the anterior 
hippocampus does not show integration of new with related old events, which suggests 
that the anterior hippocampus simultaneously contains codes for old experiences and for 
new experiences, but does not bridge across them. Integrating related events from a single 
experience and simultaneously pattern-separating multiple related experiences is critical 
for representing complex hierarchical structures in memory. It would enable us to later 
on retrieve a coherent memory of all events of a single experience without catastrophic 
interference from related experiences, which is in line with the known functions of pattern 
separation and pattern completion in the hippocampus (leutgeb and leutgeb, 2007; Yassa 
and Stark, 2011; Rolls, 2013; Richards and Frankland, 2017). 
Thus, the hippocampus links together related old and new events, but maintains separate 
networks in parallel rather than creating only one large networked representation, ensuring 
that we remember how new experiences relate to prior experiences without losing the ability 
to remember when we learned about them. The anterior hippocampus might simultaneously 
keep multiple networks of multi-event experiences that are encoded at different moments 
in time as separate networks, because it might be tracking relations between events from 
the same temporal context (i.e. which of the events belonged to experiences that happened 
yesterday, and which of the events belonged to experiences that happened just a moment 
ago). In contrast, the posterior hippocampus might be tracking relations between events 
across-time (i.e. related events regardless of time of encoding). This notion that the anterior 
hippocampus also keeps track of the temporal relationship between related events is in line 
with multiple studies showing evidence that anterior temporal lobe represents the temporal 
context of events (Ezzyat and Davachi, 2014; Deuker et al., 2016; lositsky et al., 2016). 
Additional work is necessary to draw conclusions about the nature of putative parallel 
mnemonic codes in anterior hippocampus. It should also be noted that in some cases it 
is advantageous for memory traces to be forgotten for the purpose of generalization or 
formation of uniﬁed narrative representations. It is likely that the separate representations 
may merge once the updated memories also undergo consolidation (Richards and Frankland, 
2017).
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Nature of integrated representation
The increases in neural pattern similarity as outlined here can be interpreted as the 
creation of shared (integrated) representations after linking events together. Alternatively, 
the increases in neural pattern similarity could reflect directly associating representations 
of different events or indirectly integrating the representations of different events by 
binding them all to one common representation, however, as we have discussed previously 
(Milivojevic et al., 2015), these alternative models are less likely. Additionally, the neural 
pattern similarity increases could reflect common processing engaged for narrative events 
or the activation of shared features while watching narrative events. However, also control 
events shared features with other control events, while at the same time critically lacking a 
shared prior experience, thereby ensuring that similar associative processes were engaged 
for both control events and narrative events, but only narrative events required updating 
of pre-existing neural representations. Furthermore, our results are unlikely to simply 
reflect activation of shared features, since different narratives can have similar features (e.g. 
different narratives from the same family). Altogether, we conclude that the increases in 
neural pattern similarity as outlined here are most likely caused by the creation of shared 
(integrated) representations after linking events together.
Main conclusions
Our experiences form networks of related memories, and associations between events 
can cut across spatial and temporal proximity to form a coherent narrative, which in turn 
may provide another type of context for organisation of episodic memories. We used a 
combination of realistic stimuli, fMRI and across-voxel pattern similarity to examine whether 
formation and updating of narrative-based hierarchical memory networks in humans relies 
on hippocampo-cortical mechanisms which also underlie formation of spatiotemporal 
contexts.
In our previous work (Milivojevic et al., 2016), we have demonstrated that patterns of 
hippocampal activity can be used to differentiate between narratives and that these 
narrative-context representations diverge gradually over time akin to remapping-induced 
spatial maps represented by rodent place cells. Furthermore, we and others have shown 
that the hippocampus and mPFC are important for the formation of networks of related 
events (Eichenbaum et al., 1999; Heckers et al., 2004; Shohamy and Wagner, 2008; Staresina 
and Davachi, 2009; Kumaran and McClelland, 2012; Zeithamova et al., 2012b; Shohamy and 
Turk-Browne, 2013; Collin et al., 2015; Milivojevic et al., 2015). The scale of these event 
networks increases along the long axis of the hippocampus, with anterior hippocampus 
providing coarser event representations corresponding to multi-event narratives 5. In 
the current study, we showed that updating of non-hierarchical memory networks with 
consistent events depends on the mPFC and does not involve the hippocampus, in line with 
Piaget’s and Bartlett’s views on assimilation of information consistent with prior knowledge. 
Furthermore, showed that updating of complex narrative hierarchies with new, neutral 
events depends on hippocampus but not mPFC. Here we present a three-component model 
of hippocampal involvement in updating hierarchical memory structures: [1] representing 
new events, [2] integrating these new events with earlier events, and [3] strengthening of 
the representation of earlier events after updating. In combination, these results suggest 
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that memories are organized into highly dynamic hierarchical networks of related events 
based on narrative contexts. With these networks the hippocampus can keep track of how 
all our experiences over time relate to each other without losing the ability to remember 
which speciﬁc events belonged to which speciﬁc experience.
4.4 Methods
Experiment 1: Non-hierarchical updating with consistent events
This experiment consisted of two subsequent days, both in the MRI scanner. Day 1 of this 
experiment was described previously (Milivojevic et al., 2015). In this report, we present the 
analysis of the Day 2 of this experiment. 
Participants
Twenty-four students participated in this experiment. All participants were right-handed 
and had normal or corrected-to-normal vision. They were recruited via an online participant 
recruitment system at Radboud University, Nijmegen. Five participants were excluded 
from further analyses due to recording errors leading to incomplete data sets (4) or poor 
(chance-level) behavioural performance (1) on the post-scanning memory task. The ﬁnal 
group consisted of nineteen participants (six males, aged 18–29 years, and mean age 23) 
who all had normal or corrected-to-normal vision. The experiment was approved by the 
local ethical review committee (CMO region Arnhem-Nijmegen, Nl), and participants gave 
written informed consent to participate.
Task design
This experiment consisted of two consecutive days. Both days took place in the MRI scanner. 
The experimental procedure used on Day 1 is described¬ elsewhere in detail (Milivojevic 
et al., 2015), in brief participants saw three seemingly unrelated events, before gaining 
insight into how two of the three could be linked together to form a coherent narrative. 
Critically, narrative membership was counterbalanced between subjects to avoid potential 
confounds regarding pre-existing semantic similarities between events. After gaining insight 
into the link, the participants saw all of the previously unrelated events, allowing us to track 
the change of representational structures in memory. Participants learned six separate 
narratives during the course of the experiment, one at a time.  On Day 2, the participants 
again saw all of the initially unrelated events, and were introduced to another two events, 
one which was highly consistent with the previously learned narrative, and one that was 
highly consistent with the unrelated control event from Day 1. This report is concerned with 
the data from the Day 2 session. Below the task paradigms of Day 1 and 2 are described.
Day 1: MRI session
On Day 1 of the experiment, participants were presented with six animated cartoon narratives 
generated using The Sims 3 (www.thesims3.com) life-simulation game. The narratives were 
presented one at a time over three scanning runs (two narratives per run). An example 
narrative, where a child playing in her room is put to bed by her grandfather, is illustrated 
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in Figure 1. Each narrative consisted of three 5 s long events that were part of a narrative 
(grandfather eating soup, child playing with a doll, and grandfather putting the child to bed; 
events “Narrative Event 1”, “Narrative Event 2” and “linking event” respectively) and one 
control event (a person watching TV; “Control event”). Note, that participants were unaware 
of the assignment of events to conditions. Of the three events comprising each narrative, 
Narrative Events 1 and 2 (grandfather eating soup and child playing), but not the control 
event, were eventually linked through the linking event (grandfather putting the child to 
bed). Unbeknown to the participants, each narrative had 2 possible versions (of which each 
participant only saw one), with the control event from one version was a narrative event in 
the other version, counterbalanced across participants. This was done to control for non-
speciﬁc stimulus effects. Each narrative was presented in three phases: pre phase, linking 
phase, and post phase. During the pre-phase, the participants saw Narrative Events 1 and 2 
and the control event. All videos were repeated 6 times in pseudorandom order where all 
three events were shown before events were repeated, and consecutive videos were never 
the same. During the linking-phase, participants saw only the linking event, repeated six 
times consecutively. During the ﬁnal post phase, the participants again saw Narrative Events 
1 and 2 and the control event, which were repeated six times. For more details, see methods 
section of (Milivojevic et al., 2015).
Day 2: MRI session
During the Day 2 MRI session (approximately 24 h after the narrative session), participants 
were presented with the same six animated cartoon videos grouped into¬ narratives. The 
narratives were again presented one at a time over three scanning runs (two narratives per 
run). Participants saw an opening video before the ﬁrst narrative and a break instruction 
before the second narrative in the run. For each narrative, participants were presented 
with Narrative Event 1 (in the example: the girl playing on the floor), Narrative Event 2 
(the grandfather is eating soup on the couch), and the control event (the man is watching 
TV) from Day 1. Critically, the linking event was omitted on Day 2 to encourage recall of 
the relationship between the events. Additionally, they saw two new 5 s long events, a 
new Narrative Event (Narrative Event 3), which logically followed from Narrative Event 2, 
and a new control event (Control Event 2), which logically followed from Control Event 1. 
The new Narrative Event (Event 3: the grandfather washing dishes in the kitchen) followed 
directly from Narrative Event 2, while the new Control Event (the man who was watching TV 
leaves the house) followed directly from the Control Event 1 from Day 1. These ﬁve events 
(Narrative Event 1, 2 and 3, and control events 1 and 2) were all presented six times in a 
pseudorandom order (i.e. all ﬁve events were presented before an event was repeated, 
and the same event was never shown twice in a row) with an intertrial interval of 1, 4 or 11 
seconds (5.3 seconds on average). 
Target-detection task 
On Day 2 as well as during the pre- and post-insight phases on Day 1, we also presented 
target events to which participants reacted by pressing a button with their right hand. These 
target-events contributed to 10 % of trials and consisted of a 5 s animated video of a girl 
on a pink scooter. The target trials were introduced to ensure that participants kept paying 
attention to the stimuli throughout the experiment. 
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Post-scanning memory test 
Following the MRI acquisition on both Day 1 and 2, but while still in the scanner, participants 
performed a short behavioral task designed to test their comprehension and immediate 
memory of the narratives. 
For each narrative, participants were shown representative screenshots of Narrative Event 
1 (which was allways a part of the narrative for all participants) in the upper part of the 
screen and below Narrative Event 2 and the Control Event 1 from the same narratives, and 
were required to indicate whether Narrative Event 2 or the Control Event 1 belonged with 
Narrative Event 1. Following this decision, participants rated the certainty of their responses 
on a 4-point scale ranging from “completely unsure” to “completely sure”. There were two 
trials per narrative, which were used to counterbalance the left-right position of the two 
lower screenshots. On Day 2, in addition to the trials described for Day 1, participants also 
chose whether Narrative Event 3) or the Control Event 2 belonged with Narrative Event 
1. There were again two trials per narrative used to counterbalance the left-right position 
of these items. This was again followed by a certainty rating. Updating test trials were 
presented ﬁrst to ensure that the participants had made the inference between Narrative 
Event 1 and Narrative Event 3 before this test phase. Thus, this led to 24 trials on Day 2.
Image acquisition
Imaging data were acquired on a 3T Siemens TIM Trio scanner using a 32-channel head coil. 
We used a custom 3D echo-planar imaging (EPI) pulse sequence (Poser et al., 2010) with 
the following parameters: volume TR = 1800 ms; time echo (TE) = 25 ms; flip angle = 15°; 
volume resolution = 2 mm3; ﬁeld of view (FOV) = 224x224x112 mm; 3D acceleration factor 
= 2. Functional (T2*-weighted) image acquisition was subdivided into three runs of 589 
volumes (1060.2 seconds) each with a short break in between. Before functional volume 
acquisition, a gradient-ﬁeld map was acquired using a gradient echo sequence with the 
following parameters: TR = 1020 ms; TE1 = 10 ms; TE2 = 12.46 ms; flip angle = 90°; volume 
resolution = 3.5x3.5x2 mm; FOV = 224x224 mm; slice orientation = -25° pitch rotation. 
The ﬁeld map was applied for distortion-correction of the acquired functional images (see 
‘image preprocessing - additional fMRI experiment’). The structural T1-weighted image was 
acquired using an MPRAGE-grappa sequence with the following parameters: TR = 2300 ms; 
TE = 3.03 ms; flip angle = 8°; in-plane resolution = 256x256 mm; number of slices = 192; 
acceleration factor PE = 2; voxel resolution = 1 mm3, duration = 321 s. 
Image preprocessing
Image preprocessing was performed using the Automatic Analysis Toolbox (Cusack et al., 
2015), which uses custom scripts combined with core functions from SPM8 (www.ﬁl.ion.
ucl.ac.uk/spm), FreeSurfer (http://surfer.nmr.mgh.harvard.edu/) and FSl (http://fsl.fmrib.
ox.ac.uk/fsl/fslwiki/). We used the SPM8 functional image realignment procedure to 
estimate movement parameters (three for rotation and three for translation). To improve 
the structural image quality, we bias-corrected the structural image (Ashburner and Friston, 
2005) and de-noised it using an optimised non-local means ﬁlter (Manjón et al., 2010). 
Subsequently, the functional images were co-registered to the structural image using a four-
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step procedure: 1) the structural image was co-registered to the T1 template; 2) the mean 
EPI was co-registered to the EPI template; 3) the co-registered mean EPI was co-registered 
to the structural image; 4) the orientation parameters of the mean EPI were applied to the 
individual EPIs. For each structural and mean EPI, we used the FSl brain extraction toolbox 
(Smith, 2002) to create a structural and functional brain-only mask. The resulting skull-
stripped structural image was segmented into grey matter (GM), white matter (WM) and 
cerebro-spinal fluid (CSF) (Ashburner and Friston, 2005). During ﬁrst-level GlM modelling 
the six movement parameters were used as nuisance regressors. For the multivariate 
analyses (see below), the images were not pre-processed further. For the univariate (control) 
analysis, the functional images were normalized to the MNI template using normalization 
parameters estimated through the uniﬁed segmentation procedures, as implemented in 
SPM8 (Ashburner and Friston, 2005), and smoothed using an eight mm full-width at half 
maximum (FWHM) 3D Gaussian kernel. 
Representational similarity analysis
We used representational similarity analysis (RSA) to analyse the multivoxel pattern of 
neural activity (Kriegeskorte et al., 2008a) and applied a roving searchlight approach on our 
whole-brain data. To this end, we examined the Spearman correlation coefficients between 
patterns of activity within spherical regions of interest (ROIs), or search spheres, throughout 
the whole brain volume. 
We performed ﬁrst-level modelling using a modiﬁed version of Mumford, Turner, Ashby 
and Poldrack (Mumford et al., 2012) whereby estimate of each regressor of interest was 
estimated by running a separate GlM with two regressors, one being the regressor interest, 
and the other modelling all other trials in a combined in a single nuisance regressor. We 
performed 60 separate GlMs corresponding to the 60 regressors of interest. This included 
two regressors for each event type (Narrative Event 1, 2 and 3, and Control Event 1 and 2), 
corresponding to odd and even trials in each of the six narratives separately. Thus, each 
event-regressor of interest modelled three trials. Each model also included the following 
additional events modelled as a part of the nuisance regressor: an opening video before the 
ﬁrst narrative and a break instruction before the second narrative in the run, and the target 
videos and associated motor responses. All regressors of no interest were convolved with 
the canonical hemodynamic response function, producing a modelled time-course of neural 
activity. Additionally, we included six nuisance regressors per imaging run, obtained through 
the realignment procedure, to control for head movement and two nuisance regressors 
for the mean signal intensity in the cerebrospinal fluid and white matter. Voxel-wise beta 
estimates resulting from the regressors of interest were used for the subsequent searchlight 
RSA. In the second analysis step, we investigated the degree of correlation between patterns 
of activity within search spheres (measuring 12 mm in diameter). For each search sphere, 
we computed a 5x5 correlation matrix per narrative, corresponding to correlations between 
beta estimates for odd and even trials for the six events per narrative (Narrative Events 1, 2 
and 3, and control events 1 and 2). 
Hypotheses regarding the change in neural similarity were then evaluated in each 
participant, using the 5x5 correlation matrices as the dependent variable in a GlM, where a 
contrast matrix served as the predictor. To examine the consolidated link, a contrast matrix 
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comparing similarity between linked (Narrative Event 1 and 2) and non-linked (Narrative 
Event 1 and control event 1) event-pairs was used. To examine the updating, an updating 
contrast matrix comparing linked (Narrative Event 2 and 3) and non-linked (Narrative Event 
2 and control event 2) event-pairs was used. The similarity between Narrative Events 2 and 3 
was used as the updating effect because, in the narrative, Narrative Event 3 followed directly 
from event Narrative Event 2. Control Event 2 served as a control in this analysis because 
Control Event 2 is also a new event (introduced on Day 2) but not related to Narrative Event 
2. We only perform the analyses within narrative, because in this way we can perform the 
analyses within a relatively close time period. This is important to avoid potential confounds 
due to differences in time (i.e. in order to avoid potential confounds of comparing items 
close together in time with those far apart in time). 
The searchlight analysis was performed on the native space images of each participant 
by moving the centre of the search sphere through the grey-matter masked volume one 
voxel at a time. Resultant single-subject statistics were mapped back to the centre voxel of 
each spherical ROI, thus yielding a single-subject neural-similarity map that was entered 
into a group analysis. Analysis was restricted to search spheres that contained at least 30 
voxels. The ﬁrst-level results were then normalized to the MNI template using normalization 
parameters estimated through the uniﬁed segmentation procedure of SPM8, and a 
smoothing Gaussian kernel of 8 mm3 FWHM was applied to these data. 
A second-level model was carried out to examine changes in neural similarity at the group 
level. Note that the peak voxels represent neural similarity values across the grey-matter 
voxels within the spherical searchlights centred on the peak voxels. At the second-level, a 
one-sample T test (with 5000 permutations) using the Statistical NonParametric Mapping 
toolbox was used (SnPM13, http://warwick.ac.uk/snpm, (Nichols and Holmes, 2001). A 
small-volume correction was applied for tests of statistical signiﬁcance of the RSA effects 
in the mPFC and posterior hippocampus (i.e. small-volume correction with a spherical 
ROI with 8mm radius around the peak voxels based on the results of the linked vs. non-
linked comparison on Day 1 of the study). Brain maps included in ﬁgures are presented in 
neurological convention. 
Resting-state functional connectivity analysis
Normalised and smooth data were used for this analysis implemented in SPM8. For this 
functional connectivity analysis, a ﬁrst-level model was used that included six nuisance 
regressors per rest block obtained through the realignment procedure to control for head 
movement, and one regressor of interest for each resting-state block (one resting state 
block was 234 volumes). This regressor of interest reflected the raw mean signal in the 
mPFC. The mPFC was deﬁned the same as the small-volume correction used to test for 
statistical signiﬁcance of the RSA effects described above (i.e. small-volume correction 
with a spherical ROI with 8mm radius around the peak voxel based on the results of the 
linked vs. non-linked comparison on Day 1 of the study). The ﬁrst-level model included a 
pre- and post-resting state block of Day 1 and of Day 2 of the experiment. For each block, 
six motion regressor were included as nuisance regressors. To test whether the task caused 
any changes in functional connectivity of the mPFC with anywhere else in the brain, contrast 
images on these regressors of interest were created (in SPM8) at the ﬁrst-level that tested 
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for increased (-1 to 1 from pre to post-resting state block) or decreased (1 to -1 from pre 
to post-resting state block). These contrast images were entered in a second-level group 
analysis (in SPM8) one sample T-test to test for statistical signiﬁcance. A small-volume 
correction was performed with a mask including both hippocampi (as deﬁned in the AAl-
template) to test for signiﬁcance.
Experiment 2: Hierarchical updating with neutral events
Participants
34 students participated in this experiment. All participants were right-handed. They were 
recruited via an online participant recruitment system from the Radboud University. 4 
participants were excluded from further analyses due to excessive head motion (2), or due 
to incomplete data sets (2). The ﬁnal group consisted of 30 participants (11 males, aged 
18–44 years, and mean age 24.3) who all had normal or corrected-to-normal vision. The 
experiment was approved by the local ethical review committee (CMO region Arnhem-
Nijmegen, Nl), and participants gave written informed consent to participate.
Task design 
Stimulus material
Stimuli that consisted of animated cartoon narratives generated using The Sims 3 (www.
thesims3.com) life-simulation game. With this game, we created several characters who 
were grouped into two virtual families were created (Family 1 and Family 2) with three 
family members each. In this experiment, participants were presented with four narrative-
videos (i.e. animated cartoon narratives) in total (two for each family). Each narrative-video 
had a duration of four minutes. Each of these four-minute narratives comprised 10 events 
on average (See Supplementary Figure 3 for more details) that together formed a typical 
day of that family. Full descriptions of the four narratives are available in the supplementary 
material. An additional behavioral experiment showed that the four narratives used were of 
similar complexity (see additional behavioral experiment 1 for more details). For the tasks in 
the MRI scanner (on Day 2 of the experiment), we used snapshots of the videos that were 
equalized for a number of image properties, color (images were gray-scale) and luminance, 
using the SHINE toolbox (Willenbockel et al., 2010) with the aim of minimising potential low 
level visual confounds in the analyses of the MRI data. We used only snapshots of events 
that were easily remembered by the participants (which was determined in a behavioral 
piloting phase before the start of the experiment).
Day 1
On Day 1 of the experiment, participants underwent a ‘learning phase’ during which they 
watched the four narratives (three repetitions per narrative, the ﬁrst narrative was only 
repeated after all narratives were seen once). Subsequently, they completed a free recall 
during which they were asked to recall what happened in the four narratives. 
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Day 2
On Day 2 of the experiment, participants were presented with ﬁve task blocks (see Figure 1, 
note that task blocks [2], [3] and [4] were shown in the MRI scanner): 
[1] Pre-scanning event-conﬁguration memory test
[2] Pre-block (original narrative-events were shown)
[3] Updating-block (new events were shown)
[4] Post-block (original narrative-events were shown again)
[5] Post-scanning event-conﬁguration memory test
Pre-scanning memory test
During the ﬁrst task block ([1] memory test) participants were presented with 24 snapshots 
of the narratives (six for each narrative) and were told to arrange these snapshots in a 
circular arena based on how these snapshots belong together (see (Charest et al., 2014)). 
They did this task for ten minutes. 
Pre block
During the second task block ([2] Pre-block) participants were presented with these 24 
snapshots of narrative-events in the MRI scanner, one at a time, in a pseudorandom order. 
(twelve repetitions per snapshot; 1 sec stimulus duration; 1, 3 or 5 sec intertrial interval). 
The trial order was pseudorandom to guarantee equal distribution of the 24 stimuli over the 
task. This was done by dividing the entire task in twelve subsequently presented ‘sub-blocks’. 
In each of these ‘sub-blocks’, all 24 snapshots were presented once in a random order.  Each 
of the ‘sub-blocks’ contained an equal number of 1, 3 and 5 sec intertrial intervals. 
Updating block
During the third task block ([3] Updating-block) participants were presented with twelve 
new events in the MRI scanner, one at a time, in a pseudorandom order (twelve repetitions 
per snapshot; 1 sec stimulus duration; 1, 3 or 5 sec intertrial interval). In this task block 
the trial order was pseudorandom and via the same logic as in the second task block (see 
above). Although all of these twelve new events showed a completely new event, six of 
them featured one of the original virtual families (New Narrative Events) while the other six 
new events featured a new set of people (New Control Events). Thus, only the narratives of 
one virtual family was updated with new events. It was counterbalanced across participants 
for which of the virtual families the narratives were updated. Participants received the 
following instruction for this task block: “You will now see a number of new events. It is 
your task to ﬁgure out whether a new event contains people you have already seen, or new 
people. If the event contains new people, it is a completely new event. However, if the event 
contains people you have already seen, then this event belongs to one of the narratives you 
have already seen earlier. In this case, it is also your task to ﬁgure out to which narrative 
exactly this event belongs.” 
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Post block
During the fourth task block ([4] Post-block) participants were again presented with 
the 24 snapshots of the original narrative-events in the MRI scanner, one at a time, in a 
pseudorandom order (twelve repetitions per snapshot; 1 sec stimulus duration; 1, 3 or 5 sec 
intertrial interval). The trial order and intertrial intervals in this task block were exactly the 
same as in the pre-block (i.e. task block 2) to ensure the same timing between all stimulus 
presentations in these two task blocks. 
Target-detection task
Additionally, during above described task blocks two, three and four, participants performed 
a target detection task: they were told to press button ‘1’ when they saw a snapshot of a 
girl on a scooter (10 % of the total number of stimuli randomly distributed throughout the 
entire task block, this target stimulus was not related to any other stimulus), and button ‘2’ 
when they saw any other stimulus. This target detection task made sure that participants 
continued to be focused on the task during the entire task block.
Post-scanning memory test
During the ﬁfth task block ([5] Memory test) participants completed a memory test which 
was similar to the pre-scanning memory test, but now they were presented with all 36 
snapshots (24 original events and 12 new events). They again had to arrange these snapshots 
in a circular arena based on how these snapshots belong together. They did this task for 
ﬁfteen minutes (total duration longer to keep the average time per snapshot the same for 
both memory tests). 
Image acquisition
Imaging data were acquired on a 3T Siemens Prisma scanner using a 32-channel head coil. 
We used a 2D echo-planar imaging (EPI) sequence with the following parameters: volume 
TR = 2000 ms; time echo (TE) = 24 ms; flip angle = 85°; volume resolution = 2 mm3; ﬁeld 
of view (FOV) = 210x210x74 mm; acceleration factor = 3. Since we used a reduced FOV 
(i.e. not whole brain), we acquired an AutoAlign Head lS scan for automated positioning 
and alignment using anatomical landmarks (to ensure that the same anatomical part of the 
brain was scanned in all subjects). The structural T1-weighted image was acquired using an 
MPRAGE-grappa sequence with the following parameters: TR = 2300 ms; TE = 3.03 ms; flip 
angle = 8°; in-plane resolution = 256x256 mm; number of slices = 192; acceleration factor PE 
= 2; voxel resolution = 1 mm3, duration = 321 s. 
Image preprocessing
Preprocessing was the same as in experiment 1 (Non-hierarchical updating with consistent 
events).
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Representational similarity analysis
We used representational similarity analysis (RSA) to analyse the multivoxel pattern of 
neural activity 68 and applied a roving searchlight approach on our whole-brain data using 
version 3 of the RSA toolbox developed by Kriegeskorte et al (Cognition and Brain Science 
Unit, Cambridge). To this end, we examined the Spearman correlation coefficients between 
patterns of activity within spherical regions of interest (ROIs), or search spheres, throughout 
the whole brain volume. 
Also for this experiment, ﬁrst-level modelling was performed using a modiﬁed version of 
Mumford, Turner, Ashby and Poldrack 69 whereby estimate of each regressor of interest was 
estimated by running a separate GlM with two regressors, one being the regressor interest, 
and the other modelling all other trials. We performed 60 separate GlMs corresponding to 
the 60 regressors of interest. This included one regressor for each of the 24 events in the pre-
block, one regressor for each of the twelve events in the updating-block, and one regressor 
for each of the 24 events in the post-block. Each of these regressors of interest modelled 
twelve trials. To investigate the lowest level of the hierarchy (i.e. event representation), we 
split each regressor into two regressors, one modeling the odd events, and one modeling 
the even events. Each model also included the following as part of a nuisance regressor: 
targets and button responses. All regressors of no interest were convolved with the 
canonical hemodynamic response function, producing a modelled time-course of neural 
activity. Additionally, six nuisance regressors per imaging run were included to control for 
head movement. Voxel-wise beta estimates resulting from the 60 regressors of interest were 
used for the subsequent searchlight RSA. In the second analysis step, we investigated the 
degree of correlation between patterns of activity within search spheres measuring 12 mm 
in diameter. Each hypothesis regarding the change in neural similarity was then evaluated in 
each participant using a model representational dissimilarity analysis (RDM), and comparing 
this model RDM with an RDM of each search sphere. The searchlight analysis was performed 
on the native space images of each participant by moving the centre of the search sphere 
through the grey-matter masked volume one voxel at a time. Resultant single-subject statistics 
were mapped back to the centre voxel of each spherical ROI, thus yielding a single-subject 
neural-similarity map that was entered into a group analysis. The ﬁrst-level results were 
then normalized to the MNI template using normalization parameters estimated through 
the uniﬁed segmentation procedure of SPM8, and a smoothing Gaussian kernel of eight 
mm3 FWHM was applied to these data. A second-level model was carried out to examine 
changes in neural similarity at the group level. Note that the peak voxels represent neural 
similarity values across the grey-matter voxels within the spherical searchlights centred on 
the peak voxels. At the second-level a one-sample T test (with 5000 permutations) using 
the Statistical NonParametric Mapping toolbox was used (SnPM13, http://warwick.ac.uk/
snpm, 70). A small-volume correction was performed to test for statistical signiﬁcance of the 
RSA effects in the hippocampus (i.e. small-volume correction with an ROI including left and 
right hippocampus based on the AAl template was used). Brain maps included in ﬁgures are 
presented in neurological convention. 
RSA Prediction matrices of analysis 2.2: To test for representation of the new events in the 
brain, we used a prediction matrix that predicted high similarity between the six new events, 
and low similarity between the six control events. To investigate whether this effect could 
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be driven by higher level overlap (i.e. common people across new events, and a different 
person in each of the control events), we used prediction matrices for new events according 
to common people within the events (i.e. would new events group together based on which 
person is present). Thus, this analysis only included comparisons between new events, and 
the prediction matrices reflected only high similarity between new events in which the 
same person was present (relative to the similarity between new events in which different 
persons were present).
RSA Prediction matrices of analysis 2.3: To test for representations of the three hierarchical 
levels, we tested 3 prediction matrices for which we used: [1] a contrast that predicted 
higher neural similarity within compared to across events ignoring all comparisons across 
narratives/families (event representation), [2] a contrast that predicted higher neural 
similarity for within-narrative event pairs compared to across-narrative event pairs ignoring 
all comparisons across family (narrative representation), and [3] a contrast that predicted 
higher neural similarity for within-family event pairs compared to across-family event pairs 
ignoring all comparisons within-narrative (family representation). We then tested with a 
repeated-measures ANOVA whether these hierarchical levels were present in the brain.
RSA Prediction matrices of Analysis 2.4: To test for integration of New Narrative Events with 
Old Narrative Events, we used a prediction matrix that predicted high similarity between 
New Narrative Events with Old Narrative Events from the updated family, and low similarity 
between New Narrative Events with Old Narrative Events from the non-updated family as 
well as low similarity between Control Events and Narrative Events from the updated and 
non-updated family. This included presentations of Narrative Events pre and post updating. 
We repeated this analysis for Narrative Event pre updating and Narrative Events post 
updating separately.
Behavioral analysis
To test for family and narrative hierarchical-level-based grouping effects in the behavioral 
results of the pre-scanning and post-scanning memory tests, we correlated both the family 
prediction matrix (i.e. high similarity within-family, low similarity across-family, excluding 
the within-narrative pairs) and narrative prediction matrix (i.e. high similarity within-
narrative, low similarity across-narrative, excluding the diagonal) with the result matrix from 
the memory test for each participant separately (which included event-by-event distance 
measures). We then tested the mean correlation, separately for pre and post-scanning 
memory tests, and separately for family and narrative effect, in two-tailed one-sample 
T-tests, in which we used the threshold for statistical signiﬁcance of P < 0.00625 (corrected 
for multiple comparisons). 
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4.5 Supplement
Supplementary Methods
Univariate control analysis of experiment 1 
Normalised and smooth data were used for the univariate control analysis implemented in 
SPM8. The purpose of this analysis was to examine whether any differences were evident in 
univariate signal amplitude, which may confound RSA results. Therefore, we used the exact 
same ﬁrst-level model for both univariate and RSA analyses. This included two regressors for 
each event type (Narrative Events 1 and 2, the New Event i.e. Narrative Event 3, and Control 
Events 1 and 2), corresponding to odd and even trials in each of the six narratives separately, 
and nuisance regressors for the opening video before the ﬁrst narrative and a break 
instruction before the second narrative in the run, the target videos and associated motor 
responses. All regressors of no interest were convolved with the canonical hemodynamic 
response function, producing a modelled time-course of neural activity. Additionally, we 
included six nuisance regressors per imaging run to control for head movement and two 
nuisance regressors for the mean signal intensity in the cerebrospinal fluid and white 
matter. First-level contrasts were generated to test for potential amplitude differences 
between the events (between Narrative Event 2 and Control Event 1 as a control for the 
consolidated narratives, and between Narrative Event 3 and Control Event 2 as a control for 
the newly introduced events). These F-contrasts were tested at a group level in the whole 
brain using second-level modelling in SPM8. At a liberal threshold of P < .001 uncorrected, 
neither of these contrasts showed a signiﬁcant effect in the prefrontal cortex. Additionally, 
Supplementary Fig 3 shows the mean amplitude extracted for the exact location within 
the prefrontal cortex where we found our main effects, which we tested with one-sample 
T-tests for statistical signiﬁcance. 
Low-level visual features control analysis of experiment 1 
To rule out that any of the reported effects are driven by low-level visual similarity, we 
computed visual similarity measures for all event pairs within each narrative. For each 
640x480 pixel video frame of each 5 s event (consisting of 151 frames), we computed a 
2-dimensional discrete Fast Fourier Transform (FFT). From this we derived the imaginary and 
real parts of the FFT and hence calculated the magnitude and phase metrics. Additionally, 
for each frame we converted the red, green and blue values into the CIElAB colour space, 
thus deriving luminance and two colour opponent dimensions (red-green and yellow-blue) 
corresponding to the cone responses of the human retina. We then averaged these ﬁve 
metrics across all the frames for each event. This resulted in a condensed single-frame 
summary representation of the Fourier- and colour-space for each event. These summary 
representations were then vectorised and correlated between all events within each 
narrative. This provided us with 5 similarity metrics for the clips, henceforth denoted as 
FFT magnitude, FFT angle, lAB luminance, lAB red-green and lAB yellow-blue. Along each 
of these ﬁve visual-feature dimensions, we used visual similarity between all events within 
each narrative as predictors for a new RSA analysis of the across-voxel patterns (i.e. a fMRI 
searchlight RSA). Supplementary Fig 3 shows the similarity extracted from these ﬁve low-
level visual features dimensions at the exact location within the prefrontal cortex where 
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we found our main effects, which we tested with repeated measures ANOVAs for statistical 
signiﬁcance.
Univariate control analysis of experiment 2 
Normalised and smooth data were used for the univariate control analysis implemented in 
SPM8. The purpose of this analysis was to examine whether any differences were evident in 
univariate signal amplitude, which may confound RSA results. Therefore, we used the same 
ﬁrst-level model for both univariate and RSA analyses. This included one regressor for each 
of the 24 events in the pre-block, one regressor for each of the twelve events in the updating-
block, and one regressor for each of the 24 events in the post-block, and one regressor 
for targets and one for button responses. Additionally, we included six nuisance regressors 
per imaging run to control for head movement. First-level contrasts were generated to test 
for potential amplitude differences between the events. The following T-contrasts were 
performed: higher activity during Narrative Events of the updated family compared to the 
non-updated family, and higher activity during New Events relative to Control Events. These 
T-contrasts were tested at a group level using second-level modelling in SPM8. At a liberal 
threshold of P < .001 uncorrected, neither of these contrasts showed a signiﬁcant effect in 
the hippocampus. Additionally, Supplementary Fig 3 shows the mean amplitude extracted 
for the exact location within the hippocampus where we found our main effects, which we 
tested with one-sample T-tests for statistical signiﬁcance.
Low level visual features control analysis of experiment 2
The snapshots of the videos used in the MRI blocks of the experiment were equalized on a 
number of low level visual features as described above in the ‘task design – stimulus material’ 
section of the methods. Nevertheless, to further rule out that any of the reported effects 
are driven by low level visual similarity, we computed visual similarity measures between 
all snapshots used in the experiment. For each snapshot, we computed a 2-dimensional 
discrete Fast Fourier Transform (FFT). From this we derived the imaginary and real parts 
of the FFT and hence calculated the magnitude and phase metrics. These metrics were 
then vectorised and correlated between all events. This lead to two matrices, one for FFT 
magnitude and one for FFT angle, which were then used as model RDMs in a new RSA 
analysis of the across-voxel patterns (i.e. an fMRI searchlight RSA). Supplementary Fig 3 
shows the similarity extracted from these two low-level visual features dimensions at the 
exact location within the prefrontal cortex where we found our main effects, which we 
tested with repeated measures ANOVAs for statistical signiﬁcance.
Experiment 3: Narrative Segmentation Task (control experiment)
Participants
Sixteen participants (ﬁve male, aged 18 to 29 years, and mean age 23.2) participated in this 
behavioural experiment (referred to as ‘Narrative Segmentation Task’). They were recruited 
via an online participant recruitment system from the Radboud University. They all had 
normal or corrected-to-normal vision. The experiment was approved by the local ethical 
review committee (CMO region Arnhem-Nijmegen, Nl), and participants gave written 
informed consent to participate.
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Task design 
In this behavioral experiment, we aimed to determine if the complexity of the narratives 
(four minutes in duration each) used for the main experiment was indeed similar across 
the four narratives. We relied on the ability of observers to segment everyday activities 
into meaningful events (Zacks and Swallow, 2007). We used the same task procedure as 
described in prior studies investigating event segmentation and/or event boundaries (Zacks 
et al., 2001; Kurby and Zacks, 2008; Swallow et al., 2009) including three task blocks:
[1] Passive viewing task
[2] Fine segmentation task
[3] Coarse segmentation task
In the passive viewing task, participants watched the four narratives (four minutes each) that 
are also used in the main experiment in a random order. The participants simply watched 
each video passively and were instructed to learn as much about the movie as possible. 
The task started with a practice video (1.5-minute duration). This task block was included to 
familiarize participants with the narratives.
In the ﬁne segmentation task, participants watched the same videos as those in the passive 
viewing task (again in a random order), but were asked to press a button at the points at 
which they believed one meaning and natural unit of activity ended and another began. This 
procedure has been shown to reliably measure the perceptual units of ongoing behavior. 
The participants were instructed to identify the smallest units of activity that seemed 
natural and meaningful. This task block also started with performing the same task on the 
1.5-minute duration practice video. After the practice video, participants were asked if the 
task was clear, after which they proceeded with the actual videos. 
The coarse segmentation task was identical to the ﬁne segmentation task, except that the 
participants were asked to identify the largest units that were natural and meaningful to 
them. This task block also started with performing the same task on the 1.5-minute duration 
practice video. After the practice video, participants were asked if the task was clear, after 
which they proceeded with the actual videos. 
The order of the ﬁne and coarse segmentation task (i.e. task block two and three) was 
counterbalanced across participants. 
Analysis
Separately for the coarse and the ﬁne segmentation of the four videos, we calculated the 
number of button presses during the presentation of the video (separately for each of the 
four videos). The button responses correspond to a perceived event boundary. These values 
were added to a 2x2 repeated measures ANOVA with Segmentation (Coarse, Fine) and 
Narrative (1, 2, 3, and 4) as within-subject factors. 
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Experiment 4: Consistency Ratings Task (control experiment)
Participants
Fifteen participants (one male, aged 19 to 28 years, and mean age 22.1) participated in this 
behavioural experiment (referred to as ‘Consistency Ratings Task’). They were recruited via 
an online participant recruitment system from the Radboud University. They all had normal 
or corrected-to-normal vision. The experiment was approved by the local ethical review 
committee (CMO region Arnhem-Nijmegen, Nl), and participants gave written informed 
consent to participate.
Task design
In this behavioral experiment, another group of participants were shown snapshots from 
the original narrative on the top of the screen, and one of the new related events on the 
bottom of the screen. All stimuli from the hierarchical memory task as well as from the 
Consistent Updating Experiment were included in this behavioral control experiment in a 
random order. For each trial they had to answer the question: ‘How consistent is the image 
below with the narrative above?’ They had to answer this question on a 6-point response 
scale from not consistent to consistent. This task was self-paced. Each trial included only one 
of the new related events in order to get a consistency score for each new event separately. 
Each new event had to be rated relative to each of the narratives of the corresponding 
experiment. During a trial from the hierarchical memory task, the six original events were 
presented in a row on the top of the screen and a new event was shown on the bottom 
of the screen. During a trial from the Consistent Updating Experiment, the three original 
events (Narrative Events 1 and 2 and linking Event) were shown on top and New Narrative 
Event 3 was shown below. The task was self-paced.
Analysis 
During this task, participants had to give their response to each trial at a 6-point scale (not 
consistent to consistent). Two averages were calculated for each participant; an average 
across trials corresponding to stimuli from Experiment 2 and an average across trials 
corresponding to stimuli from Experiment 1. These two averages, representing the average 
consistency of the New Events to the original narratives, were tested for statistical signiﬁcant 
difference in a paired-sample T Test.  
Full descriptions of the four narratives of Experiment 2, and of the new events introduced 
on Day 2 of experiment 2. 
Jones Family – Weekend narrative
This narrative describes a weekend day of dad, son, and daughter Jones. It starts with the 
kids playing on a seesaw in the garden of their home. Then they go to their dad and talk 
to him for a while. They walk away and get ice-cream from an ice-cream truck in front 
of their home. They eat the ice-cream, and after that play again in their garden, on the 
seesaw and in the sandpit. Dad joins the kids after a while. Then the camera switches to the 
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other side of the garden. First the daughter and later also dad and son Jones enter in their 
swimming clothes, and play with water for a while. When it starts to get darker, the kids, still 
in swimming clothes, play for a little while in the sandpit again, but then Dad comes to tell 
them to go inside. Dad goes into the bathroom in his swimming clothes, and leaves again, 
dressed. The daughter goes into the bathroom wearing her swimming clothes, and you see 
her ﬁll the bath. In the next scene, dad and son are in the kitchen, and soon the daughter 
also joins. They eat pizza together at the kitchen table. Then, dad washes the dishes. 
Jones Family – Weekday narrative
This narrative describes a weekday of dad, son, and daughter Jones. The kids get out of bed. 
Meanwhile, dad is preparing breakfast. The kids have a pillow ﬁght. After a while, the kids 
enter the kitchen where dad is still preparing breakfast. They have breakfast together at 
the kitchen table, and talk a bit with each other while having breakfast. Then, the daughter 
enters the bathroom and brushes her teeth, and subsequently the son enters the bathroom 
and he brushes his teeth too. They walk out of the front door, and get in the school bus 
which is parked in front of their home. The bus drives them to school, meanwhile passing 
another car, a man who is jogging, a man with a horse, and a couple of buildings. The last 
scene shows that the kids get out of the school bus and walk into the front door of the 
school.
Smith family – Weekend narrative
This narrative describes a weekend day of mum, dad, and son Smith. In the ﬁrst scene, they 
are all in the kitchen preparing food. later, you see mum also eating some food. Dad and 
son then leave the kitchen. The son goes into his bedroom and cleans up a bit. The father 
gets in his car and drives to the beach. At the beach, he goes into the water to swim. In the 
next scene, the son asks mum something. She agrees to what he is asking, which makes the 
son cheer. Mum prepares some sausages in the kitchen. Then she goes to the son and says 
goodbye to him. The son gets on his bike and bikes to the beach as well. He passes a man 
on a horse. Once he is at the beach, he joins his dad with swimming. After they have been 
swimming for a while, they go onto the beach, and dad prepares some sausages for him and 
his son on a barbecue. His phone rings and he talks in his phone for a while. 
Smith family – Weekday narrative
This narrative describes a weekday of mum, dad, and son Smith. Mum and dad are jogging 
on the sidewalk in front of their home. Once they reach their home, they enter via the front 
door. In the next scene, the son leaves school and gets into the school bus. The school bus 
drives through the town for a while. Then, the son arrives at home and enters the house 
via the back door. Mum greets him, and then tells him something. The son walks to the 
kitchen table to do some homework. Meanwhile, mum is preparing food in the kitchen. She 
uses a blender and the oven. Once the food is ready, mum, dad, and son eat together at 
the kitchen table. After dinner, the son watches TV. After a while, dad comes to talk to him. 
Subsequently, the son leaves to the bathroom and brushes his teeth. Then he goes into his 
bedroom, and goes to bed. Mum and dad are on the couch together, talk for a while and 
watch TV together. 
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(Please note that the underlined text parts in these descriptions are the scenes that were 
shown in the MRI scanner during the pre and post blocks)
Jones Family – New events
The six new events of the Jones family include: 
1. Daughter reading a book in the living room
2. Dad reading the newspaper
3. Dad drinking a soda in the kitchen
4. The kids watching TV
5. Son throwing garbage into the bin
6. Dad in front of the house with a dog
Smith Family – New events
The six new events of the Smith family include: 
1. Dad making a cup of coffee
2. Son doing some exercises in front of the TV
3. Son playing with a parrot
4. Mum and dad in a home office with dad in front of a computer
5. Son painting on a canvas
6. Mum, dad and son sitting on the porch outside their home
Control events
The six control events each feature a different character doing a different activity:
1. A woman at a football table
2. A man in a kitchen on a laptop
3. A man and woman in the gym
4. A woman sitting outside on a bench
5. A man and woman in a living room
6. A woman sunbathing in her garden
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Supplementary figures
Supplementary Figure 4.1 Results of Narrative Segmentation Task (control experiment)
(A) Results (N = 16) of the coarse segmentation task (‘coarse segments’) and ﬁne segmentation task (‘ﬁne segments’) 
of the four original narratives (‘d1, d2, d3, d4’) used in experiment 2. The bars (mean ± S.E.M.) reflect the number of 
event boundaries (i.e. number of button presses during these tasks). We performed a repeated measures ANOVA 
with Event-type (Coarse, Fine) and Narrative (1, 2, 3, 4) as within-subject factors to take into account both these 
coarse and ﬁne events of the narratives in determining narrative complexity. This analysis showed that there are no 
differences in narrative complexity between the four narratives used in experiment 2 (F (3,45) = 1.157, P = 0.337). 
(B) A reflection of the distribution of the coarse event boundaries over time for each of the narratives separately 
(split in 5-sec time bins). The height of each bar represents how many participants perceived an event boundary at 
that time bin. In general, these results seem to suggest that the event (boundaries) were perceived rather similar 
across participants. 
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Supplementary Figure 4.2 Results of Consistency Ratings Task (control experiment)
(A) In this behavioral experiment participants (N =15) were presented with snapshots from the original narrative 
on the top of the screen as well as one of the new events on the bottom of the screen, and they had to answer 
the question ‘How consistent is the image below with the narrative above?’ They had to answer this question on 
a 6-point response scale from not consistent to consistent. Each trial included only one of the new events in order 
to get a consistency score for each new event separately. Each new event had to be rated relative to each of the 
narratives of the corresponding experiment. The trials were presented in a random order (with trials corresponding 
to experiment 1 and 2 in one block). During a trial from experiment 2, the six original events also used in the actual 
experiment were presented on the row of snapshots on top. During a trial from experiment 1, the two narrative 
events and the linking event were shown on top and the new event was shown below. (B) The results (N = 15) 
showed that the new events of experiment 1 were perceived as consistent with the original narrative, while the 
new events of experiment 2 were perceived as neutral relative to the original narrative (paired-samples T test: 
T (14) = 9.676, P < 0.001; one-sample T test for experiment 2: T (14) = - 1.055, P=0.309; one-sample T test for 
experiment 1: T (14) = 9.121, P<0.001). 
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Supplementary Figure 4.3 Visual similarity control analyses and univariate control analyses for both experiments
(A) We calculated 5 similarity metrics for the clips: FFT magnitude, FFT angle, lAB luminance, lAB red-green and 
lAB yellow-blue (see Supplementary Methods). Along each of these ﬁve visual-feature dimensions, we used visual 
similarity as predictors for a new representational similarity analysis, and then extracted the peak searchlight 
corresponding to the exact location of the original narrative effect as well as the updating effect (both in the 
mPFC) for each of these ﬁve visual features controls. There was no signiﬁcant effect of low-level visual features 
in the mPFC at the exact location of the original narrative effect (repeated-measures ANOVA with Visual-Feature-
Dimension (FFTmag, FFTang, lAB1, lAB2, lAB3) as within-subject factor: F (4,72) = 1.075, P=0.375), neither at the 
exact location of the updating effect (repeated-measures ANOVA with Visual-Feature-Dimension (FFTmag, FFTang, 
lAB1, lAB2, lAB3) as within-subject factor: F (4,72) = 1.584, P=0.188). (B) There was no difference in (univariate) 
amplitude of the MR signal during narrative event 2 and control event 1 in the mPFC (two-tailed one-sample 
T-test, T (1,18) = -0.133, P=0.895). There was no difference in (univariate) amplitude of the MR signal during new 
event and control event 2 in the mPFC (two-tailed one-sample T-test, T (1,18) = 0.643, P=0.528). (C) Stimuli were 
equalized on three of these visual features. To further rule out influence of low-level visual differences on the 
results, we calculated 2 similarity metrics for each stimulus: FFT magnitude, and FFT angle. Along both of these 
visual-feature dimensions, we used visual similarity as predictors for a new representational similarity analysis, 
and then extracted the peak searchlight corresponding to the exact location of the anterior as well as posterior 
hippocampus effects for both visual features controls. There was no signiﬁcant effect of low-level visual features in 
the posterior hippocampus (two-tailed paired-samples T-test: T (1,29) = 1.554, P=0.131) or anterior hippocampus 
(two-tailed paired-samples T-test: T (1,29) = 0.447, P=0.658). (D) There was no difference in (univariate) amplitude 
of the MR signal in the posterior hippocampus for updated vs non-updated family narrative events (two-tailed one-
sample T-test, T (1,29) = 0.969, P=0.34), neither for new vs control events (two-tailed one-sample T-test, T (1,29) = 
-0.207, P=0.837). There was no difference in (univariate) amplitude of the MR signal in the anterior hippocampus 
for updated vs non-updated family narrative events (two-tailed one-sample T-test, T (1,29) = -1.348, P=0.189), 
neither for new vs control events (two-tailed one-sample T-test, T (1,29) = 1.294, P=0.206).
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Supplementary tables
Supplementary Table 4.1 Summary table of representational similarity results of the analysis of 
experiment 2, analysis 2.2
Statistics are reported for peak voxels surviving a whole brain FDR-correction (P < .05).
MNI coordinates
Region X Y Z T-value
Hippocampus1,2,3 (extending into parahippocampal gyrus1) -30 -14 -20 4.17
Frontal inf3 -40 16 20 4.50
Occipital mid1,2,3 -36 -80 10 4.40
Frontal med orb1 4 68 -6 4.30
Cerebellum3 -2 -72 -36 4.29
Rectus 0 46 -20 3.88
Temporal mid1,3 40 -60 10 3.76
Fusiform gyrus2 -26 -46 -16 3.66
Temporal pole1 -20 14 -32 3.46
Frontal sup1,3 -14 72 8 3.44
1 Part of the autobiographical memory network (see Spreng et al., 2008).
2 Showed narrative representation in Milivojevic et al., 2016.
3 Showed narrative representation in Milivojevic et al., 2015.
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Supplementary Table 4.2. Summary table of representational similarity results of the analysis 
of experiment 2, analysis 2.4 Statistics are reported for peak voxels surviving a whole brain 
FDR-correction (P < .05).
MNI coordinates
Region X Y Z T-value
Similarity of new events with narrative events of pre and post blocks
Occipital mid1,2,3 42 -86 22 4.82
Temporal mid1,3 54 -64 24 4.28
Hippocampus1,2,3  
(extending into parahippocampal gyrus1 and fusiform gyrus2)
-24 -40 -4 5.81
Temporal inf1 58 -60 -22 4.82
Cuneus1 20 -70 24 4.21
Frontal inf 3 54 10 30 3.76
Frontal sup1,3 -2 54 30 3.16
Cerebellum3 (extending into lingual gyrus) 4 -62 -4 6.36
Frontal sup1,3 -14 72 8 3.44
Similarity of new events with narrative events of pre block only
Occipital mid1,2,3 -48 -70 0 4.76
Temporal mid1,3 -66 -42 2 4.73
Fusiform gyrus2 44 -34 -24 4.38
Cerebellum3 4 -66 -4 5.32
Frontal sup1,3 -4 54 32 3.85
Thalamus1 -12 -8 14 3.30
Frontal inf 3 56 12 30 3.16
Similarity of new events with narrative events of post block only
Occipital mid1,2,3 -38 -74 2 5.50
Temporal mid1,3 50 -66 8 4.56
Fusiform gyrus2 34 -46 -6 4.00
Hippocampus1,2,3 -16 -40 6 4.01
Temporal inf1 60 -60 -20 4.07
Cuneus1 20 -68 24 4.15
Cerebellum3 -26 -34 -38 5.59
Insula -34 18 14 3.75
Frontal sup1,3 -18 64 8 3.61
1 Part of the autobiographical memory network (see Spreng et al., 2008).
2 Showed narrative representation in Milivojevic et al., 2016.
3 Showed narrative representation in Milivojevic et al., 2015.
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Chapter 5
Creating an artifiCial memory Context alters assoCiative 
memory formation
This chapter is in preparation as: Collin SHP, van den Broek P, van Mourik 
T, Desain P, Doeller CF: Creating an artificial memory context alters  
associative memory formation.
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Memory is affected when humans voluntarily modulate single neuron or neural 
population activity using neurofeedback. However, it is currently unknown whether 
memory is facilitated or impaired after such neural perturbations.  In this study, 
participants memorized objects while we trained them to modulate their brain activity 
patterns in the medial temporal lobe (MTl), hereby creating an artiﬁcial memory context 
in the MTl while memorizing objects. The results revealed that the context created by 
neurofeedback caused interference with memory performance during a subsequent 
associative learning task. These results shed light onto how memory formation can be 
influenced by synthetic memory tags with neurofeedback, with implications for our 
understanding of mnemonic coding in the MTl and possible applications in information 
technology as well as the clinic.
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5.1 Introduction
Humans can be trained to voluntarily modulate neural populations in various brain regions, 
and this has been shown to influence behavior (Bagarinao et al., 2006; laConte, 2011; 
Weiskopf, 2012; Yoo et al., 2012; Brühl et al., 2013; lawrence et al., 2013; Emmert et al., 
2015; Scharnowski et al., 2015; Macinnes et al., 2016). Animal studies using optogenetics 
have shown that modulating neurons can influence memory (De lavilléon et al., 2015; Roy et 
al., 2016). Furthermore, human intracranial studies have shown that behavior is influenced 
when participants voluntarily modulate activity of single neurons in the medial temporal 
lobe (MTl) (Cerf et al., 2010), or the functional Magnetic Resonance Imaging (fMRI) signal 
using neurofeedback (Shibata et al., 2011; Papageorgiou et al., 2013; deBettencourt et al., 
2015; Amano et al., 2016). 
It is currently unclear how voluntarily modulating neural populations using fMRI 
neurofeedback can influence memory. One possibility is that modulating MTl neurons can 
facilitate memory. In Suthana et al. (2012), participants had to learn locations of landmarks 
in a virtual environment while their entorhinal cortex (EC) activity was modulated by deep-
brain stimulation. Their results revealed that memory was facilitated for the landmark 
locations learned during deep-brain stimulation (Suthana et al., 2012). In contrast, it could 
be that modulating MTl neurons impairs memory. For instance, Jacobs et al. (2016) showed 
that modulation of EC by deep-brain stimulation impaired spatial and verbal memory 
(Jacobs et al., 2016). 
In this experiment we investigated this apparent discrepancy in the literature using 
non-invasive fMRI in humans. Does modulation of neural populations in the MTl (by 
neurofeedback) facilitate or impair memory later on? The experiment (see Fig 5.1) started 
with an MRI-session that included a training block, and two neurofeedback blocks. The 
training block contained pictures of faces and of houses, and was used to train a classiﬁer 
on brain activity patterns evoked by faces and houses. During the two neurofeedback 
blocks, each trial started with an image of an object, and was then followed by an abstract 
presentation of the face (one block) or house (the other block) classiﬁer evidence (see 
Fig 1B). The MRI-session was followed by a behavioral memory session that included a 
neurofeedback context test in which memory was tested for the artiﬁcial context created 
by the neurofeedback, and subsequently an associative learning task. The neurofeedback 
context test was a two-alternative forced choice task during which the participants were 
presented with the same objects as during the neurofeedback blocks, and had to indicate 
for each object whether it belongs to faces or to houses. During the associative learning 
task, each of the objects from the neurofeedback blocks was associated with a speciﬁc 
exemplar (face or house). Half of the objects were associated with a speciﬁc exemplar (face/
house) of the same category as they received neurofeedback on in the MRI-session, and the 
other half of the objects were associated with a speciﬁc exemplar from the other category 
as they received neurofeedback on. We tested their memory of these associations for the 
category (face or house) and the speciﬁc exemplar. 
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Figure 5.1 Structure of experimental sessions and neurofeedback 
(A) Overview of the experiment. The experiment started with an MRI-session that included a training block, and 
two neurofeedback blocks. The training block contained pictures of faces and of houses, and was used to train a 
classiﬁer on brain activity patterns evoked by faces and houses. During the two neurofeedback blocks, each trial 
(24 s duration) started with an image of an object (for 2 s), and was then followed by an abstract presentation of 
the face (one block) or house (the other block) classiﬁer accuracy (see panel B). The MRI-session was followed 
by a behavioral memory session that included a neurofeedback context test in which memory was tested for the 
artiﬁcial context created by the neurofeedback. The neurofeedback context test was a two-alternative forced 
choice task during which the participants were presented with the same objects as during the neurofeedback 
blocks, and had to indicate for each object whether it belongs to faces or to houses (with a button press). 
Subsequently participants were presented with an associative learning task. During the associative learning task, 
each of the 32 objects from the neurofeedback blocks was associated with either a speciﬁc face or a speciﬁc 
house. Half of the objects were associated with a speciﬁc exemplar (face/house) of the same category as they 
received neurofeedback on in the MRI-session, and the other half of the objects were associated with a speciﬁc 
exemplar from the other category as they received neurofeedback on. After learning of these pairs, they ﬁlled in a 
Vividness of Visual Imagery Questionnaire, followed by a memory test. Here, it was tested for each objects whether 
they remembered which category it was associated with, and subsequently, with which speciﬁc exemplar it was 
associated. (B) Neurofeedback. For each trial, the neurofeedback started with an orange circle in which a hand 
with a thumb up was presented. Based on the classiﬁer accuracy, the alpha-level of the image was adapted, and 
could therefore change into a red circle (low classiﬁer accuracy) or a green circle with a clearly visible thumb (high 
classiﬁer accuracy). In one block, the classiﬁer accuracy corresponded to the face category, and in the other block 
to the house category. The order of the two blocks were counterbalanced across participants. 
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We predicted that it is possible to create a category-speciﬁc memory context in higher 
order visual regions by neurofeedback, and that the studied objects will become associated 
with the speciﬁc context (face or house) in which they are being encoded (Hupbach et al., 
2008; Kuhl et al., 2010). Crucially, we predict that subsequent use of the same objects in an 
associative memory task will modulate memory for the associations, either by facilitating 
associative learning (Suthana et al., 2012) or by interfering with associative learning (Jacobs 
et al., 2016). 
5.2 Results
Real-time decoding from higher order visual regions
Before conducting a study using classiﬁer evidence from higher order visual regions (i.e. 
parahippocampal gyrus and fusiform gyrus, see Methods) as neurofeedback, it is important 
to establish a technical set-up (see Fig 5.2) that would reliably classify an associated item 
(when it is not presented on the screen) at a single subject, volume-by-volume level 
from higher order visual regions. This was veriﬁed in a separate pilot experiment (see 
Supplementary Information, and Supplementary Fig. 5.1 and 5.2). Based on these pilot 
results we predicted to ﬁnd increased classiﬁer evidence for the correct category in the 
neurofeedback trials of the main experiment from Time-in-trial (i.e. MR volume) 4 to 9 (see 
Supplementary Fig. 5.3), which is why we focused our MR analyses on the neurofeedback 
trials in the main experiment on these time points.
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Figure 5.2 Technical set-up 
The technical set-up used for real-time fMRI, as developed by the Donders Centre for Cognition. The data was 
exported in real-time into a FieldTrip buffer, and then immediately preprocessed. Meanwhile, a subject-speciﬁc 
ROI mask was calculated. The mask and preprocessed data were imported into BrainStream for online decoding 
analysis. See methods for more details.
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Neurofeedback
The neurofeedback context test (i.e. two-alternative forced-choice task during which 
participants had to indicate for each object of the neurofeedback blocks whether it belonged 
to faces or to houses aimed to create the artiﬁcial memory context, see Fig. 5.1) showed 
an effect for 14 out of 20 participants, with an average of 68 % correct (see Fig. 5.3A). 
Across the entire group (i.e. all 20 participants), the neurofeedback context test showed 
a trend towards more correct than incorrect answers (N = 20; correct 58 % and incorrect 
42 %; two-tailed paired-samples T-test: T (1,19) = 1.762, P = 0.094). The six participants 
that did not show more correct than incorrect answers during this neurofeedback context 
test, suggesting the neurofeedback did not work in those six participants, were excluded 
from analyses on the associative memory session (results for these six participants are 
summarized in Supplementary Fig. 5.4). 
For the neuroimaging results, the neurofeedback manipulation indeed showed above 
chance classiﬁer accuracy for the correct category (i.e. faces in one block and houses in 
the other block, based on what was being trained on with the neurofeedback) for these 14 
participants (Fig. 5.3B), despite the fact that the participants were not told which category 
they had to focus on in which block. A repeated-measures ANOVA with Time-in-trial (using 
MR volumes 4 to 9, selected based on the pilot experiment, see Supplement) as within-
subject factor showed a main effect (F (1,13) = 9.936, P = 0.008), and a signiﬁcant effect of 
Time-in-trial (F (5,65) = 3.566, P = 0.041, Greenhouse-Geisser corrected). This suggests that 
the classiﬁer accuracy differed throughout the trial. Subsequently, post-hoc one-sample 
T-tests of each time-points separately (i.e. MR volumes) during the trial revealed signiﬁcant 
classiﬁer accuracy for time-point 5 and 6 of the trial (time-point 5: T (1,13) = 4.016, P = 
0.001; time-point 6: T (1,13) = 3.146, P = 0.008, corrected for multiple comparisons), and 
trend level for time-point 4, 7, 8 and 9 (time-point 4: T (1,13) = 3.013, P = 0.01; time-point 7: 
T (1,13) = 1.766, P = 0.101; time-point 8: T (1,13) = 1.872, P = 0.084; time-point 9: T (1,13) = 
1.998, P = 0.067; all two-tailed).
Neurofeedback interfered with associative learning
After the neurofeedback blocks and neurofeedback context test, participants completed an 
associative learning task. During this task the participants had to memorize pairs of images, 
with half of the pairs consisting of one object and one face, and the other half consisting 
of one object and one house. These were the same objects as used in the neurofeedback 
blocks. In half of the pairs, the object was associated with an exemplar (face or house) from 
the same category as the neurofeedback context (from now on referred to as same category 
pairs), and the other half of the objects was associated with an exemplar from the other 
category as the neurofeedback context (from now on referred to as other category pairs). 
After learning these pairs, participants’ memory for the correct category (face / house) 
as well as their memory for the correct exemplar was tested. The results revealed that 
participants performed close to ceiling for remembering the correct associated category 
(face / house). We excluded one outlier participant from further analysis because he, unlike 
the rest of the group, showed below chance level performance for memorizing the correct 
category (face / house) for the pairs (and more than 2 S.D. below average). 
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Participants remembered the correct associated category (face / house) for 90 % of the 
pairs, with no difference between same category pairs and other category pairs (two-tailed 
paired-samples T-test: T (1,12) = 0.485, P = 0.636). Importantly, participants remembered 
the correct exemplar more often for other category pairs compared to same category pairs 
(two-tailed paired-samples T-test: T (1,12) = 2.250, P = 0.044, see Fig 5.3C). This suggests 
that the artiﬁcial memory context has interfered with memorizing speciﬁc associations.
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Figure 5.3 Behavioral and imaging results
(A) Results of the neurofeedback context test. Average (± S.E.M.) correct and incorrect responses during the 
neurofeedback context test (overlaid with individual responses) for the 14 participants that were included in 
further analyses shown in panels B and C (i.e. excluding the six participants for whom the neurofeedback did not 
work, as evidenced by ≤ chance level (i.e. 50 %) correct responses in this task; results of these six participants are 
summarized in Supplementary Fig. 5.4). (B) Decoding evidence. Decoding evidence of the correct category during 
the neurofeedback blocks (N = 14), averaged across block 1 and block 2 and averaged across trials (± S.E.M.) (0.5 is 
chance level, indicated by the dashed line). The object is presented on the screen the ﬁrst 2 s, the neurofeedback 
presentation (see Fig. 5.1B) is presented in the remaining 22 s. + P < .1, ** P < .01, *** P < .001. (C) Results of the 
associative learning task. Average (± S.E.M.) percentage of pairs for which the correct exemplar was remembered, 
separately for same category pairs and other category pairs (overlaid with individual responses). Participants 
remembered the correct exemplar more often for other category pairs compared to same category pairs (two-
tailed paired-samples T-test: T (1,12) = 2.250, P = 0.044). 
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5.3 Discussion
In this study, participants memorized objects while we trained them with neurofeedback to 
modulate their brain activity patterns in the MTl, hereby creating a face and house context in 
the MTl while memorizing objects. The results revealed that the neurofeedback interfered 
with associative memory performance in a subsequent associative learning session. 
An important prerequisite for being able to answer our research question was to create an 
artiﬁcial memory context to be able to examine how this context influences later memory 
retrieval. We successfully trained (14 out of 20) participants to modulate across-voxel neural 
representations in their MTl using fMRI neurofeedback in such a way that it would represent 
faces in one half of the experiment and houses in the other half of the experiment, creating 
an implicit face and house context while having to memorize objects. These face and house 
representations emerged solely by the continuously adapted, abstract presentation of 
individual face-house classiﬁer output to the participants, thus, without explicitly notifying 
them when to think about what category. This is in line with earlier studies in which it was 
shown that participants can learn to voluntarily control their across-voxel neural patterns 
by neurofeedback (laConte, 2011; Shibata et al., 2011; Niazi et al., 2013; deBettencourt et 
al., 2015; Amano et al., 2016). Importantly, our results reveal the possibility of solely using 
neurofeedback to train participants to associate stimulus categories in higher order regions, 
which extends an earlier, more basic, neurofeedback study from Amano and colleagues 
(Amano et al., 2016) in which an association between a color and an orientation was created 
in the early visual cortex by training participants to modulate across-voxel neural patterns in 
their early visual cortex to represent a speciﬁc color while presenting a speciﬁc orientation 
on the screen. 
Our main goal was to test how the MTl neurofeedback influenced subsequent associative 
learning. Intracranial studies in humans revealed that memory performance after 
modulating MTl neurons could lead to both memory facilitation (Suthana et al., 2012) as 
well as memory impairment (Jacobs et al., 2016). Our results showed that performance 
was impaired in remembering associations from same category pairs (i.e. were the object 
was associated with an exemplar from the same category as during neurofeedback training) 
compared to other category pairs, which suggests that neurofeedback interfered with later 
associative learning. A possible explanation for this interference effect could follow from a 
series of studies from Caplan et al.(Caplan et al., 2014) Their results suggest that multiple 
overlapping associations might directly compete with each other in memory. In our study, 
the object-face and object-house associations that participants arguably have implicitly 
made during the neurofeedback blocks might directly compete in memory with the speciﬁc 
associations learned during the subsequent memory session. Thus, it can be expected that 
this competition between multiple associations is largest when an object is associated with 
a speciﬁc exemplar from the same category as the implicit associations that were formed 
during neurofeedback. 
Following from this interpretation, besides a memory impairment for remembering the 
speciﬁc exemplar to which an object is associated, one could expect a memory enhancement 
for remembering the correct category (face or house) to which the objects were associated 
(Suthana et al., 2012). If an object has already been associated with e.g. the face category 
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by neurofeedback, this could aid memory in a subsequent session for remembering the 
association between this object and the face category. Our results suggest that there is 
no memory enhancement effect (as hypothesized based on (Suthana et al., 2012)) for 
remembering the correct category in this experiment, however, this could potentially be 
due to participants approaching ceiling level performance on remembering the correct 
category (90 %).
Our study investigated how paired associate learning is influenced by an implicit artiﬁcial 
context. The results open interesting avenues for future research investigating how to 
influence memory integration and inference with neurofeedback, and to investigate whether 
it is also possible to train participants to dissociate memories with a similar approach as the 
current study. Ultimately, this could lead to important clinical applications, for example in 
training patients with post-traumatic stress disorder to dissociate speciﬁc memories.
5.4 Methods
Participants
Thirty students from the Radboud University campus in Nijmegen participated in this study. 
All participants were right-handed and had normal or corrected-to-normal vision. Ten 
participants had to be excluded to do technical problems, excessive head motion, or an 
incomplete dataset. Thus, the ﬁnal group of participants contained twenty students (nine 
males, aged 20-44 years, mean age 27.2). All participants gave written informed consent. 
The study was approved by the local ethics committee (CMO, Arnhem/Nijmegen).
Task design
The experiment consisted of a training block, two neurofeedback blocks, a neurofeedback 
context test, and an associative learning task (see Fig. 5.1). The tasks were presented using 
Presentation software (Neurobehavioral Systems, version 16.4).
Training block
The training block was used to train a classiﬁer on brain activity patterns evoked by faces and 
houses. The training block consisted of 28 blocks in total, interleaved blocks with images of 
faces and blocks with images of scenes. Each block lasted for 30 seconds and was followed 
by a ﬁxation cross which was presented for 12 seconds. Each block consisted of 14 unique 
pictures (i.e. each block had a different set of pictures), each picture was presented for 2 
seconds, and, additionally, the ﬁrst picture of the block was repeated at a random position 
within that block. Participants had to press a button when they saw the ﬁrst picture being 
repeated. They were asked to maintain attending the images throughout the entire block. 
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Neurofeedback blocks
During the two neurofeedback blocks, participants received neurofeedback based on the 
evidence of the classiﬁer after being presented with an image of an object. The object was 
presented during the ﬁrst 2 s, and the neurofeedback was being presented for the subsequent 
22 s. Each neurofeedback block had 16 unique objects that are all being presented three times 
(all 16 objects are shown once in a random order before the ﬁrst object is being repeated), 
which led to a total of 32 objects. The neurofeedback was presented in an abstract fashion; 
by manipulating the color of a circle, and the visibility of a hand with the thumb pointing up 
(see Fig. 5.1B). If the decoding evidence of the correct category was above chance level (i.e. 
above 50 %), then the alpha level of the green neurofeedback image (i.e. the image with the 
green circle that includes an image of a hand with the thumb pointing up) increased with 
0.05. If the decoding evidence of the correct category was below chance level, the alpha 
level of the green neurofeedback image decreased with 0.05 (making the circle appear 
more red, and the hand less visible). For one block the correct category was ‘face’, and for 
the other block the correct category was ‘house’, with the order counterbalanced across 
participants. This leads to 16 objects only being presented during neurofeedback training 
of the face category, and the other 16 objects being presented only during neurofeedback 
training of the house category. 
Neurofeedback instruction
Participants were instructed that the neurofeedback image will change based on their brain 
activity, and that they can influence this by thinking of a certain category of images. They 
were not told which actual category they have to think about, and were told to ﬁgure this 
out based on the neurofeedback that they receive. Furthermore, they were told to vividly 
imagine images of that category during the neurofeedback blocks, and that they receive 
3 euros extra monetary compensation with good performance. The 5-6 sec delay due to 
the BOlD response was explained to them as well. They are also told to remember which 
objects are shown. 
Neurofeedback context test
After the real-time fMRI session, participants were placed behind a computer screen, and 
conducted a neurofeedback context test. During this (self-paced) test, participants were 
presented with the 32 objects from the neurofeedback blocks. For each object they were 
asked to which category this object belonged (face or house). 
Associative learning task
Afterwards participants performed an associative learning task. They were presented with 
32 pairs. Each pair consisted of one object and one face, or one object and one house. The 
faces and houses used were different from the ones used in the training block. The objects 
were the same as the ones used in the neurofeedback blocks. Half of the objects were 
associated with an exemplar (face or house) from the same category as the category on 
which they received neurofeedback for this object (referred to as same category pairs). The 
other half of the objects were associated with an exemplar (face or house) from the other 
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category as the category on which they received neurofeedback for this object (referred 
to as other category pairs). There were twelve repetitions of each pair (in random order) 
leading to 384 trials in total, with each trial showing the images for 2.8 s and a ﬁxation cross 
for 0.2 s. After a short break during which participants ﬁlled in a Vividness of Visual Imagery 
Questionnaire (see below), they were tested for their memory for the 32 pairs by asking 
them four questions about each of the 32 objects: [1] Does this object belong to a face or 
to a house? [2] How certain are you? (scale 1 to 4) [3] Which face or house does this object 
belong? [4] How certain are you? (scale 1 to 4). Responses were given with button presses. 
For question 3 (which face or house does this object belong?) they receive 16 possible 
answer options (i.e. the 16 exemplars, 8 faces and 8 houses, that were associated with one 
of the objects from neurofeedback block 1 were the answer options for all neurofeedback 
block 1 objects, and similar for neurofeedback block 2 answer options). They select their 
answer with a button press. The objects were presented in a random order.
Image acquisition
All images were acquired using a 3T Siemens Prisma scanner equipped with a 32 channel 
head coil (Siemens, Erlangen, Germany). The structural T1-weighted image was acquired 
using an MPRAGE-grappa sequence with the following parameters: TR = 2300 ms; TE = 3.03 
ms; flip angle = 8°; in-plane resolution = 256x256 mm; number of slices = 192; acceleration 
factor PE = 2; voxel resolution = 1 mm3, duration = 321 s. The functional images were 
acquired using a 2D Echo Planar Imaging (EPI) sequence, with the following parameters: 
voxel size 3.3 x 3.3 x 3 mm, TR = 2000 ms, TE = 30 ms, flip angle = 80 deg, Multi-Band 
acceleration factor = 2, FOV = 212 x 212 x 105 mm.
Real-time fMRI analysis
The functional volumes were preprocessed and analyzed in real-time using BrainStream 
software (see www.brainstream.nu) as was used before, see Ref (Niazi et al., 2013), 
which is a Matlab-based software package developed at the Donders Centre for Cognition 
(Nijmegen, Netherlands). The toolbox builds on Psychtoolbox combined with an extension 
(StimBox) for adaptive stimulus presentation, FieldTrip toolboxes for raw and preprocessed 
data buffers, FSl and SPM8 for MR data analyses, a GUI streamer to access and export the 
raw MR volumes during acquisition, and the Donders Machine learning Toolbox for online 
decoding. See Fig 5.2 for an overview of the technical set-up.
Online image preprocessing
Each functional volume was sent to another computer directly after acquisition of the 
volume, and stored in a Fieldtrip buffer. From this buffer, the scan entered a (matlab 
based) preprocessing pipeline (BrainStream). This preprocessing pipeline included motion 
correction (X, Y, Z, pitch, roll, yaw), slice time correction, and an online GlM to remove 
nuisance signal.
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Online decoding
After preprocessing, the scans entered another Fieldtrip buffer from which they entered the 
decoding analysis. For the training block the scans were ﬁrst shifted for 6 secs to account 
for the hemodynamic delay. Then, the scans were labeled according to their category (face, 
scene) and used to train a classiﬁer. We used logistic regression in conjunction with an 
elastic net regularizer, as used in Niazi et al. (2013). Using a coordinate gradient-descent 
algorithm (Friedman et al., 2010), classiﬁer training took only a few minutes to complete 
(see Ref (Niazi et al., 2013) for more details on the classiﬁer). The voxels corresponding to 
the parahippocampal gyrus and fusiform gyrus were used for classiﬁer training and test (a 
native space mask was calculated using the inverse normalization parameters to inverse an 
MNI space mask including parahippocampal gyrus and fusiform gyrus into subject speciﬁc 
space).
5.5 Supplementary information
Supplementary pilot experiment
Before conducting a study using classiﬁer evidence as neurofeedback to train participants to 
integrate memories, it is important to establish a technical set-up that would reliably classify 
an associated item at a single subject, single trial, volume-by-volume level from our regions 
of interest, which is the aim of this pilot experiment. We used a basic associative memory 
design, and adapted that to a real-time fMRI decoding version, in order to test whether we 
could reliably decode stimulus categories at a single subject, single trial, volume-by-volume 
level at moments that not the being decoded stimulus category but an associated item was 
presented on the screen (see Supplementary Fig. 5.1 for task design).
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Supplementary Figure 5.1 experimental design – pilot experiment
The pilot experiment consisted of a training phase, learning phase, test phase and memory test.
Results
We trained a classiﬁer on brain activity patterns evoked by faces and houses. In a learning 
phase, participants learned four object-face pairs, and four object-house pairs. Subsequently, 
participants were presented with these eight objects (consecutively in a random order) 
while we calculated for each MR volume the decoding accuracy of faces and houses from 
their brain activity patterns (see methods for more details on task and analyses). 
The classiﬁer results for scene and face decoding (Supplementary Fig. 5.2) showed variable 
results across trials/participants. Of the 20 trials per category (5 participants, 4 trials each), 
scene decoding was above chance level (i.e. 0.5) on 17 out of 20 trials, and face decoding 
was above chance level on 11 out of 20 trials. When looking at the volume-by-volume 
results, 36 out of 40 trials in total reached above chance level performance (i.e. above 0.5) 
at some time during the 24 sec trial. The 4 trials that never reached above chance level 
decoding accuracy were all trials in which the object was associated with a face. A possible 
explanation could be that the memory performance for the face pairs was lower than the 
scene pairs at the group level (on average 85% correct for scenes, and 75% correct for faces). 
Altogether, we conclude that it is feasible with the current set-up to use decoding accuracy 
as neurofeedback as a tool to train participants to associate stimuli.
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Supplementary Figure 5.2 Single subject, single trial, volume-by-volume scene-category (A) and face-category 
(B) decoding during the pilot experiment
Each plot shows the decoding evidence (of scenes in A, and of faces in B) over time of a single participant for 
each trial separately (total of 4 trials per participant) during the pilot experiment (as described in supplementary 
material). During this decoding test phase, the participant was looking at objects that were associated with a scene 
(in A) or a face (in B) during a prior learning phase. At the bottom right, the memory performance for this category 
of the group on average (dark bar) as well as each participant separately (light bars) is displayed.
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Supplementary Figure 5.3 Group average of the decoding accuracy during the test phase of the pilot experiment
Decoding accuracy (group average ± S.E.M.) of the correct category during the test phase (0.5 is chance level, 
indicated by the dashed line). The object is presented on the screen the ﬁrst 2 s. 
Methods
Participants
Seven students from the Radboud University campus in Nijmegen participated in this study. 
All participants were right-handed and had normal or corrected-to-normal vision. Two 
participants had to be excluded to do technical problems. Thus, ﬁve students (one male, 
aged 19-27 years, mean age 21.2) were included in this pilot study. All participants gave 
written informed consent. The study was approved by the local ethics committee.
Task design
This pilot experiment consisted of four phases; a training phase, a learning phase, a test 
phase, and a memory test (see Supplementary Fig. 5.1). The training phase was used to 
train a classiﬁer on brain activity patterns evoked by faces and scenes. The training phase 
consisted of 28 blocks in total, interleaved blocks with images of faces and blocks with 
images of scenes. Each block lasted for 30 seconds and was followed by a ﬁxation cross 
which was presented for 12 seconds. Each block consisted of 14 unique pictures (i.e. each 
block had a different set of pictures), each picture was presented for 2 seconds, and, 
additionally, the ﬁrst picture of the block was repeated at a random position within that 
block. Participants had to press a button when they saw the ﬁrst picture being repeated. 
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They were asked to maintain attending the images throughout the entire block. During the 
learning phase the participant was required to learn four object-face pairs, and four object-
house pairs. Each pair was presented together on the screen 14 times (stimulus duration 1.5 
sec, inter-trial interval 0.5 sec). During the test phase, participants were presented with the 
eight objects from the learning phase. Each object was presented in isolation, with the eight 
objects presented consecutively in a random order. Each object was presented only once 
for 24 sec. After the real-time fMRI session, participants were placed behind a computer 
screen, and conducted a memory test. During this (self-paced) memory test, participants 
were tested for their memory for the eight pairs. For each object they were asked to which 
category this object belonged (face or scene), followed by a certainty rating (scale 1 to 4). 
Additionally, they were presented with all exemplars from the category used during the 
learning phase, and asked to identify the correct exemplar which was associated to this 
object, again followed by a certainty rating (scale 1 to 4).
Image acquisition and analyses
Image acquisition, real-time fMRI analysis, online image preprocessing, and online decoding 
was performed as described in the main methods section.
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Supplementary Figure 5.4 Results of the six participants that were excluded from behavioral analyses because 
the neurofeedback manipulation did not work
(A) Results of the neurofeedback context test. Average (± S.E.M.) correct and incorrect responses during the 
neurofeedback context test (overlaid with individual responses) for the 6 participants that were excluded from ﬁnal 
analyses, as evidenced by ≤ chance level (i.e. 50 %) correct responses in this task. (B) Decoding accuracy. Decoding 
accuracy of the correct category during the neurofeedback blocks (for the excluded 6 participants), averaged across 
block 1 and block 2 and averaged across trials (0.5 is chance level, indicated by the dashed line). The object is 
presented on the screen the ﬁrst 2 s, the neurofeedback presentation (see Fig. 5.1B) is presented in the remaining 
22 s. (C) Results of the associative learning task. Average (± S.E.M.) percentage of pairs for which the correct 
exemplar was remembered (for the excluded 6 participants), separately for same category pairs and other category 
pairs (overlaid with individual responses).
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The hippocampus is critically involved in both mapping space as well as the formation 
of memories for events. Here we propose that common coding principles in the 
hippocampus enable spatial, temporal and episodic representations. We discuss recent 
studies employing novel cognitive tasks as well as newly developed representational 
analysis techniques which show that both spatial and mnemonic representations can 
be thought of as networks of interlinked elements, be it locations in space or events in 
memory. These mnemonic networks share certain characteristics, such as plasticity and 
hierarchical organization, which enable structured representation of information while 
also allowing simultaneous assimilation of new elements. We conclude by outlining 
possibilities of how neural mechanisms underlying the formation of such networked 
representations can support the organization of interlinked information beyond time 
and space.
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6.1 Introduction
The hippocampal formation has a well-established role in both episodic memory and 
internal representation of space (Burgess et al., 2002; Hafting et al., 2005). However, the 
exact nature of its involvement is still under debate. At the heart of the debate is the type 
of information represented by the hippocampal formation, and whether the identical 
coding mechanisms underlie the formation of these representations. According to one 
influential theory, the hippocampal formation codes for a detailed map-like representation 
of space, to which other non-spatial elements of episodic memories can be bound during 
encoding (Burgess et al., 2002; Moser et al., 2015). Another prominent theory posits that 
both spatial and non-spatial information is represented as networks of related events in the 
hippocampus (Eichenbaum et al., 1999; McKenzie et al., 2014; Howard and Eichenbaum, 
2015), in a so-called memory space. In line with this theoretical viewpoint, computational 
modelling (McClelland et al., 1995) as well as experimental evidence (Doeller et al., 2005) 
suggests that the hippocampus is involved in extracting and representing regularities 
that hold across episodes. Besides this, mnemonic networks may represent conceptual 
(Kumaran et al., 2009; Milivojevic and Doeller, 2013; Constantinescu et al., 2016; Mack et 
al., 2016) and temporal information (Howard and Kahana, 2002; Hsieh et al., 2014; Davachi 
and DuBrow, 2015; Hasson et al., 2015) as well. We will briefly outline commonalities in 
spatial and mnemonic representations, and then discuss the mechanisms which enable 
their formation. We conclude by proposing that the representation of these networks is not 
restricted to spatial, episodic and temporal information, but rather reflects domain general 
computations.
6.2 Spatial representations in the hippocampal formation
It is well established that the hippocampal formation, which consists of the hippocampus and 
entorhinal cortex, is involved in representing space (Moser et al., 2015). More speciﬁcally, 
the hippocampus contains so-called place cells, which ﬁre when an animal enters a 
particular location in the environment (O’Keefe and Dostrovsky, 1971). On the other hand, 
the entorhinal cortex, a cortical region one synapse away from the hippocampus, contains 
cells that ﬁre in response to multiple locations which are arranged in a hexagonal pattern 
that tiles the entire environment (the so-called ‘grid cells’) (Hafting et al., 2005).
The same cells can represent different conﬁgurations of locations within different 
environments through the process of remapping (Colgin et al., 2008; Steemers et al., 2016). 
Remapping can also be induced through changes in the task or goals and may provide a link 
between coding of space and coding of events. For example, Moita and colleagues (2003) 
showed that, after conditioning, ﬁring of hippocampal neurons became synchronized to the 
onset of a conditioned stimulus, suggesting that hippocampal neurons are also responsive to 
non-spatial stimuli (Moita et al., 2003). Additionally, this provides evidence that hippocampal 
place cells are dynamic and can remap due to changes in experience (Anderson and Jeffery, 
2003; Colgin et al., 2008).
Intracranial recordings in pre-surgical epilepsy patients exploring virtual reality (VR) 
environments, have conﬁrmed that place (Ekstrom et al., 2003) and grid cells (Jacobs et 
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al., 2013) are also found in human hippocampus and entorhinal cortex, respectively. In 
addition to electrophysiological evidence, we have reported systems-level fMRI responses 
in participants navigating in VR environments, which are consistent with the population 
response of place cells (Doeller et al., 2008) and grid cells (Doeller et al., 2010; Kunz et 
al., 2015; Bellmund et al., 2016; Horner et al., 2016) in the rodent hippocampal formation. 
Furthermore, connectivity studies in humans are indicative of a highly similar subdivision 
of the entorhinal cortex in rodents and humans (Maass et al., 2015; Navarro Schröder 
et al., 2015). These ﬁndings not only indicate that spatial representations in humans are 
implemented similarly to those of rats, but also that fMRI can be a useful tool to probe such 
representations.
Together, the place and grid cell system forms the basis of the brain’s navigation system 
(Moser et al., 2015). This system seems to be hierarchically organised with functional 
subdivision along the hippocampus, corresponding to the posterior-anterior axis in humans 
and dorsal-ventral axis in rodents, respectively (Fanselow and Dong, 2010; Strange et al., 
2014). The size of place ﬁelds increases along the long axis of the rodent hippocampus (Jung 
et al., 1994; Kjelstrup et al., 2008), and the size of the grid ﬁelds, as well as the spacing 
between the vertices of the grid, also increase along the same axis of rodent mEC (Hafting et 
al., 2005; Barry et al., 2007; Stensola et al., 2012). There are also differences in connectivity 
along the hippocampal long axis (libby et al., 2012; Ranganath and Ritchey, 2012). There 
are several theories regarding the function of multiple spatial scales in the hippocampal 
formation (Poppenk et al., 2013; Strange et al., 2014). This simultaneous representation 
of the same location at multiple spatial resolutions may underlie our ability to represent 
our environments along hierarchically organised internal maps: ranging from smaller 
scales (Doeller et al., 2008; Komorowski et al., 2009; Xu et al., 2010), such as our homes, to 
progressively larger scales (Xu et al., 2010; Nadel et al., 2013), such as our neighbourhoods, 
and even our cities (see part b of Figure 6.1). 
6.3 Episodic memory representations
The distinction between local and global is not only relevant for representation of space, 
but also for episodic memory because it is important to have detailed memories as well as 
memories at a coarser mnemonic resolution. The range of mnemonic resolutions may serve 
to organize memories into hierarchical memory networks. For such memory networks to 
arise, incoming information needs to be integrated with pre-existing knowledge (Tse et al., 
2007; van Buuren et al., 2014), or otherwise linked with other information, which can occur 
through both shared spatial context (Nielson et al., 2015; Deuker et al., 2016), and shared 
temporal context (Hsieh et al., 2014; Hasson et al., 2015; Howard and Eichenbaum, 2015; 
Deuker et al., 2016). Additionally, episodic memories can be linked through shared event 
context (Ezzyat and Davachi, 2014; Davachi and DuBrow, 2015) shared narrative context 
(Collin et al., 2015; Milivojevic et al., 2015, 2016), or through shared features (e.g. people 
involved, types of activities, similar objects) (Milivojevic and Doeller, 2013; Schlichting et al., 
2015; Backus et al., 2016a; Milivojevic et al., 2016) while being far apart in space and time.
Even though we cannot visualise neural representations of memories (i.e. ‘engrams’) using 
noninvasive neuroimaging in humans, we can visualise the organisational structure of the 
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relationships between different mnemonic representations and a number of recent studies 
have made large strides at mapping the structure of emerging representations in both 
memory (Zeithamova et al., 2012a; Barron et al., 2013; Schapiro et al., 2013; Collin et al., 
2015; Milivojevic et al., 2015; Schlichting et al., 2015) and space (Bellmund et al., 2016; 
Steemers et al., 2016). These studies have used multivariate pattern-based analyses (such 
as representational similarity analysis (Kriegeskorte et al., 2008b) or pattern component 
modelling (Diedrichsen and Kriegeskorte, 2016)) or repetition suppression paradigms 
(Doeller et al., 2010; Barron et al., 2013; Constantinescu et al., 2016) to deﬁne the structure 
of internal representations of events and event elements. The analysis logic for multivariate 
pattern analyses is based on the idea that mnemonic elements which are closer together 
in the memory ‘space’ would also evoke more similar patterns of neural activity. Thus, by 
examining the patterns evoked by different experimental conditions (e.g. different events), 
we can visualise the distance between conditions in an internal representational space.
The hypothesised memory networks are comprised of partially overlapping events, where 
the nodes of the networks consist of mnemonic elements, such as people, objects, spatial 
or temporal contexts (Eichenbaum et al., 1999; Milivojevic and Doeller, 2013; Howard and 
Eichenbaum, 2015; Eichenbaum, 2016). In our recent study, participants watched a movie 
with two interleaved narratives in the MRI-scanner. We examined whether overlapping 
event elements in those narratives also evoke more similar internal representations of 
those events. We showed that events which featured particular characters or locations were 
associated with more similar hippocampal activity patterns than other events. Those results 
suggest that characters and locations in a movie indeed form nodes of memory networks. In 
addition to nodal representations, we also found evidence that hippocampal representations 
of separate storylines from the movie gradually diverge over time (Milivojevic et al., 2016). 
These results suggest that the hippocampus also represents larger groupings of events, 
akin to narrative contexts, in separate networks. These ﬁndings may relate to how different 
hippocampal cell assemblies represent different spatial contexts, whereas the process of 
remapping allows for switches between the contexts as a consequence of pattern separation 
processes (Wills et al., 2005; Colgin et al., 2008).
We have also tracked the emergence of small-scale narrative event networks in the posterior 
hippocampus in a study where participants saw initially unrelated events that, over the 
course of the experiment, became linked through a new event. The formation of those 
networks of events was triggered by insight into how previously unrelated events ﬁt together 
(Milivojevic et al., 2015). We showed that patterns of hippocampal event representations 
became more similar between non-overlapping events once they became linked through a 
new event (Milivojevic et al., 2015). To investigate more complex narratives, we presented 
participants with multiple unrelated events which were linked into larger narratives. Here 
we discovered that, in addition to the small-scale networks in the posterior hippocampus, 
the scale of these event networks increased along the long axis of the hippocampus, 
with anterior hippocampus providing coarser event representations corresponding to the 
multi-event narratives. These results suggest that memories may indeed be organised into 
networks of related events, and follow a similar hierarchical organisation like space (see 
part a of Figure 6.1) (McKenzie et al., 2014; Collin et al., 2015; Schlichting et al., 2015). 
This is consistent with a global versus local spatial distinction along the hippocampal long 
axis as proposed in Poppenk et al. (2013). Thus, the same neural mechanisms that create 
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hierarchical representation of space may also underlie our ability to think of past events at 
different memory scales, ranging from the smallest meaningful units – such as accidentally 
spilling coffee during breakfast – through progressively coarser scales – such as having 
breakfast, what we did in the morning, and how we spent the day. 
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John Herschel Glenn Jr. was an American 
aviator, engineer, astronaut, and United 
States Senator from Ohio. In 1962 he 
became the first American to orbit the Earth, 
circling three times. 
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Figure 6.1 We propose that multiple cognitive domains rely on similar mechanisms for organising information 
in the brain. 
(a) Episodic memories can be organised as a hierarchy with an entire experience as highest hierarchical level, and 
more speciﬁc events within these experiences as lower levels of the hierarchy. (b) Space can be organised as a 
hierarchy, with large sections of the environment as highest hierarchical level, and more detailed sections of the 
environment as lower levels of the hierarchy. (c) Also conceptual knowledge can be organised as a hierarchy, with 
an entire concept as highest level of the hierarchy, and more speciﬁc facts related to this concept as lower levels 
of the hierarchy.
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6.4 Memories in time
It is well established that the hippocampus represents temporal context (Howard and Kahana, 
2002; Davachi and DuBrow, 2015; Hasson et al., 2015), and since the discovery of phase 
precession (Keefe and Recce, 1993) of place cells and hippocampal time cells (MacDonald 
et al., 2011) it has become clear that both the hippocampus and medial entorhinal cortex 
code for time as well as space (Kraus et al., 2015). Furthermore, representations of items 
presented close together in predictable temporal sequences have more similar neural 
patterns than items presented in unpredictable sequences (Hsieh et al., 2014), suggesting 
that known temporal context binds those items together. The role of the hippocampus for 
integration of information across time is also suggested by increased hippocampal activity, 
positively correlated with subsequent memory, at event offsets (Ben-Yakov and Dudai, 2011). 
Interestingly, shared event context can over-ride temporal context for item grouping (Ezzyat 
and Davachi, 2014). Nevertheless, when the across-event items were judged to be closer 
in time, their neural patterns were also more similar (Ezzyat and Davachi, 2014; lositsky 
et al., 2016), perhaps suggesting that temporal and event contexts are at least partially 
independent but can interact. Similarly, we have shown that although items linked through 
spatial or temporal context vary in representational similarity as a function of spatial or 
temporal distance, these two types of contexts also interact with each other (Deuker et 
al., 2016). Comparable effects have been reported for real-life autobiographical memories 
(Nielson et al., 2015).
However, what remains to be seen is whether temporal scales are also represented in a 
similar manner in the hippocampal formation. One might predict that anterior hippocampus 
in humans or the ventral hippocampus in rodents may code for a global temporal context, 
while more posterior/dorsal regions code for shorter time scales (MacDonald et al., 2011; 
Kraus et al., 2015). In the example above, we effectively described progressively wider 
event contexts in the temporal domain, however, it is not clear whether these memory 
scales indeed represent temporal context in the same way as narrative context, the topic 
of the research reported in recent work (Collin et al., 2015; Milivojevic et al., 2016). When 
it comes to sensory information, different brain regions accumulate information differently 
across time, with early visual cortex representing short time scales while higher-order visual 
areas represented longer time scales, while no variation with temporal scales was reported 
in the hippocampus (Hasson et al., 2015). However, even naturalistic stimuli used in an 
experimental setting do not match true temporal scales, which leave the question about 
potential hippocampal involvement in hierarchical temporal processing of episodic memory 
unanswered.
6.5 Networks beyond the memory domain
In this review we have discussed leading theories, computational modeling, and recent 
neuroimaging work that suggest that the hippocampus does not only represent memories of 
individual events but also represents memories as networks of related events (Eichenbaum 
et al., 1999; Burgess et al., 2002; Kumaran and McClelland, 2012; McKenzie et al., 2014; 
Milivojevic et al., 2015, 2016; Brod et al., 2015; Collin et al., 2015; Horner et al., 2015; Backus 
et al., 2016a, 2016b; Deuker et al., 2016). This suggests that spatial and episodic memory 
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rely on similar coding principles necessary for the formation of hierarchical networks in 
the hippocampus (Figure 6.1). We propose that these coding principles may also support 
formation of networked representations unrelated to events or space. A particularly 
interesting question is whether these neural mechanisms, which lead to hierarchically 
organized spatial and mnemonic representations, also provide a neural metric for other 
types of related information, for example the structure of conceptual knowledge in the 
brain (Figure 6.1). Research has indeed shown crucial involvement of the hippocampus in 
the emergence of conceptual knowledge (Kumaran et al., 2009; Constantinescu et al., 2016; 
Mack et al., 2016). However, the exact structure of knowledge in the brain is still under 
debate. Some evidence suggests that neural mechanisms underlying navigation through 
space also underlie navigation through conceptual space (of bird stimuli) that are deﬁned 
through two continuous dimensions (Constantinescu et al., 2016).
 
An efficient representation of knowledge needs to be dynamic to enable flexible switching 
between building new entries and integrating information into existing structures. 
Furthermore, knowledge should transfer to new situations. Thus, knowledge systems 
need to rely on efficient organizational principles. One such organizational principle could 
be hierarchical coding which use the same underlying neural populations and can remap 
between different contexts (or concepts). Future research needs to focus on whether 
representing knowledge in network structures, similarly to how the brain represents spatial 
and event maps, reflects the actual mechanisms by which the brain can efficiently store and 
update knowledge. Additionally, future research should address whether the hippocampus 
is primarily necessary for the formation of conceptual knowledge as hierarchical networks, 
and which, if any, other brain regions would be involved in the retrieval and long-term 
storage of these hierarchical networks (Patterson et al., 2007).
6.6 Concluding remarks
In this review we discussed computational mechanisms in the hippocampus that are known 
to be important for representing the environment as well as representing experiences. 
Research on space and episodic memory indicates that the hippocampus can represent 
small-scale, detailed information, and larger-scale, more general information in parallel. 
All available information about the environment, as well as our experiences, is structured 
into dynamic networks that can flexibly incorporate new information through mechanisms 
such as remapping. We proposed that these computational mechanisms are combined to 
enable the brain to organize space as well as episodic memories into dynamic hierarchical 
structures. We concluded with reviewing recent literature on the emergence of conceptual 
knowledge and proposed that these computational mechanisms might not only underlie 
spatial and episodic representations, but could reflect neural mechanisms for organization 
of interlinked information more generally. This has the potential to signiﬁcantly increase our 
understanding about the coding mechanisms of the brain for cognition in general.
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I started this thesis with the overarching question: Does the brain represent episodic 
memories in dynamic, hierarchical event networks? I ﬁrst investigated how hierarchical 
event networks are formed, and then I explored the dynamics of event networks by 
investigating neural mechanisms underlying memory updating. I furthermore investigated if 
these networks are already formed in anticipation to likely future events.
I described the results of the empirical work conducted for this thesis in chapters 2 to 5, 
and proposed hierarchical networks as a domain-general coding principle in chapter 6. In 
this chapter, I will start with the highlights of empirical and theoretical contributions of 
this thesis (BOX 7.1), and subsequently I will discuss how the results expand fundamental 
knowledge of the neural mechanisms of episodic memory formation and updating. I will end 
by discussing outstanding questions and possible applications. 
BOX 7.1: Highlights 
• Episodic memory representations progressively increase in scale along the 
hippocampal long axis, akin to the gradient of encoded space in the rodent 
hippocampus, which may enable the formation of memory hierarchies  
(chapter 2).  
• The ventral visual stream, while connecting to the hippocampus, ‘preplays’ event 
elements related to predicted future events, and subsequently, experienced 
events are ‘replayed’ in the hippocampus – modulated by participant’s prediction 
and ensuing feedback (chapter 3). 
• Event networks can be updated with new events in the medial prefrontal cortex 
(simple updating of associative event networks) and in the hippocampus (complex 
updating of hierarchical event networks) (chapter 4). 
• An artiﬁcial memory context, created by fMRI-based neurofeedback, caused 
interference during subsequent associative learning (chapter 5). 
• Based on these ﬁndings, I propose that hierarchical organization to information in 
memory is a domain general coding mechanism (chapter 6).
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7.1 Dynamic, malleable, hierarchical networks
The medial temporal lobe, and in particular the hippocampus, has often been indicated as 
important for associative learning (i.e. pairing two items) as well as for drawing inferences 
(i.e. being able to pair item A with item C because both of them are associated with item 
B) (Shohamy and Wagner, 2008; Zeithamova and Preston, 2010; Zeithamova et al., 2012b; 
Preston and Eichenbaum, 2013; Schapiro et al., 2013, 2017, Milivojevic et al., 2015, 2016). 
Together, paired-associate learning and inference learning are crucial mechanisms for 
the ability to create large-scale memory networks (Milivojevic and Doeller, 2013). It has 
been suggested that the hippocampal formation contains a map-like representation of 
space, to which other non-spatial elements of episodic memories can be bound during 
encoding (Tolman, 1948; O’Keefe and Nadel, 1978). Related to this, it has been theorized 
that both spatial and non-spatial information is represented as networks of related events 
in the hippocampus, in a so-called memory space (Eichenbaum et al., 1999). In line with 
this theoretical viewpoint, computational modelling (McClelland et al., 1995) as well as 
experimental evidence (Doeller et al., 2005) suggests that the hippocampus is involved 
in extracting regularities that hold across episodes, which supports the view that the 
hippocampus can integrate memories into networks. There are many different contexts 
that can influence how memories of events are integrated into networks, for example if 
memories share a spatial context (Nielson et al., 2015; Deuker et al., 2016), or a temporal 
context (Howard and Kahana, 2002; Hsieh et al., 2014; Hasson et al., 2015). Additionally, 
episodic memories can be linked through shared event context (Ezzyat and Davachi, 2014; 
Davachi and DuBrow, 2015), shared narrative context (Milivojevic et al., 2015, 2016), or 
through shared features (e.g. people involved, types of activities, similar objects) (Schlichting 
et al., 2015; Backus et al., 2016a, 2016b; Milivojevic et al., 2016).
7.1.1 Formation of event networks
Importantly, real-life experiences are hierarchical in nature. Consider again your memory of 
going to a restaurant with a friend last Saturday. Ordering dinner, and having a conversation 
with your friend are memories that relate to this speciﬁc restaurant visit. These speciﬁc 
memories are detailed and represented at a low level of the hierarchy. The hippocampus 
is known to be involved in representing distinct, detailed memories (Chadwick et al., 2010; 
Wixted et al., 2014). However, memories of other times that you had dinner with this friend 
are also somehow related to your memory of this speciﬁc dinner last Saturday. Thus, at a 
higher level of the hierarchy you integrate all memories of having dinner with this friend. 
Both hippocampus and medial prefrontal cortex are known to be involved in representing 
integrated information in memory, by representing direct associations (Shimamura and 
Squire, 1984; Sakai and Miyashita, 1991) (e.g. association of item A and B, as often studied 
with a paired-associate learning paradigm (Calkins, 1894)) as well as inferences (Zeithamova 
et al., 2012b; Kumaran, 2013; Schlichting et al., 2014; Milivojevic et al., 2016). This shows 
the need for a hierarchical presentation of events in memory. Here I present evidence 
that episodic memories are indeed represented in different resolutions in parallel in the 
hippocampus, with detailed representations in the posterior hippocampus, and large-scale 
representations that include inferences in the anterior hippocampus (chapter 2). This accords 
with rodent research revealing a local versus global dissociation along the hippocampal long 
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axis (Kjelstrup et al., 2008), and with previous ﬁndings in humans on the preferential role of 
the anterior hippocampus in memory generalization (Kumaran et al., 2009; Van Kesteren et 
al., 2010; Schapiro et al., 2017), and the preferential role of the posterior hippocampus in 
individuating memories (Staresina et al., 2012). 
7.1.2 Posterior and anterior hippocampus in formation and updating of 
event networks
In the task described in chapter 2, event B was ﬁrst associated with event A via link-event 1, 
and subsequently event B was associated with event C via link-event 2. Characteristic about 
how the posterior hippocampus represented narratives in this task was by ﬁrst integrating 
event B with event A, and subsequently switching to integrating event B with event C. In 
other words, it focused on the detailed aspect of the narrative that was currently relevant by 
ﬁrst associating B with A, and subsequently “re-linking” B with C. Thus, it did not represent 
all possible associations between the events (i.e. it did not associate event A with event C). 
The mechanism with which the posterior hippocampus updated narratives with new events 
in chapter 4 was similar; here it speciﬁcally showed integration of new events with related 
narratives during the task that was focused on updating of these narratives, however, it did 
not show associations between all new, related events nor did it show associations between 
all different events from a narrative. Thus, in both cases (chapter 2 and 4), the posterior 
hippocampal representation of the narratives did not contain a general overview of how 
all events relate to each other, but rather focused on speciﬁc, at that moment relevant, 
aspects. This dovetails with previous research in which the posterior hippocampus is 
primarily involved in networks with only a few elements (Milivojevic et al., 2015), or with 
dissociating memories of events (Staresina et al., 2012; Schlichting et al., 2015).
Anterior hippocampus, in contrast, integrated at the same time event B with A, event B with 
C, and event A with C (chapter 2). This corresponds to a general overview of how all events 
relate to each other in the task, including inferences between events. Results presented in 
chapter 4 are also consistent with this view. There, the anterior hippocampus represented 
a general overview of relations between events, including inferences between events. The 
anterior hippocampus has been suggested to be involved in large-scale memory integration 
in previous research as well (Kumaran et al., 2009; Deuker et al., 2016). 
7.1.3 Relevance of event networks
Such a hierarchical presentation of events in memory is relevant for predictions about future 
events, since it allows our brain to select generic event elements from high hierarchical 
levels and flexibly combine those generic event elements as a way to predict speciﬁc 
future events. Thus, based on the current event model, it would select based on earlier 
experiences which speciﬁc event elements are likely to be relevant in the near future, and 
pre-activate these event elements in order to generate speciﬁc predictions (Gershman and 
Niv, 2012; Shohamy and Daw, 2015; Schapiro et al., 2017). I would expect the hippocampus 
to be speciﬁcally relevant for the process of combining all these separate event elements 
into possible coherent future events (Buckner, 2010; Shohamy and Daw, 2015), akin to the 
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known role in the hippocampus in constructing coherent scenes (Hassabis and Maguire, 
2009; Schapiro et al., 2013; Palombo et al., 2016). The event elements are generic and used in 
many different events and therefore represented at a high hierarchical level in the hierarchy, 
and the speciﬁc events or situations are very detailed and therefore represented at a lower 
level in the hierarchy. For example, if the current situation is that you are entering a kitchen, 
you would pre-activate elements related to this, for example ‘fridge’. Pre-activating ‘fridge’ 
(at a relatively high level of the event hierarchy) might in turn lead to generating predictions 
about speciﬁc future events (at a lower level of the event hierarchy); for example, getting 
a soda from the fridge, or getting food from the fridge to start cooking. Indeed, the ventral 
visual stream pre-activates event elements related to likely future events, and connects 
with the hippocampus while doing so, as described in chapter 3. This is in accordance with 
previous research revealing preplay of future states in rodents (Gupta et al., 2010; Dragoi 
and Tonegawa, 2011, 2013; Ólafsdóttir et al., 2015).
7.1.4 Malleable hierarchical networks
Thus, the hippocampal-cortical memory system can integrate related memories into 
networks (Shohamy and Wagner, 2008; Kumaran et al., 2009; Staresina and Davachi, 2009; 
Van Kesteren et al., 2012; Zeithamova et al., 2012b; Milivojevic et al., 2015; Schlichting et al., 
2015; Kitamura et al., 2017). Furthermore, chapter 4 described that the hierarchical networks 
could integrate new events, even after consolidation, possibly related to reconsolidation 
(Forcato et al., 2007; Hupbach et al., 2007; Schiller and Phelps, 2011; Kuhl et al., 2012). This 
indicates that the hierarchical networks are flexible. This is a crucial characteristic since it 
allows our brain to continuously adapt to the constant stream of events in our daily life. 
Additional evidence for the flexibility of the hierarchical event networks has been outlined in 
chapter 5. Here it became clear that participants can voluntarily influence which items they 
integrate with each other based on receiving neurofeedback based on their brain activity 
patterns, which is in line with earlier studies revealing that people are able to voluntarily 
influence brain activity using neurofeedback (Shibata et al., 2011; lawrence et al., 2013; 
Niazi et al., 2013; deBettencourt et al., 2015; Emmert et al., 2015; Scharnowski et al., 2015; 
Amano et al., 2016; Macinnes et al., 2016). Together, this indicates that these hierarchical 
networks are malleable. 
Altogether, this shows that episodic memories are represented in dynamic, malleable, 
hierarchical networks. Representing information in dynamic, malleable, and hierarchical 
networks could be informative for cognition in general, since it could be a general mechanism 
for representing information in the brain, an interesting notion that has been outlined in 
detail in theory chapter 6.
7.2 Outstanding questions and applications
7.2.1 Outstanding questions
There are interesting outstanding questions following the empirical work described in this 
thesis regarding how our rich and continuous real-life experiences can be captured in a 
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meaningful neural structure to allow us to remember them as a coherent whole. For example, 
following from chapter 4, how do we integrate surprising new events that relate to earlier 
experiences? The investigation of the neural mechanism of future thinking, as described 
in chapter 3, lead to interesting future research questions as well. What exactly is the link 
between preplay and replay of events, and decision making? How are changing predictions 
about future events influencing preplay and replay? The fMRI neurofeedback approach to 
studying associative memory (chapter 5) could potentially mean that it is possible to train 
participants with fMRI neurofeedback to edit speciﬁc memories. Can participants indeed be 
trained to integrate multiple memories into networks, or to dissociate speciﬁc memories? 
The results described in this thesis also provide fundamental knowledge that could be 
informative for interesting research into clinical, educational or technological applications. 
7.2.2 Clinical applications
Investigating the ability to use neurofeedback as a method to train participants to associate 
memories (as described in chapter 5) could potentially aid the research into using 
neurofeedback as a clinical application for patients suffering from post-traumatic stress 
disorder (PTSD) (Gapen et al., 2016; van der Kolk et al., 2016). Humans can voluntarily 
influence which stimuli become associated by using neurofeedback. It would be of interest 
to examine whether it is possible as well to train participants to dissociate memories using a 
similar approach as used in chapter 5. Together, being able to train participants to associate 
as well as dissociate speciﬁc memories would lead to the ability to train participants to edit 
their memory networks. This could lead to interesting possible applications in the treatment 
of PTSD-patients. Potentially, PTSD-patients could then learn with neurofeedback to better 
dissociate traumatic events from everyday events. Also elderly or people with memory 
deﬁcits could potentially beneﬁt from associative memory neurofeedback training. Elderly 
are suggested to suffer from decline in associative memory performance (Shing et al., 2008; 
Hanaki et al., 2011). If we could train them to strengthen associations between speciﬁc 
elements, or train them to order memory elements or events, then this could potentially 
reduce their memory deﬁcits. Using a neurofeedback approach combined with memory 
integration paradigms to investigate these clinical applications could be of great societal 
impact. 
7.2.3 Educational applications
Chapters 2, 3, 4, and 6 provide useful insights into education (Putnam, 2015). Gaining 
knowledge about the neural background behind memory integration is highly related to 
mnemonic strategies. Mnemonic strategies are suggested to build on memory processes 
such as memory integration, visual imagery, and memory organization, and they can be 
effective tools to aid learning (Worthen and Hunt, 2011). They are suggested to have a 
positive impact on rote memorization, but also have potential to aid higher order skills, such 
as comprehension or transfer of knowledge (van Voorhis, 2002; Carney and levin, 2003; 
Stalder, 2005; Putnam, 2015). One commonly used mnemonic strategy is the method of loci, 
which relies on the use of imagery to link speciﬁc information to speciﬁc locations along a 
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familiar route. The information is then retrieved by “walking” the route, and restoring the 
information that was associated to the speciﬁc locations. Importantly, this has also been 
shown to lead to long-term learning, which is important in order to be relevant for education 
(Krinsky and Krinsky, 1994; Wang and Thomas, 2000; Roediger and Karpicke, 2006). Besides 
this, a commonly used educational strategy in the classroom is the integration of to-be-
learned information into a story. It would be of educational value to investigate how to make 
better use of the hierarchical aspect of representing information in the brain (as outlined in 
this thesis, especially chapter 2 and 6) when using stories to learn information. Integrating 
information at a high hierarchical level could be beneﬁcial for remembering the gist of large 
sets of to-be-learned material. However, dissociating that same information at another, 
more detailed, level could then be equally important for learning.
7.2.4 Technological applications
A third application that could beneﬁt from insights coming from memory research is 
technology. Neuroscience research and artiﬁcial intelligence are strongly related (Hassabis 
et al., 2017). An example is the combination of reinforcement-based mechanisms with deep 
learning, where the network stores a subset of training data to “replay” them offline as 
a mechanism to learn, which is directly inspired by insights from neuroscience research 
(Mnih et al., 2015; Silver et al., 2016; Hassabis et al., 2017). It would be of interest for future 
research to investigate possible ways to implement “preplay” mechanisms (as discussed 
in chapter 3) into deep neural networks. If a neural network had the capability to preplay 
possible future states, it would increase the flexibility of the system by being able to generate 
many likely predictions. This would be a way to facilitate planning by simulating the future, 
similar to how the brain anticipates future events (Hassabis et al., 2017).
7.3 Concluding remarks
In conclusion, the work described in this thesis outlines that events in memory are 
represented as dynamic, malleable, hierarchical networks. The scientiﬁc insights add 
to the fundamental knowledge about episodic memory formation and updating in the 
human brain, and could inform applied research into educational, technological or clinical 
applications of these ﬁndings.
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De naam onthouden van je buurman, het kunnen onthouden van de weg naar de supermarkt, 
je herinneren welke gesprekken je gisteren had, dit alles komt voort uit je geheugen. Juist 
omdat het geheugen een dergelijk belangrijke functie vervult in ons dagelijks leven, is 
het van groot belang om beter te leren begrijpen hoe het geheugen functioneert. In mijn 
proefschrift ben ik geïnteresseerd in het geheugen voor gebeurtenissen (het episodisch 
geheugen). Hoe is ons brein in staat de vele gebeurtenissen die we meemaken in ons leven 
te onthouden? 
Onderzoek naar episodisch geheugen is sterk verwant aan onderzoek naar ruimtelijke 
navigatie. Dezelfde hersengebieden blijken namelijk betrokken te zijn bij zowel ruimtelijke 
navigatie als episodisch geheugen. Om deze reden is onderzoek naar ruimtelijke navigatie 
ook erg informatief voor de werking van het brein bij episodisch geheugen.
Veel kennis over de werking van het brein tijdens het onthouden komt voort uit 
proefdieronderzoek. Bij onderzoek met proefdieren werden er baanbrekende ontdekkingen 
gedaan over het geheugen door de Nobelprijswinnaars John O’Keefe, en May-Britt en 
Edvard Moser. Tijdens deze onderzoeken werden er bij ratten elektroden geïmplanteerd 
in de hippocampus, een hersengebied dat betrokken is bij geheugen. Vervolgens moest de 
rat in een ruimte rondlopen terwijl een camera bijhield waar hij zich bevond. Ondertussen 
werd met behulp van de elektroden de hersenactiviteit van de hippocampus gemeten. Uit 
deze metingen bleek dat één speciﬁeke groep cellen in de hippocampus altijd actief werd 
op één speciﬁeke plaats in de ruimte. Andere groepen cellen in de hippocampus werden 
niet actief op die plaats, maar juist op andere plaatsen in de ruimte. Met dit onderzoek 
werd dus duidelijk dat er cellen zijn in de hippocampus die als het ware een kaart van onze 
omgeving kunnen vormen. Deze cellen kregen de naam plaatscellen. Deze plaatscellen 
hebben een aantal interessante kenmerken. In de achterkant van de hippocampus vind 
je namelijk plaatscellen die een relatief klein gedeelte van de ruimte bestrijken, terwijl de 
voorkant van de hippocampus juist plaatscellen bevat die een relatief groot gedeelte van de 
ruimte bestrijken. Zo hebben verschillende plaatscellen een verschillende representatie van 
je omgeving opgeslagen. Wanneer de ruimte waarin je je bevindt verandert, kunnen deze 
plaatscellen ook van activiteit veranderen. Dit heet ‘remapping’ van plaatscellen. Dus, de 
plaatscellen vormen als het ware een landkaart in ons brein die ons vervolgens helpt om 
bijvoorbeeld de weg naar de supermarkt te onthouden.
Naast het onthouden van de weg naar de supermarkt, onthoud je ook de dingen die je 
onderweg ziet en meemaakt. Herinneringen aan gebeurtenissen kunnen een rechtstreeks 
verband hebben met elkaar zoals het parkeren van je auto op de parkeerplaats van de 
supermarkt afgelopen zaterdag en het betalen van je boodschappen tijdens ditzelfde 
supermarktbezoek. Echter, daarnaast vormen gebeurtenissen ook een bepaalde 
hiërarchie. Neem bijvoorbeeld het eerdergenoemde voorbeeld over het onthouden van de 
verschillende gebeurtenissen die je meemaakt bij een bezoek aan de supermarkt, zoals het 
parkeren van je auto op de parkeerplaats, het tegenkomen van een vriend in de supermarkt 
en het betalen van je boodschappen aan de kassa. Naast de speciﬁeke gebeurtenissen 
die bij het supermarktbezoek horen, zijn er nog veel meer gebeurtenissen in je geheugen 
opgeslagen die in meer of mindere mate een verband hebben met dit supermarktbezoek, 
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zoals een eerder bezoek aan dezelfde supermarkt een maand geleden. In mijn proefschrift 
heb ik de hypothese getest dat de hippocampus deze hiërarchie van herinneringen opslaat 
 (hoofdstuk 2). Op het laagste niveau in de hiërarchie staan heel gedetailleerde herinneringen 
aan een speciﬁeke gebeurtenis (herinneringen met een zgn. ﬁjne resolutie). Op het 
hoogste niveau staan herinneringen op een veel algemener niveau (herinneringen met 
een zgn. grove resolutie). Zo zou in het voorbeeld dat hierboven beschreven wordt ‘naar 
de supermarkt gaan’ het hoogste niveau in de hiërarchie zijn. Op dat grove niveau in de 
hiërarchie vormt zich dan één groot netwerk waarin alle herinneringen van gebeurtenissen 
die op een of andere manier met ‘naar de supermarkt gaan’ te maken hebben met elkaar 
verbonden worden. Een niveau lager in de hiërarchie vind je dan apart netwerken waarin 
herinneringen voor alle speciﬁeke keren dat je naar precies deze supermarkt bent geweest 
met elkaar verbonden worden. Weer een niveau lager in de hiërarchie vind je vervolgens 
een apart netwerk waarin herinneringen aan speciﬁeke gebeurtenissen tijdens elk van je 
afzonderlijke supermarktbezoekjes met elkaar verbonden worden, zoals het tegenkomen 
van je vriend afgelopen zaterdag in de supermarkt. Zo kun je dus alle gebeurtenissen die 
je meemaakt meerdere keren terugvinden (in verschillende resoluties) op verschillende 
niveaus in een hiërarchie. Daarbij zoomen verbindingen tussen de herinneringen op een 
laag niveau in de hiërarchie als het ware in op enkele speciﬁeke gebeurtenissen met een 
direct verband aan elkaar. Herinneringen op een hoog niveau in de hiërarchie bevatten juist 
weinig details maar geven wel een overzicht over vele op de een of andere manier aan elkaar 
gerelateerde gebeurtenissen. Dit is belangrijk omdat het soms van belang is om je details te 
kunnen herinneren over een speciﬁeke gebeurtenis (bijvoorbeeld: waar heb ik dit speciﬁeke 
supermarktbezoek mijn auto geparkeerd) terwijl het op een ander moment juist van belang 
kan zijn om een algemener idee te herinneren over een bepaalde situatie (bijvoorbeeld: 
waar heb ik doorgaans veel kans om mijn auto te parkeren bij supermarktbezoeken).
In een van onze onderzoeken legden wij proefpersonen in een Magnetic Resonance 
Imaging (MRI) -scanner terwijl ze ﬁlmpjes te zien kregen van verschillende gebeurtenissen. 
MRI is een methode waarbij je op een niet-invasieve manier de structuur en functie van 
het brein kunt meten. De gebeurtenissen werden vervolgens aan elkaar gekoppeld, 
waarbij sommige gebeurtenissen een rechtstreeks verband kregen met elkaar en andere 
gebeurtenissen indirect iets met elkaar te maken hadden (hoofdstuk 2). Bijvoorbeeld, het 
parkeren van je auto bij de supermarkt afgelopen zaterdag had een rechtstreeks verband 
met het tegenkomen van je vriend tijdens ditzelfde supermarkt bezoek. Echter, dit heeft 
een indirect verband met een herinnering aan een andere keer toen je besloot om samen 
met deze vriend boodschappen te gaan doen. Zo bouwden we als het ware een hiërarchie 
van deze gebeurtenissen. Vervolgens analyseerden we de MRI-scans door de patronen 
van activatie in de hippocampus te vergelijken tijdens het kijken van de ﬁlmpjes voordat 
de proefpersonen het verband tussen de gebeurtenissen kenden met het moment nadat 
de proefpersonen het verband wel kenden. De patronen van activatie in de hippocampus 
begonnen meer op elkaar te lijken nadat de proefpersonen wisten dat de ﬁlmpjes bij 
elkaar hoorden. De hippocampus maakte dus als het ware een soort netwerk van bij elkaar 
horende herinneringen van gebeurtenissen aan. De achterkant van de hippocampus slaat 
de herinneringen op het laagste en meest gedetailleerde niveau van de hiërarchie op. 
Tegelijkertijd slaat de voorkant van de hippocampus de herinneringen op een hoger niveau 
in de hiërarchie op. Zo zorgen de hersenen er dus voor dat je details kunt onthouden over 
welke speciﬁeke gebeurtenissen plaatsvinden terwijl je tevens het overzicht kunt houden 
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over hoe alle gebeurtenissen met elkaar in verband staan (hoofdstuk 2).
Dit onderzoek toonde dus aan dat herinneringen als netwerken opgeslagen worden. Maar 
stel dat je komende zaterdag weer boodschappen gaat doen in dezelfde supermarkt en hier 
wederom allemaal gebeurtenissen meemaakt. Hoe worden deze nieuwe gebeurtenissen dan 
aan het al bestaande geheugennetwerk toegevoegd? Wederom legden wij proefpersonen 
in een MRI-scanner en lieten ze gebeurtenissen zien die een verband hadden met eerdere 
gebeurtenissen (hoofdstuk 4). De resultaten lieten zien dat, wanneer proefpersonen keken 
naar de nieuwe gebeurtenis, het patroon van activatie in de mediale prefrontale schors 
veel leek op het patroon van activatie tijdens het kijken naar de oude, hieraan gerelateerde 
gebeurtenissen. Het geheugennetwerk van gebeurtenissen in de mediale prefrontale schors 
kon dus als het ware nieuwe, sterk gerelateerde gebeurtenissen opnemen. Wanneer het 
geheugennetwerk van eerdere gebeurtenissen een complexe, hiërarchische structuur had 
en meerdere gebeurtenissen hieraan moesten worden toegevoegd, gebeurde dat in de 
hippocampus (hoofdstuk 4).
Deze onderzoeken gaan allemaal over het opslaan van gebeurtenissen terwijl ze gebeuren 
en het je herinneren van eerdere gebeurtenissen. Echter, in het dagelijks leven zijn we ook 
de hele tijd bezig met ons voor te bereiden op gebeurtenissen waarvan we verwachten 
dat ze komen gaan. Wanneer je thuis in je auto stapt om naar de supermarkt te gaan, 
ben je je misschien al aan het inbeelden wat voor dingen er wellicht kunnen gebeuren 
onderweg naar de supermarkt of tijdens je supermarktbezoek. Onderzoek toont aan dat de 
hippocampus ook belangrijk is bij het denken over toekomstige gebeurtenissen. Maar wat 
gebeurt er precies in het brein wanneer we dat doen? Een mogelijke hypothese is wederom 
gebaseerd op bevindingen in proefdieronderzoek. Hieruit bleek namelijk dat plaatscellen 
in de hippocampus al actief worden wanneer de rat alleen maar kijkt naar een bepaalde 
locatie, dus voordat de rat op een bepaalde locatie aangekomen is. Dit is vooral het geval 
wanneer deze locatie van belang is voor de rat, bijvoorbeeld als er water of eten te vinden is. 
We legden proefpersonen in een MRI-scanner en lieten ze wederom ﬁlmpjes van 
gebeurtenissen zien. Deze gebeurtenissen hadden een gemeenschappelijk begin, maar na 
dit gemeenschappelijk begin waren er twee mogelijke eind-gebeurtenissen. Proefpersonen 
kregen eerst het gemeenschappelijke begin te zien en daarna de twee mogelijk eind-
gebeurtenissen. Vervolgens moesten ze kiezen hoe ze verwachten dat de gebeurtenis zou 
eindigen, op manier 1 of 2. Na hun keuze vertelden we ze of hun keuze juist was of niet 
(hoofdstuk 3). Het onderzoek toonde aan dat mensen anticiperen op de gebeurtenissen die 
komen gaan door de twee mogelijke toekomstige eind-gebeurtenissen al te representeren 
in hun brein wanneer ze nog alleen maar naar het gemeenschappelijke begin keken. Nadat 
ze hun keuze hadden gemaakt en hier feedback op hadden gekregen, werd alleen nog maar 
de juiste eind-gebeurtenis gerepresenteerd (hoofdstuk 3). Dit onderzoek suggereert dat 
de geheugennetwerken al aangemaakt worden in anticipatie op gebeurtenissen die komen 
gaan, en dat vervolgens na afloop alleen nog de juiste gebeurtenis gerepresenteerd wordt. 
Tijdens bovenstaande onderzoeken (hoofdstuk 2, 3 en 4) zijn de verbindingen tussen de 
herinneringen van gebeurtenissen door ons aangebracht. Maar kunnen mensen ook zelf 
sturen welke herinneringen ze aan elkaar verbinden wanneer ze feedback krijgen gebaseerd 
op het patroon van activatie in hun hersenen? Wij lieten proefpersonen terwijl ze in een 
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MRI-scanner lagen plaatjes van objecten zien (bijvoorbeeld een bezem, een hamer, etc.) 
terwijl ze feedback kregen te zien die gebaseerd was op het patroon van activatie van hun 
hersenen. Deze feedback zorgde er als het ware voor dat de proefpersonen de helft van de 
tijd in de MRI-scanner gezichten in hun brein gerepresenteerd hadden en de andere helft 
van de tijd huizen. Dit alles terwijl ze plaatjes van objecten bekeken. De resultaten lieten 
zien dat hierdoor gezichten (of juist huizen, afhankelijk van welk deel van het experiment) 
gekoppeld werden aan de objecten die getoond werden (hoofdstuk 5). Na afloop moesten de 
proefpersonen nog een geheugentaak doen achter een computer waarin dezelfde plaatjes 
van objecten gekoppeld moesten worden aan een speciﬁek gezicht of huis. De resultaten 
lieten zien dat de in de scanner door de feedback gecreëerde verbinding een negatief effect 
had op het vermogen om deze nieuwe verbindingen te leren (hoofdstuk 5). Dit suggereert 
dat mensen vrijwillig hun associaties (ofwel geheugennetwerken) kunnen vormen door hun 
eigen hersenactiviteit te sturen op basis van feedback en dat dit effect kan hebben op een 
daaropvolgende geheugentaak. 
Concluderend, de onderzoeken in dit proefschrift tonen aan dat mensen herinneringen 
opslaan als netwerken van herinneringen aan gerelateerde gebeurtenissen. Deze 
netwerken zijn in verschillende resoluties te vinden in de hippocampus, kunnen aangepast 
worden wanneer nieuwe gebeurtenissen plaatsvinden die verband houden met de 
eerdere gebeurtenissen, en kunnen al gevormd worden tijdens anticipatie op toekomstige 
gebeurtenissen. Het opslaan van informatie in hiërarchische en flexibele netwerken in het 
brein zou tevens een mechanisme van het brein kunnen zijn dat ook gebruikt wordt op 
andere gebieden, bijvoorbeeld voor het opslaan van kennis in het brein (hoofdstuk 6). 
Met dit proefschrift hoop ik bij te dragen aan het vergroten van fundamentele kennis over 
hoe episodische herinneringen opgeslagen worden in ons brein; hoe ons brein structuur 
aanbrengt in de herinneringen aan gerelateerde gebeurtenissen, hoe deze structuur flexibel 
aangepast kan worden tijdens de constante stroom van gebeurtenissen in ons leven, en hoe 
we anticiperen op toekomstige gebeurtenissen. 
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